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sol-gel-ceramics technology, considerable insight into both disciplines
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A. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The first primary objective was to obtain an understanding

of the properties of relatively stiff polymer chains, and to

provide guidance on how these properties can be exploited to

obtain high-performance polymeric materials. More specifically,

one goal was to use semi-empirical and quantum-mechanical methods

to obtain information on the physical properties of rigid-rod

benzobisoxazole (PBO), benzobisthiazole (PBT), and structurally

related polymers. These materials are of importance to the Air

Force because of their higL mechanical strength and excellent

thermal stability. Such calculations involve energy calculations

on both intramolecular (conformational) effects and interchain

interactions for the polymers in both the unprotonated and

protonated states. Of parti:Jlar interest is the extent to which

the various ring structures in the chains deviate from

coplanarity, and how these deviations affect the ordering of the

chains in the crystalline state. A related feature is the

protonation of these chains, which occurs in the strongly acidic

media used as solvents, and its effect on structure and

deviations from coplanarity.

One specific study (2 involved conformational energy

calculations on two polymer. (AAPBO an," ABPBO) related to PBO.

Another (32) addressed chairn -cking in a ladder polymer (BBL),

Reference numbers correspc.. o those in the attached Cumulative

List of Publications.



and a less stiff but structurally related polymer (BBB). Good

agreement with experimental structural studies was obtained, and

the geometry optimization technique was tested on a series of

small molecules (16). All of the results obtained on these

aspects of the program arc summarized in several more general

review articles (7,35,43).

Some theoretical and experimental investigations were also

carried out on more tractable random-coil polymers in order to

evaluate the theoretical methods and to obtain morc insight into

the properties of the structurally related rigid-rod polymers.

These studies specifically involved some pol ysilanes

(6,31,38,47), polygermanes (47), polysiloxaneF (9), ethylene-

based polyesters (34), and an enzyme inhibitor (DAMP, (2,4).

Electronic band structure calculations were c-xplored with

regard to the types of conJ I ty which may 1t c nterest for

electronic applications of tne rigid-rod p0:ymers and related

materials. Similar calculations were al. 1_ carried out on

relatively small molecules having struct'u: a features in common

with the PBO and PBT polymers. Specific systcrnm studied were PBO

(1), two PBO-related polymers (AAPBO and ABPBO) (27) PBT (1,3),

two PLT-related polymers (AAPBT and ABPET) (36). substituted

polyacetylenes (14) , doped trans-polya,... ylcn c (1. two polyynes

(17), iridium carbonyl chloride ch.": (5), and a

bis(oxalato)platinate complex: (-3). Seveva. ymers were found

to have relatively small .. gap- and c, .. ci ore be of

considerable practical impc: .nce • work is

summarized in two review art. jes (4: ,45)
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In collaboration with Professor William J. Welsh (U.

Missouri-St. Louis) and Mr. Henry Kurtz (Memphis State U.),

theoretical studies of nonlinear optical effects in small

molecules and polymers have been initiated. The goals of this

project are: 1) to apply existing methodologies to calculate

hyperpolarizabilities of small molecules and polymer subunits and

2) to develop new, more accurate methods for the calculation of

such hyperpolarizabilities.

Another series of investigations exploreC the idea of

precipitating fillers into elastomers. The goal was to provide

reinforcement of these materials. Also, since the hydrolysis

reactions used are very similar to those used in the new sol-gel-

ceramics technology, advantageous connections between these two

disciplines could be obtained.
In one series of 1.1-ilic p, fi-ers were

precipitated into unimodal and bimodal sil-xane polymers after

the curing process (11-13,22, 29,37,39,42). It was found that the

precipitation could also be carried out during the curing process

(18,19), or before it (25). Good reinforcement was observed for

these elastomers, and for some thermosets (20) as well. Titania

particles (29) and iron oxide particles also gave good

reinforcement. In some cases extractior .,. e: gave even

larger increases in mechanical properti,- n thus even better

reinforcement (10).

It may also be possiblL to intr . .... inability into

the filler particles by carrying r-ong .'.drocarbon groups

from the material being hydrolyze( r . .'. Magnetic filler

- mn in mmu m m n~ m m nnI ul•n mm-u3-•nn ur



particles have the advantage that they can b( manipulated with an

external magnetic field (23).

Particle sizes and particle size distributions have been

studied by electron microscopy and small-angle x-ray scattering

(8,30). Correlation of this information with hydrolysis

conditions and mechanical properties is providing valuable

guidance for the exploitation of these materials.

The major results obtained in these reinforcement studies

are summarized in a series of review articles (26,31,46).

It is also possible to use compositions and hydrolysis

conditions that make the silica the continuous phase, and the

polymer the dispersed phase (44). Such polymer-modified ceramics

could have extremely attractive properties, for example reduced

brittleness.
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Calculation of Electronic Band Structures for Some
Rigid Benzobisoxazole and Benzobisthiazole Polymers

D. BHAUMIK and J. E. MARK, Department of Chemistry and Polymer
Research Center, The University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

Synopsis

Quantum-mechanical methods were employed to calculate electronic band structures for the
polybenzobisoxazole (PBO) and polybenzobisthiazole (PBT) chains originally synthesized and much
studied because of their utility as high-performance fibers and films. For cts-PBO, trans-PBO.
and trans-PBT chains in their coplanar conformations, the band gaps in the axial direction were
found to be 1.72, 1.62, and 1.73 eV, respectively. Since trans-PBT is nonplanar, calculations on
it were also carried out as a function of the rotation angle 0 about the C-C bond joining the two ring
systems in the repeat unit. The band gap was found to increase markedly with increase in nonpla-
narity, as would be expected from the decrease in charge delocalization. The calculations suggest
the most likely value of 0 to be ca. 300, in good agreement with the experimental value 23* obtained
by x-ray analysis of a crystalline trans-PBT model compound. At this value of 0, the calculated
value of the band gap is 1.98 eV. All of these values are very close to the corresponding values of
1.4-1.9 eV reported for trans-polyacetylene, which should encourage further theoretical and ex-
perimental investigations of the electronic properties of these polymers.

INTRODUCTION

The three polymers of interest in this study are the polybenzobisoxazole (PBO)
chain shown in Figure 1, in which the two oxygen atoms of the repeat unit are
cis to one another, its trans modification, and the trans modification of the
corresponding polybenzobisthiazole (PBT), in which sulfur atoms replace each
pair of oxygen atoms. As can be seen from the sketch, these polymers are very
rigid and, as a result, they frequently form liquid-crystalline as well as crystalline
phases. This has become of considerable interest, since fibers and films from
these liquid-crystalline phases can have exceedingly good mechanical properties,
even to very high temperatures.'

Of interest here is the fact that the same structural features that give the de-
sired chain rigidity also give extensive charge delocalization and resonance sta-
bilization. Such characteristics could be conducive to electrical conductivity,
a topic of much current interest in polymer science.2 -1 3 The present goal was
therefore to carry out preliminary calculations of electronic band gaps in order
to determine whether any of these molecules show promise of being semicon-
ducting, either undoped or as modified by a suitable dopant.

THEORY

For any molecule, including polymers, the LCAO approximation and Bloch's
theorem can be used to describe the delocalized crystalline orbitals i, (k) as a
periodic combination of functions centered at the atomic nuclei. For a one-

Journal of Polymer Science: Polymer Physics Edition, Vol. 21, 1111-1118 (1983)
4 1983 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0098-1273/83/071111-08$01.80



1112 BHAUMIK AND MARK

N Ni

-o 0 01

Fig. 1. Repeat unit of the cis-PBO chain.

dimensional system in which N 1 - I cells (repeat units) interact with the refer-
ence cell (Fig. 1) and for a basis set of length w describing the wave function within
a given cell, the nth crystal orbital 4'0 (k) is defined as' 4- 17

n = Cn(k)0,(k) (1)

where )(pj is the set of Bloch basis functions

I (Ni-)/2
0 (k) = - Y exp(ik- Rj)X(r - Rj) (2)

I1 1j=-1NI-11/2

The quantity k is the wave vector. The position vector Rj, in the one-dimen-
sional case, is given by

Rj =jal (3)

where a, is the basic vector of the crystal. The crystal orbitals are, therefore,
1 (NI-1)/2

P/ (N-F)/2 f exp(ik. Rj)Cn,,(k)x.(r - R,) (4)

where C,. (k) is the expansion coefficient of the linear combination. The basis
functions y, are exponential functions of the Slater form. The present calcu-
lations included all the valence atomic orbitals of the H, C, N, and 0 atoms but
for S atoms only s and p orbitals could be considered.

Using the extended Huickel approximation, we obtain the corresponding ei-
genvalues E, (k) and coefficients C,, (k) from the eigenvalue equation

H(k)C, (k) = S(k)C(k)En(k) (5)

TABLE I
Atomic Parameters for the Extended Hfickel-Tvpe Calculations

Orbital Slater Valence-state ionization
Atom X0 exponent p potential H., (eV)

H Is 1.30 -13.6
C 29 1.625 -21.4
C 2p 1.625 -11.4
N 2s 1.95 -26.0
N 2p 1.95 -13.4
O 2s 2.275 -32.3
0 2p 2.275 -14.8
S 2s 1.817 -20.3
S 2p 1.817 -13.3

L
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Fig. 2. Calculated band structure for cis-PBO in the coplanar conformation.

where H(k) and S(k) are the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices between Bloch

orbitals defined as

H,(k) = (li(k)IHef W,(k)) (6)

and

S.,(k) = (l(k)j0(k)) (7)

The distribution of the En (k) values for a given n with respect to k (usually
within the first Brillouin zone: -0.5K 5 k < 0.5K, where K = 27r/al) is the nth
energy band. The set of all energy bands describes the band structures of the
polymers. The atomic parameters of the extended Hdckel calculation used in
the present study were obtained from the literature'17 and are detailed in Table
I. In the present calculations, lattice sums were carried out to second-nearest
neighbors.

The geometrical parameters (bond lengths and bond angles) of the repeat units
of PBO and PBT were obtained from the x-ray structural studies conducted on
model compounds by Fratini and co-workers.' 8 . 19 The two PBO polymers have
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Fig. 3. Calculated band structure for trans-PBO in the coplanar conformation.

planar repeat units. but the trans-PBT repeat unit has the p-phenylene group
rotated by 23.2.1.18. -19 To determine the most probable configuration of the
trans-PBT, values of total energy per unit cell (Et ) were calculated from their
band structures16.17 as a function of the dihedral angle (P (Fig. 1) in increments
of 100. The equation employed was 16.20

(Et> f 1-1:2 Et(k)dk (8)

where Et(k) is the total energy at k and, according to the extended Huckel
method,

E, Wk= 2 occied E,(W

n

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The repeat units of PBO and PBT contain even numbers of electrons, and
therefore there is no partially filled band in their electronic band systems. The
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band structures of cis - and trans -PBO calculated as described above are shown
in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. In each of these figures the conduction (i.e., the
lowest unoccupied) band and the valence (i.e., the highest occupied) band are
shown, along with four other occupied bands immediately below the valence
band. The general shapes of the band structures of both polymers are very
similar. In each case the valence band and conduction band are both made up
of 7r orbitals. The band gap, which is the difference between the energies of the
valence band and the conduction band, is 1.72 eV for cis-PBO and 1.62 eV for
trans-PBO.

For trans-PBT, the plots of Et (k) vs. k for different values of the dihedral
metrical about the zone center of the first Brillouin zone, only one-half (0 _< k
< 0.5K) of each of these curves is shown in the figure. From eq. (8) it is clear
that the energy (Et) per repeat unit for a fixed O'is equal to the area enclosed
by the corresponding EW (k) vs. k curve over the range -0.5K _ k 5 0.5K. The
most probable configuration of PBT would correspond to that value of 0 for
which (Et) would be maximum; i.e., when the E,(k) vs. k curve encloses mini-
mum area [because the E, (k) are all negativel. Qualitative estimation shows
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Fig. 5 'alculated band structure tor trat. PBT in the conformation corresponding to the rota-
tional angle o = :0'.

that 0 - 300 is tht. prediction for the most stable form of trans- PBT. This is
in very good agreement with the result obtained from crystal structure analysis
of the trans-PBT model compound. ".1. 9 However, both theoretical 21 and ex-
perimenta 2 investigations indicate that trans -PBT polymer occurs in the planar
form in the crystalline phase. The present theoretical results are consistent with
this preference in that the variation of energy for the range o = 30*-0* is very
small compared to that for p = 30" - 90 ° and therefore, if the effect of interchain
or interplanar interactions could be considered, the planar form of trans-PBT
would be the most favorable form, as concluded previousy.21 The band structure
of trans-PBT at ( = 30' is shown in Figure 5. Though the basic form of this
band structure is very close to those of cis- and trans-PBO, the valence and
conduction bands of PBT are no longer made up of r orbitals, but are now mix-
ture of a and ir orbitals. The band gap 1.98 eV determined for trans-PBT is
slightly higher than those of the PBO chains. This is because the overlap be-
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the trans- PBT band gap on the rotational angle o.

tween the phenylene orbitals and the bisthiazole orbitals is less in the case of
trans-PBT, because of its nonplanar structure. This overlap is maximum when
the molecule is planar (as in the PBO chains). The variation of band gap with
dihedral angle in trans-PBT is shown in Figure 6. As the dihedral angle de-
creases (i.e., the overlap between the phenylene and bisthiazole orbitals increases)
the band gap decreases, and finally in the planar form (its favored configuration
in the crystalline phase21.22) the band gap becomes 1.73 eV. This value is very
close to that of the PBO chains. No pertinent experimental results are available
at the present time for comparisons. The only reported experimental value 23

of a band gap for trans-PBT is that (0.76 eV) obtained from measurements that
may have involved ionic rather than electronic conductivity.

The calculated band gaps in PBO and PBT are similar to those determined
experimentally in trans -polyacetylene (1.4-1.9 eV),24 a polymer showing con-
siderable promise as a semiconductor. 4- 13 This should encourage further the-
oretical and experimental investigations of the electronic properties of both PBO
and PBT systems.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge financial support from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(Chemical Structures Program, Division of Chemical Sciences), and Professors R. Hoffmann and
M.-H. Whangbo for providing some of their computational programs and some very helpful ad-
vice.
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Introduction

DAMP-ES [2,4-diamino-5-(l-adamantyl)-6-methylpyrimidine ethylsulfonate salt ]

(Fig. 1) is a potent inhibitor of mammalian dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and

inhibits growth of cultured cells as effectively as methotrexate (1).

DAMP DNMP-1

Fig. 1. illustration of DAMP (protonated) and DNMP-1.

It has been shown (1-4) that the inhibitory activity toward DHFR by antagonists of

the diaminopyrimidine class increases with the increased hydrophobicity of lipophilic

straight or branched chain hydrocarbon groups substituted in the 5-position. How-

ever, the inhibitory activity of 5-(l-adamantyl), and to a lesser degree 5-(l-

cyclohexyl)-diaminopyrimidines, is much greater than that predicted by hydro-

phobicity alone. In contrast, there is almost a complete loss of inhibitory activity

Chemistry and Biology of Pteldlnes
c 1983 Walter de Gruyter & Co., Berlin New York
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with 5-(l-naphthyl) substitution (DNMP-l) (Fig. 1.) but not with 5-(2-naphthyl)

substitution (DNMP-2).

Crystallographic data (5) show that DAMP-ES has a severely distorted, NI protonat-

ed pyrimidine ring and has steric crowding of the 6-methyl and adamantyl

hydrogens whereas DNMP-l (as a methanol complex) has a planar, non-protonated

pyrimidine ring that is nearly perpendicular to the naphthalene ring. In the present

study CNDO/2 molecular orbital calculations with direct geometry optimization

were carried out on DAMP, its NI-protonated form DAMPH + , DNMP-1,

DNMPH+-I, and DNMP-2. The calculated geometries largely reproduce those

observed in the crystalline state. In particular, the calculated results corroborate

the observed torsional distortions within the pyrimidine ring of DAMP-ES. The

electronic charge distributions of DAMP, DNMP-I, and DNMP-2 are nearly identical

for equivalent atoms, hence differences in biological activity apparently are not

electrostatic in nature. Conformational energies were calculated as a function of

rotation about the C5-C7 bond. The results indicate large barriers to rotation for

DAMPH +, with no conformation being successful in relieving the ring distortions

caused by severe steric conflicts. For DNMP-I and DNMP-2 the C5-C7 bond is

more flexible but large barriers are encountered for the coplanar conformations.

Methodology

The general technique is comprised of the semi-empirical CNDO/2 molecular orbital

theory (6) nested in an iterative scheme for achieving direct geometry optimization

(7,8). This method has already proved successful in characterizing the geometry,

electronic structure, and conformational properties of species similar in structure to

those studied here (9,10). In the conformational energy calculations, values of the

CNDO/2 total energy were calculated as a function of the rotational angle about

the C5-C7 bond varied in increments of 20-30 ° . The energy associated with a given

conformation was taken as the difference in total energy between that conformation

and the conformation obtained upon optimization of the structure observed in the

crystalline state (5).

Results and Discussion

The observed and calculated geometries of DAMPH and of DNMP-1 are

illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Calculated (left) and observed geometry of DAMP (protonated).
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Fig. 3. Calculated (left) and observed geometry of DNMP-I.

Calculated and observed bond angles and bond lengths are nearly identical, and the
ring distortions observed in DAMPH* (i.e., protonated DAMP-ES) are also reproduc-
ed but with lower values. Likewise, both calculated and observed results for
DNMP-1 give a nearly flat pyrimidine ring. Further calculations on DAMP and on
DNMPH-l show the effect on ring protonation on structure. Specifically, with
protonation at NI the bonds about it shorten while the bond angles C6-NI-C2 open

13
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and NI-C2-N3 close by about 60, with minor adjustments elsewhere. Protonation

also increases the extent of ring distortions. The results for DNMP-2 are similar to

those for DNMP-I.

The partial atomic charges for selected atoms in DAMP and in DNMP-I are listed in

Table 1.

Table. I. Fractional Chargesa of Selected Atoms in DAMP and DNMP

Atom DAMP DNMP

NI -0.351 -0.353

N3 -0.361 -0.361

N2 -0.308 -0.306

N4 -0.312 -0.314

aIn units of fraction of the electron's charge.

Their charge distributions are nearly identical, indicating that the observed differ-

ences in biological activity are not explicable in terms of electrostatic arguments.

Based on comparisons of partial charges, protonation would appear to be preferred

at NI or N3 rather than at N2 or N4.

The conformational energies with respect to rotation ; about the C5-C7 bond in

DAMPH+ and DNMP-I are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Calculated conformation energy ' E versus P 5-7 for DAMPH* (left) and
DNMP-I.

9 -- ==
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For DAMPH+ the conformation of minimum energy corresponds nearly to that

found in the crystalline state. The barrier to rotation away from the preferred

conformation is very steep and has a broad maximum located in the region 30-

1100 (within the 0-1200 total configuration space) and is about 8.0 kcal mol 1

above the minimum. No value of p was successful in relieving the severe steric

conflicts between the adamantyl group and 4- and 6-substituent groups on the

pyrimidine ring. The barrier effectively locks the C5-C7 bond and precludes

relief of the steric conflicts responsible for the distortions, which are further

aggravated by protonation.

The C5-C7 bond in DNMP-I is overall more flexible than that in DAMPH+ in

terms of more accessible regions of configuration space. The calculated energy

minimum is located at o =00 (corresponding to the coplanar conformation with

the naphthyl group nearest the C4-amino group) with a barrier of ca. 1.5 kcal

moll to o = 900 observed in the crystalline state. Within ca. 300 of either

coplanar conformation the energy rises sharply to ca. 8.0-8.5 kcal moFl . The

results in this regard for DNMP-2 are very similar to those obtained for DNMP-1.

The calculated preferred conformation of DNMP-l is hence different from that

(perpendicular) observed in the crystalline state and exhibits negligible ring

distortions. The geometry and charge distribution are only slightly affected by

rotation

Conclusions

The present results indicate that the methodology is applicable to DAMP and

related species. Calculated bond lengths and bond angles are in quantitative

agreement with those observed, and the calculated torsional angles can be used in

a semi-quantitative fashion for comparisons. It is the intent of the authors to

extend these calculations to other, related species to explore further the

structural and conformational aspects of DHFR-drug specificity.
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A Theoretical Investigation of Chain Packing and
Electronic Band Structure of the Rigid-Rod Polymer

Trans- Poly(p-Phenylene Benzobisthiazole) in the
Crystalline State

D. BHAUMIK and J. E. MARK, Department of Chemistry and the Polvmer
Research Center, The University of Cincinnati. Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

Synopsis

The extended Huckel method was employed to calculate electronic band structures in trans-
polvp-phenvlene benzobisthiazole) (trans-PBT in an attempt to elucidate the packing and elec-
tronic properties of these chains in the crystalline state. The unit-cell energies thus calculated in-
dicate that the most stable arrangement for trans- PBT corresponds to the chains in planar config-
urations, at an interplanar spacing of 3.5 A . and shifted axially by 3.0 A relative to one another. These
calculated results are in good agreement with experimental results obtained on the polymer and
on relevant model compounds. No discernible dispersion of the energy bands perpendicular to the
planes is observed, indicating that the neighboring chains are electronically noninteractive, as was
found earlier for trans-polyacetylene and polyethylene. Similarly, the band gap of 1.69 eV in the
axial direction for one of a pair of chains was nearly the same as that. 1.73 eV. calculated previously
for an isolated trans-PBT chain. These values are in the range 1.4-1.9 eV reported for trans-
polvacetylene. which has been extensively studied because of its promise as a semiconductor.

INTRODUCTION

The rigid-rod polymer trans- poly(p-phenylene benzobisthiazole) (trans-
PBT),l shown schematically in Figure 1. has been studied with regard to its
electronic band structure in a preliminary way. 2 This first attempt 2 at charac-
terizing the electrical properties of this interesting class of polymers was very
useful, but focused exclusively on the axial direction of the chains. Since the
molecules form highly ordered fibersd however, it is possible to carry out ex-
perimental measurements perpendicular as well as parallel to the chain direction.
and it thus becomes important to calculate the effect of interchain interactions
on electronic properties. Obtaining such information on trans-PBT in the
crystalline state was the goal of the present investigation. Specific aspects of
particular interest were the use of band structures to elucidate chain packing
arrangements, calculating the energy band gap perpendicular to the chains, and
estimating the effect of interchain interactions on the band gap in the axial di-
rection.

THEORY

The band structure calculations used the tight-binding scheme based upon
the extended HUckel approximation. all of which is well documented in the lit-

.Journal of Polymer Science: Polymer Physics Edition. Vol. 21, 2543-25491198:3
q, 1983 John Wiley & Sons. Inc. C(C )98-127:/8:12254:.I75))1.7I
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Fig. 1. Repeat unit of the trans- PBT chain.

erature.2 -  In this method the delocalized crystalline orbitals (k) are formed
from the set of basis atomic orbitals IxjI, in the one-dimensional case, as

(k = , .E, exp(ik-R,)C,,(k)M(r - Rj) (1)

in which N 1 - 1 cells are interacting with the central reference cell, W is the length
of basis set, k is the wave vector, and R, (the position vector) is given by R, =
ja (with a being the basic vector of the crystal). Using the extended Huckel
approximation. we obtain the corresponding eigenvalues E" (k) and coefficients
C, k from the eigenvalue equation

H(kC(k) = S(k)C,,(k)En(k) (2)

where H(k) and S(k have the usual meaning, as Hamiltonian and overlap ma-
trices, respectively. The distribution of the E, (k values for a given n with re-
spect to k (usually within the first Brillouin zone, -0.5K < k < 0.5K, where K
= 2r/a) is the nth energy band. The set of all energy bands describes the band
structures of the polymers. The present calculations include all the valence
atomic orbitals of the H, C, N, and 0 atoms but for S atoms only s and p orbitals
could be considered because of space limitations in the computer program. The
atomic parameters required in the present study were obtained from the liter-
ature.

5 6

In the present study the crystal lattice was assumed to be one-dimensional,
and separate calculations were performed to determine the band structures along
the axial and perpendicular (packing) directions. From x-ray crystal structure
analysis 7.8 of the model PBT compound the relative axial shift between two
chains was found to be approximately 4.5 A. Both x-ray and electron diffraction
studies,9 and molecular mechanics calculations 0 indicate that the polymer is
planar in the crystalline state. In the case of the spacing between the two chains,
theoretical' 1 and experimental7 8 studies predicted it to be 3.5 A. As is shown
in Figure 2, the unit cell contains two PBT repeat units (A and B) stacked one
above the other and separated by 3.5 A. To predict the relative axial shift be-
tween two chains, one chain (e.g., B) is gradually shifted along the axis. in steps
of 0.5 A, to a maximum displacement of 5.0 A. In doing so a portion [the dotted
part in Fig. 2(b)] of the repeat unit B falls outside the unit-cell boundary, and
thus the corresponding part (the dashed part in the figure) of the repeat unit is
introduced from the opposite side, within the unit-cell boundary, thus always
keeping constant the number of atoms of each type within the cell. The chain
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0- 12.01 -

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Sketches showing (al the stacking of the trans-PBT repeat units. and b) the reconstitution
ot the upper repeat unit as it is slid relative to the lower one.

B is shifted relative to chain A to a maximum value of only 5.0 A of the total re-
peat unit length of ca. 12.0 A, because of the symmetry of the chains. In each
step of the shift the dihedral angle (p iFig. 1) around the C -C bond between the
phenylene ring and thiazole part of the trans- PBT chains is varied in increments
of 100. from 00 to 900, to locate the probable configuration of the individual
chains in the crystalline state. For each configuration and arrangement the total
energy per unit cell (E, is calculated from its band structure. 5.6 This is done
as a function of the relative axial shift Ax and of the dihedral angle 0, respectively,
using the equation 5 '2

( E, f -K ,'2 E,(k)dk (3)iK _K2

where E(k is the total energy at k and, according to the extended Huckel
method.

occupied
Et(k) = 2: E,(k) (4)

n

The unit-cell structure that corresponds to the minimum total energy is identified
as the most stable packing arrangement.

In the present calculations lattice sums were carried out to second-nearest
neighbors. The geometrical parameters (bond lengths and bond angles)- 9 of
the repeat unit of trans-PBT were obtained from the x-ray structural studies
conducted on model compounds by Fratini and co-workers. 7.8

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The band structures of the trans-PBT unit cell along the perpendicular
(packing) direction are computed for different values of relative axial shift Ax
and dihedral angle P and the curves of E, (k) against k in each case are plotted.
From eq. (3) it is clear that the energy (E,) per unit cell will be minimum when
the corresponding Et(k) vs. k curve en'loses maximum area [because the E, (k)
are all negativel. Two representative plots are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Since
the curves of E, (k) against k are symmetrical about the center of the first Bril-
louin zone, only one-half (0 < k < 0.5K) of each of these curves is shown in the
figures. It has been found that whatever the relative shift between the chains.
the minimum energy of the unit cell always corresponds to the (p = 0' configu-
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Fig. :.. Dependence , E: ik,)n kin the packing direction calculated as a function of the dihedral
angle o

ration of the individual chains. Thus the chains are predicted to favor the planar
form in the crystalline phase, which is in agreement with experiment" and with
the results of molecular mechanics calculations."'

Figure 3 shows the variation of Et (k) with k for different values of the dihedral
angle ., for a typical relative shift Ax = :3.0 A. In the earlier theoretical inves-
tigation.- in which interchain interactions were not included, it was found that
although o = :300 corresponded to the lowest-energy form of trans-PBT. the
variation of energy in the range ,P = :300 -0" was very small compared to that for
o= 300-90'. Therefore it was concluded that if the effect of interchain or in-
terplanar interactions could be considered, the planar form of trans- PBT would
probably be the most favorable. This has been confirmed in the present study.
Specifically, it has been found that the inclusion of interchain interactions moves
the minimum to 0 = 00, and that the variation of unit-cell energy from 0' to :30
is indeed very small (Fig. 3) as was concluded from molecular mechanics calcu-
lations. 10

The plots of E, I against k for different values of the relative shift at c = 0'
are shown in Figure 4. It is clear from this figure that a relative shift of AX =
:3.0 A will he the most favorable arrangement of the chains. This value is
somewhat smaller than the experimental - - value 4.5 A obtained for a PBT model
compound, but it is worth mentioning that using molecular mechanics" a relative
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Fig. 4. I)ependence ot Ek),n k in the packing direction calculated as a tunctin ot the axial
hift 'x between chains.

shift of :0 A was computed for polyip-phenylene benzohisoxazolei iPBO) where
the sulfur atoms are replaced b, oxygen atoms and the chain is known to be
planar. The agreement between theoretical and experimental values of Ax for
PBT could, of course, be considerably better for the polymeric chains, which have
not yet been studied experimentally n this regard.

Figure 5 represents the arrangement )f the two chains at Ax = :3.) A and o =
)'. The band structures of trans-PBT along the perpendicular (packingI di-
rection are shown for this case in Figure 6, where the conduction I hwest unoc-
cupied) band and the valence (highest occupied) band along with four other
occupied bands immediately below the valence band are depicted. No dis-
cernible dispersion of energy bands along this direction is detected, which indi-

%- %

Fig. 3. Sketch- t wo planar trar., PHT repeat onit-it an .ixiai -hitt A
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Fig. 6. Band structure in the packing direction for dihedral angle o = 00 and axial shift Ax = 3.0
.

cates that neighboring chains are noninteractive. The same conclusion was
reached in calculations"3 of the band structures of polyacetylene and polyeth-
ylene. This weakness in chain-chain interaction is expected at the large inter-
chain separation (3.5 A) of trans-PBT chains. Although the sulfur d orbitals
could not be included because of the size limitation of the computer program
presently available and the large number of atoms in a repeat unit of PBT, the
possibility of improvement in dispersion by the inclusion of d orbitals does not
appear promising at this large interchain separation. The weak chain-chain
interactions could also be anticipated from the weakly dispersed Ek) vs. k
curves in Figures 3 and 4.

The band structure of the trans -PBT unit cell along the axial direction with
Ax = 3.0 A and o = 0' is shown in Figure 7. The computed band gap along this
direction is 1.69 eV, which is almost equal to the band gap calculated 2 in the
absence of the interchain interactions for a planar configuration of the chain.
This shows that neighboring chains have little effect on the band gap. Most
important, however, is the fact that this band gap value is in the range 1.4-1.9
eV reported for trans-polyacetylene, 14 which has been extensively studied be-
cause of its promise as a semiconductor.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge financial support from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
tChemical Structures Program, Division of Chemical Sciences), and to thank Professors R. Hoffmann
and M.-H. Whangbo for providing some of their computational programs and some very helpful
advice.
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Fig. 7 Band structure in the axial direction for ,s = 0 and .. x =3.0.k. All the bands arise from
-r orbitals.
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CND/2 U91CLL~~.ORIBITVAL CALCU.LATIONS
OiN T E.)'jQ DA.11 Al AN 1) S (),NME

11R"LATM) SFKC IES: STRJICTUR\"L GEOINIETRIES,
]~~f1NG I) ASTRT .Ns, I \ DIST1RIBUTIONS

As 19 CONFOR149 :ATlI O>L LA7Z1AC'J'1ZJRST1CS

WV. J. \VLLSII, :V. CODY,' J. E3. MARK' and S. F. ZAKRZE\VSKI"

Depxaze't of Chcim.NrY -ind Potlv i-mr Research Center, University of Cincinnati,
Cincimnihm. 0!1 4522 1, LISA; i'College of At. St. Josephi, 41

MAlmi 8,. Jonseph- Oil 4 45S1, U-0; Aledical Fotaidation of Buffalo, Inc.,
Bi~rfarb, A' Y I 42U., lISA;I i'o.% well Park Mlemorial Institute,

Buffalo, NY 14263, USA

Gcum:r\-~()I~r/~d N i' ) xI.~Iil-iial c.,:u~arbons %%crc carried (jut on 2. 4-diaininn-5-( 1-ada-
nit.-iii6-r'~i, tP N-1 - i ''.% i;iotlent ilzto fm ;i-iinlh)d ) folt CdLlCt3%C~ which is

Crytalogaphcdata show
tnaz DA V\ \' 'a ! ' i. tin !'. a 'revc-ely distur ,J, NtI proncatcd. pyrimidine ringand has sieric

C i~Ihl~i ii-:~i~,rcc, %hc:re~sLt" as s a mtlanol complex) basic planar.
1) r;7.Ir!:T, ri 0: in' rcrj -:rJI:iCLJr tu the raphilhalene ring. I he CN[)O'? results

'%d-r~I) - 11. c r Ct...; -Ure~~;iic:r jnd ~hosu that the ring distortions in DAME' re initiated by
-' ~~~~SIC,~ oi~ sc' IL i -roupmk !h~.de 4- and 6-sub.,iI:uenitson the ring. In VNNM-1.thenon-

inc:r,.' mahh ri vg i;'!cc .r, OL Er3::, kira i n :nc pyrinuidin.- ring and the effect of protonation is
iiei:IrK.C- ,ri i ocr in * tht! ti ~I-r5 roups iq resricted in D)AMPI by it broad barrier of

ti z) 0i ',-i a nJ %%% v %ie ssful ir rclicvin s~eric crrnfliccs iiit herice redctintg the
fil. -'!" - , ' 11"*i1- . ' . - !cs r% ~ e u-rad %iti i roaiid regilo ,cs~l~ conforiia-

tiw- 11'"- id ", in . in' 1, r7- ct c, kc a t fur Ilh, colmciar coifr'nitmon. The el':ctronic
L - V' r 1) -c \!io- ')'i'~Jeriical and prc:rialm i lwi,-f-rrcd at NI rather

tjj,11_1 I~j 1 7 it! i. I 1 Lci iidC Iiinn% sla~ri~ i th t i*Present
L.. )J,': rii 1 ~ur n onfrrll,rtIron3l Lhatateristics

rb Ifu i puinent Inhibitor of
I i-i R addL in hillit groNsth Of Cultured cells as

al t --) As a result, I)AN1i' is undergo-

k i -;i 19t azcv i 72; Kavai el al., 1975;
~ ). u ~ tt\ kvir;d DiI I:I by icnticonists of thle

a .~ ~cdhydri phohikity of lipuphillic
I tO a: ,:11 .l'~iuted in the 5-position. H ow-

C\ C. W O,'2s V :. . 7<5-(I -iidaiu;c\i) and, to a lesser degreg,
. ~ C~hJ\ )-I. t> ; ;i.a. is niucli cr'ie than that predicted by

~~Qi~riLII a 0 u .ii 11;i~t : ri I[L~rc suhli: featurcs regarding these
nlt a roL' i In omm~t, LerLis almiost a complete ls

r11 -it

LU -. 4



ia,.U :.; J! iii l'o hv ii IL 1 Ii~ 1) Ni N Iu~iuif (U I-I) hUt I t \vI i 5 -(2-
mi ph z; I) . ~ti ui (U D., %; P- Ki\a t al., 19 75; 1 ILI altW., 1973).
T)e ICx I as Yr I sI lic t'- ic1 ii~o Cd' n ~h~wkI982) of I )AMP

a nd I N 1) - 1-)re1) h:s n.'rdOut. 'Fie data for DAMP, a; the

~ ~ i~'l I sho ',! t .e v.; ie rifl, Protonated at NI, Is severely
d~t tcd t~o~t i ]I\ v.i! 1, 1 5l , -h it nt is a rvesult of [Ile I-leric

itr r eof e iw 0-1L i' ::I n' lt! 110S Oie f the al.1mi tyl ring. In addition
to [t he AIiof ans iv ~a ''d bhcow the pyritnidine plane, the angles

invulin,.,es *-IS dil' C. a 1 Thc oriettion of the adamantyl ring w ith
respec u hie - 'line iim'i C f('57C61f is -7.5'. All of the arinolinydrogens are

invlve)Vd In ii) rurhu s N of thec distortions is evident in the structure of
DN NIP- I niethanol con'l"'. 1"h naphihl~cene -Ing is nearly perpendicular jC6C5-

SC7CS=-S7. I'l to tht ps raiildic ring \0hich is, itself coplanar with the 4,5,6-sub-
'1 ~ I ~stlitucrts. N I iis uriprotor..itel in this siructurc andI all of the amino hydrogens but one1

4.are invoINed in liydro-uen 1-,nd!.n ln.se:tion Of DANIP and DNMIP- I into the DI-FR
bidn ie . i cornpu'er '-rat ,hcs miodels basecd on these data, indicates that their

disp~~~iritLi ie!n hia-i *t1 jQC' to se% ere snic intfrence encountered by the
jh itzer (Cud': and Zke.'I

The pimary aim nOf the Ii oI, LiiUv v.a i to conduGet a moure detailed analysis of the
structuratl, conf'rii' "iu' ir .ic:rn:, Iaturces of DANIP and Its analogues in order
to ro ca basis for its e see.):iunat iwIst'v. The relatively inactive DNMNP- I was

tosoally LI storted DA \Ni
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Th:% oc i.) 0: LC. e. rI,., crmulornntiofn-i is pects of D II I UR-drug - : A
I J. 1l: 1"; -11.! mk2 Ii C L;,tr I e I' u r l ffe-ren ccs in these corn-

I ( s lised Col-:p!Ltc Neglecct of Differential
O~caa n'il IkJCc~. sAtn i;cIu~iin of direct gcometry .Ift

'a; ~a~'o. ')~,'i~' Li al.. Il9S2) were carried out on
DA.i %! I~ NP . Vj \ \ .1 0~: reljte.d species. Of particular

L:W I V,:1'Lo I a LCL) (J L:, h. (.. 1,1 UL' :ech uiq cc CC." fu I uIe y p)redI Ct
the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ln C? S:I.; . c.Ak2 K i5lstrziols of tile pyrirnildine

ilCs LI~n aD.-.% S. ~ '-n~~s~ inft]Luence of the 2, 4, 5, 6-substitu-
en11 s JndNu i''...........-:i ine ud:siortions. 3) estimate

~~~[t ho ... 1.J 11UU LicC5 -..~ C7 bon, a nU '4)

~'I cth ncrzic cs of protonation of

TIIe plrcsent 2s\()'ihmuecmnpluved here can
suec>~t ks > tat sceie asthley exist it the crys-

a~~ -iced ,is a valuiable tool in fiiriher

if~.tsa iin> 'eue I :. ),,.mL:Ld beteen the observed andr

c~~il~~nlatei: otutrss . f~c f intermolecular forces in
ct-,Crm li;I tiILe Cou ifoi W ILa . !L!1 c spctes iM the crystcil is minli-
mn~t. Of :11C~un of .. NDO/2 u successfully predict the
di ferec es .ia t lt I ; ' to thle trsit'ial dIStortion1s within ll_

te asacnun ie s~ . cc ti~ Ti~tittSoltained by thle present
;,:;'j..)A., Il, P . e . i l) NN -I I in b Iolo gical ac t ivit y

Snot eLCct asitllc inic2.I a.. p2C ut to is prelcrred at IN 1 rather
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Th:!~I I-h. i c i2 i~ C )2m lculrobtlte r
(110)ICand cvcid-., 17(j netc~ ,; L slum lorachevig diectgeo

tVlsh a N ora" cubr L 2) Tii ILI11 i~ ~i~ .\oas of:L up ny thf pro-
tcnt of t Npota D.'.V nd[101 :'z~: Oi .crl a ical. hins trde rin ficriont

ihn terslO tChnl.tre tilloC s') ,,pvcs .~rc C C) moleua itml teury
Poplezend itidaof 1h CNDO/ ne0tcd a a r::era W1,1 seee reschitvingedirect geo-
trly symtiic sin Kiitco uini~c al to L.-h mcnod has lementy pof

tlhen of icthe ptentleremY cuet 'L~cm. aa *: >Ac:: ('11 It tc i mdeore. e/fficen

the absolute valuo~ of each izrid iltI I %t 's foundJ to bc :cceptable (Kondo, 1978).
The C'NDO/2 cluctronic ciicL a'o ef, to enianes in the. nuctlear COordinaLCS of
the t-oeuke ConSCLILentIs, 'fi the SFaerO-lrusitL rdion the convergence
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7 I.sn l %,I I Uc (10'" j\ RittiVc I 1, k)I yp.C .li:' wscd ( 10-5 eV) inl fliiup tinu/cd
CNDC)/2 caicu!.ciion~s ( Kunib, 11V78). it, thue iuknfroticinaia energy calculations, a
V'alue" o.f dhc "N UOi 2 toii l icro' \\C29- c;lI4c.S 1 fUnction of thuc rutational tint

iil!C 1O'tii 5C iidv:idin i Ci iincflt\ of70f-3(1 'lhuenergy assci;itcd in a

ft'rcntiun and tlte c9;(ritinhicLiipiil ()p!inii/,.iziun of thuCrtliC-tt jL
stLUcture. je.

nout

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Cfan

In most casC s, ,eoinctry optiz at i,)i . .as ohm ilrid bouli starting from the struct ural i

geometry given by x-ray crs~~orihcannlvN:\ (Cudy and Zakrzewski, 1 98') and
aficr aIsSlnlillg t n1Carly f; 't pyrirnzdMne rill-_ CaiLLalations wzrC carried out on several (

4related.Spcies. TIIcsc mJICd D\MPil 1V. DANMP, D.'\MP-21i (a spccies correspond-
Ing~ to DAM with its 2-N 11,rop reiiLdb.a 1 atcm), and DAMtP- UN (a species

co (r re s lt) n 1ing to D A. N P U i 1hS, it ~d It h C C2. -4,. :W i C6 posi ins) A iso StuLdJieCdot
were DNNIP1-1 ! nd its Ni -protnicd formi fVNN iI'i . Kri~ncnt valuecs of tile
observeCd and Czilcul:1tcdL bond Cn:w_!xn HiLcs, awd lursioil angles for some of C
these spcics aic listet: in Table 1. g

DAMAPH2. Comipari..uis of X-ray' mi Calculwnu. Structures D

The observed and calcuk,-ied geometries of DANlPl-l* are hstcd in columns 2 and 4 of Pr
TFable, 1, respectivcly. Ovcrail acrcce: bet\wuen the -,alCU1,ZLI and observed struc- A
turC.s is \ C,) good. Spu:1 ficihi, for ihosc: 1iilLtci in FLh~c I (ss hich incilu(I those
calculated and ohscrvco:( Va1l;eS V~ ilki! 1thehr1%st itV ns he rooit-riwail-squareC.
dliffcrencc (RN SD) :- 0.06 3 A f 1W hil ii .Ii ad i_- foc, bond anglcs.

In genc:ral, thC CiNDO/2 CLICIICJ td :rb;-ch i 1w d lunItlIS U.-C shorter and
c zcar 1 1oinn: t r o c i . n1 kt)iN C t,' -,r.s Cd,. cr -t~lC;hCI This is partickilarlv
apparent i;n the C, SC 01 ilC SUsustuit bo)(;,ds C2-N 2, (A-N4, C6-C6 1, and C5-C7.
Although :lot listed, ca.i!alatacd vausOf [he carhonl-c:arlon bond lun-ths within the I
adaLm;t n t)I grup Lire u !nif orm;y smaLle r tha~in ihf.rrspndn observed ones by ca.0
3 ' *. , ise systntn il' wp:clC:.1 ) pcarto Ie i.< .: if:,cL of tile CN DO/2 mctliod
since ,i m.!ar trc.nds have be en wotcd in i khur >1 .Ltiri ij1973; Combs, 1975).
The~clae torsionai ani.JC about the, rotatalei honJ C5-C7, itaken as the angle

hctCCil p)1an,.s C6-('s-C7 and 075-C7-CS. is cw. - _'. kins CC),r~ \els ith
thc ojh~vrs e iiiuc, of -7.5' ill thc. "[;talacs~ic. 01 partlclar imp)ortance are the
torsmona! .nel,!cs watllin tho. pvriai i na' it suer._ iw Tailc I that thc calculated
,tructur,, also) iindicatu, :iinpla~ia; tv % f di2p ;i12ii22 nat.lthoughl in each case the
COICLJIattd tur'.:ona! :iiu' ~Si~uti 1.' ' RV1' ''s .)=- i: ir''t of the ohsr~

stratur. luntcitrsoi~i wcrc ib.iul i ftili.i; catrrcd out lt1cr initially
assuntr_ i. nearl Lt pw ~iilinc riie.

.Species !Rulated to Dr IPH'.

('atenlatiuis on vaiious slrtuIriil\ aiiit Ioirr'is of DAM.P Il ss Cr carried out par-
ticularny to determine the cff uCtS o f the N 1- p;=(a'wj.:i and f "Llic suhstitutt on the
structure and thiC :inv distortionS. L)crroion:ion, fit DAN lii yields DAMP, the

cacltdgeomnetry 'f \ \hich is suimantailzfd in, co!Lnin. .5 of Table I.
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I t ~ .~( ( .c 2~,:~l .12 jhsI,, t(o 11 Il~iy lcl Iilclli lie hl) 1d5

o;I11.:1 tk lt:; Ini term, of bInId .ncde 1 )llltoniiliuf results
iid .- 'iZ ''Ii ''o- In ,:iU'Ih f the N I-C'2-N3 angle, eaich biy

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ doi i .'Ii ..... ,:cl~c the rmn,.u. Comparison of the c;ulcii-
IleC xl' 'ltIi.' o'r L)A\h and l)AM1lIP indicm~cs an overall

~ a J:'. : nnsuptili cl:pirotun itioii, liowever, still

Noy~a t cp~i~m:2.~t~i C2-a;.io ,f,)up Ii DAM P by a 11 atom has a sih
cflcc oni ih bod cn,_,ths (Niz., N l-C2 and C2-,N3) but neuhigible effect on the bond

an" e. .Iua' 1auc n i,:J i cuiunin 6 of Table 1. h owever, there is a reduc-

Ii'mi Ili thI: tor-sional x% :s i:!mi dthe pyrindine ring as indlicated by comparing the
Iavcr' g:s it th-'c zl!Solute aill-,(I Cth bc torsiontl angles, gi% ell in Table 1, for DAIMPH"

cral ~(5. 1 "), IDA M 1' (3.5') and D.A,\ IP-21 I (2.o'). Further replaeccnce of the C4-aminO
ai% tiC6-i : ih aw;. i1I)%t (\ii thle iaaiaaatyl Sioupnwwas the only substi-
t'ierS o !' labY i. as ig eni 'N, th.- gornetryof W iL s summarizedan column I7

UfT-NL 1. 1 1 11- rI.:I1) in : w scq critprounaionof hisspecies a a
A~~ig~C ;fkect 0: ie a- Li i'ons. While It is Predictahle that the rin- distortions

''" hearo ins ' s lat! L b the tiru:, -si r i pulvK'.is lbet\ s cn the iadiamantyl group) and C4- and
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .'..i. atC-;h::andon1.; ic.te [hat loth prozoination and C2-amino

group I '.I hScr cn!1tune h .toraisin DAMP.

DAMP- I; Comipazrions oj/ A-ruy anad Calcilated Structures and Effects of
2 ii I (21 lrutommiio
CI edt ilc .A_.!ain In tile c.2\c of DN\', P- 1, :,.) L1 a ne is fouind between the observed and

ii isL c;J:un:Ci IIIic ur cnn Osd iolmnns 3 and 8 in Tfable 1, respectively, \sith
in \,(.iIrethle R' '5SL) I cn (.)M I nti d U.6* lor bond angles.The calculated

sil.!.;I.< ,ba:C i. 7 o ;ld k~ ~ rlyIdentic~al to tile I:.\herlnieal

(Ir hI '~~21I x~;,: .~.ts>~ 2') \%ith altos: obserVedI. The CNI)O/2
~~ acnrti: uC en;X:J.o Is I- cs, _2:r: eciy pndcigasignificantly greater degree

S: tar caICnII!Latts t.%e,: car-icd out on the protonated form of DINNip-I
(D NN 1i 1) toa sse s .-Ic c;" c of protianton on strueture, particularly v ith regard to

-* - (1 4:I0 0 41:3

\. -3! -u 1)

22. 0 o 's2
\ 2 -0, 31j- -oi 306
N '. h) NI -311. -o 3t4

0 24I i: Of 121 OC.'22.'cr2) i jriz

Of a )M n ZI~urj ncc kithI ig re 1
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t le j):1.iari:t , I' Ie It: ) i;ii; c 1 1 co!u;it c -co rnet y Is su IIriijrilec in ctulunin
9 o ' , inn I 'I I. ce CI i'C t ulI I) W 1 I;(ji:'. I ';C Lbund~ ~L tild bond tigessitliin the
py ;inlikdn!I iig 1" iik 1!.,. :11; . III:I,: d ilDANI I'.i, a slij-ht lengeinllg

of he unds t~ieed n N, ad anu 11,'C;aSC, aginil by abhout 6*, in the intra-ring bond

4N"aigle alCouut \ i N%1:! 1u aSVCjfl cr ein bond angle N I -C2-N3 by about 5*.
Oibcr of~.tS( protonatifin on tli 'ind !LSand hondl aivles aire snAl.

4 Tl~~'fIc eflt', if prot; iir, ot DNN.i'- Ii () tursu,aI ting 1lsc 'vithinl the pwrinailliiie
ring i C')I.'hsil:iiucie i .t iIiiilth,.:dilortiosI~II inNNP is III

VCunItrast tc, thec sigiic.!nt u;a' found InI DANI P. tic adaniantyl group iii DANlfVH*
appezars to poi.ca titc the CLof prutoatiun and ring substitution on the distor-

00?tiunis,w hertea in DNNI P-I the nap ihti~znc ring, asunn a nearly perpendicular
o)rientaition with rei peCt to the p rimidirnC ring, produces little or no distortions on its
own an h effectLS of pruiuniation of the ring on the distortions arc negligible.

Chiarge Dwsribimons. in D/,1/ Aluntl DA'AI- I
Fractiont! charges for SciCCtCLd atoms ;In DANI' zrnd DIN,\P- 1 arc listed in Table IL. It
Is seen that t he LIg * i T hntiu~t fuor the attorti', listed is virtually identical for the two

W I~~pecies, inti.e:a:ing thiat thie ( Wffrcnccs, in baklgicdl activity between DAMP and
NM-I a,(: not not Cxplicul):c in :crim, ol electrostacic arguments. Of particular

interest here ti, thle four nitroiuen atc'r.s NI1, N2, N3, and N4 since these atoms are
Ilikely polits ofit"'.acminent aft te atifnatc inhibitor to the enzyme and are also poten-
tial sitcs of protonaiton. Fo uhrcv, N I and N3 are apprcciably more negative
hanI N2and N4. In addition, the char-es on N I and N3 aire nearly identical, as theytire

*on N2 and N4I. Hen:1ce, the I rLdir,:rihuItioii1 Sugg"cstS that protonation should be
* prefetred at N !or N3. Si-,:!;ir Oals f the cilIcated DANIIII I' structure reveals

* 1.that upon [)a0onatuot:r. theC flilLt101naI charge of NI drops to -0.223 but that of N3
reillinNII L a saneat--U33 ;I [he: ficton i:- og f the bonded protoii in
D,\NPH ius only 0.20, idiCatioz n:1,CQI carge dcloenalization.)

Siies an~d L~ui,:so 'eui,:~

'1 h1. prcfeu rcA :ic of r:M)onation of DAMI P1 tnd )NNIIP- I was obtained by comparing
* the tota! encrgies of caclt specc~e prozzunate(! a N 1, N2, N3 or N4 (see Figu1.re I). For

buth species. prntonatiun is pi ::er; d ait N I o% e.- N3 by ca. (0.16 eV or 3.7 kcal mar'-
and oser IN2 or N4 by cat. 1. .cV or 37.0) kcni mV

1 The preference for protonationof
'CI 7rather I han a1:1n :x i I ru: nitrogen agorees with the resultsof an ab

inicock~uLat ontheo: iaun~rdn (iossey, 198 1) and Is constist-
ent with the niore neeieiie h In'.ra -run 2 ni rogens. The preference for N I

overN3 aperrs mch oi esuhlc i n 'are.Thebonded protonin DAM\PH carries
a CIuar-c of -Q 2einht !s_ h N-i - a IcnuetluS are idenltical1 at 1 .068 A and
only) slihhI differe nces Iin c:-ii Ie exixt fo: etv:C %!'nt Iatoms in the t wo protonatedt forms;
hence, this pi eferCnlce LIOCS nt ap.rirCydueQ to differences in charge
delocaIiltion effects. Coii,*a. aituii:: cl::mnees. p:iriiueularx t~hose involving the ring
torsionc-al angles, do result I roita i.: . arid sahdil ILcrences ire noted tor pro-
tonation at NIitas cotnparcdl with N1. 'hI pr,:ercncc for NI over N3 therefore
appcars tn he Iaigely ster ic (conforxnatzinn;ki) rathe-r than electronic in character.

Energies of protoitin at N I ol D..NI P :Ind( I)N NIP- I were coinpaired as a mieans of
assessingL tile effect ofUI totrsunitul rlic J~stO! 11ioS Ill UAN1I P on ease of protunation.
The resilrsind;Cate a sfh rfee~ or piotonation o;fDNX1P- I over DAMPI by ca.

* ~' .~.7"£ . X. X.
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Summary

The extended Hiuckel method was employed to calculate electronic
hand structures in iridium carbonyl chloride chains in an attempt to eluci-
date their equilibrium geometry and partial oxidation. The unit cell energies
thus calculated indicate that alternate Ir(CO) 3C1 units are staggered relative
to one another, with 50% positional disorder in the crystalline phase. Bound
states are not possible in the Ir(CO)3 CI chain without partial oxidation
of Ir, indicating that the repeat unit must be nonstoichiometric. A small
amount of partial oxidation of Ir gives a bound state of the chain when the
Ir-Ir separation is set equal to 2.844 A, in agreement with experimental
observations.

Introduction

The Krogmann salts [ 1, 21 such as those of Pt and Ir are square-planar
complexes of d' transition-metal ions stacked in columns in the crystalline
phase, with the metal atoms aligned along the columnar axis. These continu-
ous chains are often referred to as 'one-dimensional conductors' [3 - 5]
because of their metal-like conductivities along the stacking direction. A
major family of these compounds is nonstoichiometric [3 - 51, giving a
partially filled conduction band for high electrical conductivity. However,
controversy has arisen concerning the iridium carbonyl chloride chain, a
segment of which is shown in Fig. 1. It was originally characterized as
Ir( CO )3C1 [3, 6, 7 1, but later reported to be nonstoichometric Ir(CO) 2.9 3Cl 1.07
181 (Ir oxidation 1.07) or Ir(CO) 3Cln.1 [9] (Ir oxidation 1.1). The observed
Ir-Ir distance of 2.844 A [81 requires an oxidation state of Ir 1"3 for good
agreement with the empirical correlation [31 obtained from Pauling's bond
distance-bond number relationship [10]. Also, the measured high conduc-
tivity (0.2 21 cm ') [11] and low activation energy (0.064 eV) are in
support of the partial oxidation of iridium; unoxidized chain complexes have
much smaller conductivities and higher activation energies.

0379-6779/83 /$3.00 Elsevier Sequoia, Printed in The Netherlands
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CiCO

CO I I CO

Cl
I,

I
Fig. 1. A segment of the iridium carbonyl chloride chain.

In the present work, attempts are made to explain the geometrical
structure of the Ir(CO) 3C1 chain and to determine the oxidation state of
iridium from the band structure analysis.

Theory

For any molecule, including polymeric chains, the LCAO approxima-
tion and Bloch's Theorem can be used to develop the crystal orbitals i,,(k).
For a one-dimensional system in which N - 1 cells are interacting with the
reference cell and for a basis set of length L describing the wave function
within a given cell, the nth crystal orbital ib(k) is defined as [12 - 161

1 (.N' 1),2
-' ,V expik'R, C,(k) .,r-R')

j = (N 0)2 Mt = I

where the quantity k is the wave vector and R, is the one-dimensional
position vector given by R, = ja with a the basic vector of the crystal. C, is
the expansion coefficient of the linear combination and ×. is the set of
basis functions of Slater form. Calculations included all the valence atomic
orbitals of the Ir, C and 0 atoms, but for Cl atoms only s and p orbitals were
considered. The unit cell contains two Ir(CO) 3C1 units and, in the present
calculations, lattice sums were carried out to second-nearest neighbors.

Using the extended Hiickel approximation, the corresponding eigen-
values E.(k) are obtained from the eigenvalue equation

Hjk)C,,k) = S(k)C,,k)E,,(k) (2)

where H(k) and S(k) are the usual Hamiltonian and overlap matrices.
The distribution of the E,(k) values for a given n with respect to k

(usually within the first Brillouin zone, -0.5K < k 0.5K. where K =
21r/a) is the nth energy band. Since the variation 'of E,(k) with k would be
symmetrical about the center of the first Brillouin zone, computations were
performed to determine only one half (0 < k 0.5K) of the energy band.
The set of all energy bands describes the band structures of the compound.
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TABLE I

Atomic parameters for the extended Huckel-type calculations

Atom Orbital Slater exponenta Valence state ionization
X -potential HU (eV)

C 2s 1 625 - -21.4
2p 1 625 - -11.4

0 2s 227 - -32.3

2p 2.275 - 14.8
Cl 3s 2,'356 - -24.2

3p 2.039 - -15.0
Ir 6s 2.504 - -8.09

6p 2484 - -4.57
5d 5.796 (0.698) 2.557 (0.5860) -12.5

'Two Slater exponents for thc, 5d function, with double zeta expansion coefficients in

parentheses.

The extended Hiickel parameters for C, 0 and CI were obtained from
the literature (17, 18]. Following Summerville and Hoffmann 117], the
valence state ionization potentials H., for Ir were assumed the same as those
for Rh [171, which is directly above Ir in the group VIII elements in the
periodic table and whose electronic configuration is similar to that of Ir. Its
orbital exponents , were taken from the work of Basch and Gray [19]. All
these parameters are summarized in Table 1. The geometrical parameters
lbond lengths and bond angles) of Ir(CO) 3CI were obtained from X-ray
results 13, 8].

To determine the most stable geometrical configuration of the chain,
the distance rl, ir between the two Ir atoms was varied from 2.5 A to 4.0 A
in steps of 0.1 A. For each rr value, the dihedral angle 0 between the two
Cl atoms in the unit cell was also varied (0 = 0° for chlorine-chlorine cis),
keeping the other geometrical parameters fixed. For each arrangement of
Ir(CO) 3C units, the total energy per unit cell (E,) was calculated from its
band structure as a function of both rL. 1r and 0. The equation employed
was [14, 161

(E,) = -K f E,(k) dk (3)
-K12

where Et(k ) is the total energy at k and, according to the extended Hilckel
method,

occupied
E,(k ) = 2 V E,,ik

The unit cell structure which corresponds to the minimum total energy is
identified as the most stable packing arrangement.
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To calculate (E,) for the partially oxidized states the energy loss per
unit cell due to the electron removal from the valence band had to be
determined. For that, the Fermi level Ef or the Fermi momentum k, was
calculated from the integrated density of states n(E) for the valence band.
The expression for n(E), which is the number of electrons per unit cell
when the energy levels are occupied up to E, is given by [141

E

n(E) = f g(E) dE (4)
Eb

where Eb is the bottom of the valence band. The quantity g(E), the density

of states, is given by

1 dkg(E) =-
7r dE

for one-dimensional systems. For each increment of partial oxidation 5 of Ir
(Ir' : 6 = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7), the energy loss per unit cell
caused by electron removal was calculated from the Fermi momentum kf.

Results and discussion

The variation of (E,) with ¢ was analyzed for different rl,,. Equation
(3) indicates that for a fixed value of rl,,, (a constant), the total energy per
unit cell (E t) is directly proportional to the area enclosed by the curve of
Et(k) against k. Figure 2 shows one such typical Et(k) versus k plot (for
rr-r = 2.844 A) for various values of 0. It is seen from this Figure that the
curve for 0 = 135' encloses the maximum area. Because the Et(k) are all
negative, the total energy (E t) would be minimum at -his value of q. This has
also been observed for other values of r1 -rL. Therefore, 0 = 135 (the Ir-Cl
bond of one Ir(CO)3 C1 unit bisecting the angle between Ir-CO bonds of
another unit in the unit cell) corresponds to the minimum energy configura-
tion of the Ir(CO)3 C chain. Since there are two equivalent configurations
(0 = 135 , 225 ) of this arrangement, it is expected that there would be 507
positional disorder in the Ir(CO) 3C1 crystal structure. This conclusion is in
agreement with X-ray structure analysis [3]. On this basis, the rest of the
results presented here correspond to this staggered arrangement (0 = 1350) of
alternate Ir(CO) 3 C1 units.

To determine the most stable separation between the Ir(CO)3 C1 units,
again the curves for the variation of Et(k) against k for different values of
r-jr were drawn. The results are shown in Fig. 3. Since, in this case fr u
is varying (a is not constant), the direct proportionality of (E,) with the
enclosed area is no longer valid. Equation (3) was then evaluated analytically
for each value of r!lr, obtaining an analytical expression for Et(k) by
polynomial fit. The results are summarized in Fig. 4, which shows that total
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68 8 5

Fig- 4. The total eneri~y per unit cell for the unoxidized Ir(CO) 3C1 chain as a function of
rIr Ir

energy per unit cell (E,) decreases monotonically with increase in r~r-h.
This indicates that the Ir(CO) 3C1 chain would not he in a bound state. At

r,,= 2.844 A, the experimentally measured [8] distance, the chain is less
stable than the isolated Ir(CO) 3C1 units by 0.83 eV (19.2 kcal mol-'). There-
fore to get a bound state of the chain, the Jr would apparently have to be
partially oxidized.

The band structure of the lr(CO)3 CI chain at a typical value of rlr Ir=

2.844 A is shown in Fig. 5, where the uppermost p. band is the lowest
vacant band and the highest occupied band has d,. antibonding character.
For the partial oxidation, electrons have to be removed from this band. An
analytical expression for E(k) for the d.,2 band was determnined by a poly-
nomial fit and eqn. (4) was evaluated analytically for different values of E.
The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 6 for rb.-r 2.844 A, where
n(E) is normalized so that n(E) becomes two eiectrons at the top of the dz2
band. Since a unit cell contains two Ir(CO) 3C1 subunits, the partial oxidation
state Ir'*'6 corresponds to an electron removal of 26 per unit cell. From
examination of Fig. 6 it is apparent that for 6 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5.
0.6 and 0.7, the Fermi momenta kf turn out to be nearly 0.025K, 0.05K,
0.10K, 0.15K, 0.20K, 0.25K, 0.30K, and 0.35K, respectively. The analysis
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Fig. 7. The total energy per unit cell for the partially oxidized Ir(CO)3 C chain as a
function of rIr -Ir for various values of 6

of n(E) at other values of rt.- r reveals the same correlation between kf and 6
as the above. Although relevant experimental data on Ir(CO)3 C1 are lacking,
the calculated results are in agreement with experimental findings on Pt
complexes [201.

From knowledge of the Fermi momentum kf for various amounts of
partial oxidation, the modified total energy per unit cell (E,) for different
values of rh,,, was calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 7. From the
analysis of such curves it is found that the equilibrium value of ru 1, becomes
2.844 A for 6 = 0.05 to 0.3 and then it increases with increase in partial
oxidation. Also, the depth of the potential well decreases with increase of
partial oxidation. This behavior of the Ir(CO) 3Cl chain is the opposite of that
shown by Pt complexes [3, 51, where rpt pt decreases (to a minimum value
of -2.8 A) with increasing partial oxidation. This is because in the case of
Ir(CO) 3Cl the conduction d.: band width is larger for smaller values of ri,.1,
This leads to a smaller energy loss for the lover state of oxidation giving
smaller values of the equilibrium distance. But as the amount of partial
oxidation increases, the variation of the loss of energy with rtr-tr decreases,
creating the energy minima at higher values of rxr I, The present calculated
results are in agreement with the experimental observation [81 that the
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iridium-iridium distance is 2.844 A for a small amount of partial oxidation
(6 = 0.07 - 0.10) of iridium.
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CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS AID SOLID-STATIE 29 Sib
NM T SPZCROSCOP OF SOM POLYSIL.ANES were obtained for the chain segment -Si-SiH 2 -. SiH2 -SiH 2 -

SiH 2 dSiH 2 -Si as a function of the rotational angles 'b

by and Oc with bonds a and d held in the trans (P - 0*)
conformation. Pertinent structural parameters are 2.34

W. J. Welsh, K. Beshah. J. L. Ackerman, and J. E. Mark and 1.48 X, respectively, for the Si-Si and Si-H bond
lengths and 109.50 and 110.3*, respectively, for the St-

Department of Chemistry and the Polymer Research Center Si-Si and Si-Si-H bond angles (9). Thus the corresponding
The University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221 C-C (1.53 X) and C-H (1.10 X) bond lengths in the

structurally analogous n-alkanes (1 10) are substantially
smaller, and the additional 0.81 1 length of the Si-Si

L. D. David and R. West bond relative to C-C would be expected to greatly reduce
the severity of repulsive interactions in the polysilanes b

Department of Chemistry At the same time, however, the additional length of 0.38 A
The University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 for the Si-H bond over the C-H bond could act to offset

this (9). The corresponding C-C-C and C-C-H bond angles
are 112* and l09' (1,10), respectively, and these are

Introduction nearly identical to the corresponding angles for the
polysilanes.

The configuration-dependent properties of a polymer
chain, such as random-coil dipole moments and dimensions, The nonbonded interactions were described by the
will depend on the relative energies of the conformational Buckingham potential function (1). As a result of the
states accessible to the skeletal bonds of the chain (1,. larger size and greater polarizability of Si relative to
Likewise, it has been anticipated and recently C, the potential energy minimum for Si .. Si is roughly 4
demonstrated from band gap calculations (2) that the times as deep and located 0.5 X more distant than that
electrical conductivity of a polymer chain will in general for the C.- C interaction. Likewise, the potential energy
vary as a function of the degree of overlap of the minimum for the Si... H interaction is about twice as deep
orbitals responsible for the conduction of electrons, and and 0..5 X more distant than that for C... H. In the
this in turn will be conformation dependent. This latter torsional terms, the intrinsic torsional barrier height Eo
point is pertinent to the polysilanes since recent - 0.4 kcal mol

-  
for the Si-Si bond is considerably

experimental studies indicate that at least one of these, smaller than the corresponding value (2.8 kcal mol
-
l) for

the phenylmethylsilane polymer (more commonly known as the C-C bond in the n-alkanes (1,10,11). This feature
"polysilastyrene"), appears to become semiconducting upon will tend to flatten the potential energy surface. Hence,
addition of chemical dopants (3). Thus this polymer, and it is seen that the polysilane and the n-alkanes actually
possibly other polysilanes, should be added to the list of differ markedly in terms of their geometric (bond lengths)
conducting and semiconducting polymers, including and energy parameters. These differences manifest
polvacetylene (4), poly(2-phenvlene) (5), poly(p-phenylene themselves in the potential energy surfaces calculated for
sulfide) (6), and polypyrrole (7). the two types of chains.

Investigations are underway to measure some of the Results of the Cooforwational Analysis
configuration-dependent properties of a series of
substituted polysilanes (8). Results of these The results are given in terms of a potential energy
experimental studies will be compared with those obtained surface as a function of the rotational angles (o and 0c.
bv theoretical methods based on the rotational isomeric Values of E for the t:(0

5
, 0*), g-g- (±120*, -120*), and

state approximation using conformational energies computed g-g; states, which are particularly pertinent to
from empirical potential energy functions (1). Electronic calculations of :oniguration-dependent properties
band gap calculations are also being carried out on these utilizing the rotational isomeric-state theory (1), are -
polYmers, particularly as a function of structure and 1.17, -1.88, and 9.08 kcal mol

-
1, respectively. Hence,

chain configuration, in order to assess their potential as gig! states are preferred over the alternative tt states
electrical conductors or semiconductors. The present by ca. 0.7 kcal mol

- 1
, while the g .g states are

study focuses on calculations of conformational energies prohibitively repulsive as is typically the case (1). By
of the simplest of these polymers, polysilane itself, [SiH 2  comparison, in the analogous n-alkanes the tt state is

The results will of course be directly applicable to preferred over the g=g± states by ca. 1.0 kcal mol
- i

the prediction and interpretation of configuration- (1,10). On the assumption that intermolecular energies
dependent properties and to the analysis of the relation generally have only a small effect on conformation (1),
between electrical conductivity and conformation, the crystalline state conformation could thus be similar

29 to the polyoxymethylene [CH2 -O-] 9, helix, rather than to
High-resolution Si NIR measurements were also the polyethylene [CH2-CH2- planar lig-zag conformation.

carried out on a phenylmethylsilane homopolymer and
copolymer in the solid state. The mechanical and Nearly all regions of the conformational-energy space
electrical properties of polysilanes are inherently those are within 2.0 kcal mol

-
1 of the energy minima; this is in

of the bulk solid systems. Thus, studies of the molecular sharp contrast to the relatively high barriers (> 6 kcal
origins of theme properties require a spectroscopic mol ) and large regions of prohibitively large energy
technique that is feasible for solid systems, and one found for the n-alkanes (10). Investigations are underway
which can discriminate on the basis of chemical to determine the influence of both the preference for
environment. Solid-state high resolution NMR is obviously gauche states over trans states and the relatively high
one such technique. degree of conformational flexibility on the configuration-

dependent properties and electrical conductivity of the
molecular mechanics Calculations polysilanes.

Conformational energies E, calculated using 
2 9

Si MM Spectroscopy
parameterized empirical potential energy functions summing
contributions from sternc (nonbonded) and torsional terms, This type of solid-state spectroscopy is being used

to characterize polysilanes in terms of chemical
environment of the silicons in the backbone, relaxation of
backbone silions, (which can elucidate molecular motion

of the nucleus under observation) and the quantity and
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This review focuses on a new type of para-catenated aromatic
polymer being used in the preparation of high-performance
films and fibers of exceptional strength. thermal stability, and
environmental resistance, including inertness to essentially all
common solvents. Polymers of this type include cis and trans-
poly(p-phenylene benzobisoxazole) (PBO), and the cis and
tram forms of the corresponding poly(p-phenylene benzobis-
thiazole( (PB). The purpose of this paper is to summarize the
"uthors' theoretical work on the structures, conformational
energies, intermolecular interactions, and electronic properties
of PBO and PBT chains, including the protonated forms known
to exist in strong acids. The emphasis is on how such studies
provide a molecular under standing of the unusual properties
and processing characten.tics of this new class of materials.

INTRODUCTION responding poly(p-phenylene benzobisthiazole)S ynthetic polymers now pervade all industrialized (PBT), in which the two oxygen atoms are replaced
societies, with new applications appearing on by sulfur atoms.

an amost daily basis (1). One example of a case in As can be seen from the sketch, these chains are
which specially synthesized polymers have been extremely stiff, approaching the limit of a rigid-rod
particularly impressive in their replacement of non- molecule. Because of their rigidity, they readily
synthetic or non-polymeric substances is the area form liquid-crystalline phases (3-9), specifically ne-
of 'high-performance" materials. Materials in this matic phases - in which
category are so designated because of their ability the chains are aligned axially but are out of register
to maintain desirable properties over a wide range in a random manner. The spinning of films from a
in temperature, and frequently despite exposure to liquid-crystalline dope of such a polymer has great
very hostile environments. Some specific examples advantages (1, 10). The required flow of the system
of the superiority of man-made polymers are pack- is facilitated, and the chains already have a great
aging films that are tougher than the cellulose- deal of the ordering they need in the crystalline
based materials they replace, and textile fibers such fibrous state to exhibit the desired mechanical prop-
as Dacron, which are much more durable than most erties. Not surprisingly, PBO and PBT chains are
naturally occurring fibers. A more exotic example the focus of the US Air Force's "Ordered Polymers"
is the class of aromatic polyamides having high Program (10), which has been established to de-
melting points and exhibiting strengths (on a weight velop high-performance materials for aerospace ap-
basis) well above that of steel (1). plications. They are being used not only as fibers

The present review focuses on a new type of and films, but also as reinforcing fibrous fillers in
para-catenated aromatic polymer being used in the amorphous matrices to give "molecular composites"
preparation of high-performance films and fibers of (10-12), where they serve the same purpose as the
exceptional strength, thermal stability, and environ- macroscopic glass or graphite fibers widely used in
mental resistance, including inertness to essentially multi-phase polymer systems.
Al common solvents. A polymer of this type, a The purpose of this account is to summarize the
poly(p-phenylene benzobisoxazole) (PBO), is illus- authors' theoretical work on the structures, confor-
trated in Fig. 1 (2). The isomer shown here is mational energies, intermolecular interactions, and
designated the cis form on the basis of the relative electronic properties of PBO and PBT chains, in-
lcwations of the two oxygen atoms in the repeat cluding the protonated forms known to exist in
unit. Other related polymers of interest are the strong acids. The emphasis is on how such studies
buna-PBO and the cis and trans forms of the cor- provide a molecular understanding of the unusual
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tations should be permitted (at least to some extent)
about the p-phenylene groups in each repeat unit.

NSuch rotations 0 are illustrated in the chain segment
shown in Fig. 2 (2). The preparation of high-
strength materials consisting of rodlike polymers

0 0such as these requires a high degree of alignment
of the rods. The extent of intramolecular rotational
flexibility and thus deviations from planarity are

Fig. 1. The cs-PBO rpat wut (2). important in this regard, particularly in terms of
chain-packing effects and the solubility character-

properties and processing characteristics of this istics of the polymers.
new class of materials. The molecular mechanics calculations (2) on the

segment shown indicated that the lowest energyMETHODOLOGY conformation of cis- and trans-PBO should corre-

Both empirical molecular mechanics methods spond to 0 - 0 degrees; this is in agreement with
(13) and semiempirical CNDO/2 (Complete Ne- the planarity found for the corresponding model
glect of Differential Overlap) molecular orbital compound in the crystalline state (23). Significant
methods (14) were used for the (intramolecular) nonplanarity is predicted for trayu-PBT with 0 es-

conformational energy calculations. Only the for- timated to be approximately 55 degrees (2). The

mer, however, has been used to date for the inter- nonplanarity predicted for the PBT, but not for the
molecular interactions. The latter, quantum me- PBO polymers, is due to the fact that the S atom
chanical technique was modified to include geom- has a much larger 14 A 4 Waals radius than the 
etry optimization (15, 16), except in the case of atom (-1.85 versus 1.40 A) (24). The pertinent
molecules containing sulfur (because of the in- experimental value of 0, obtained from a crystalline
creased number of electrons). In the molecular trans-PBT model compound, is 23.2 degrees (25).
mechanics calculations the interaction energy E was The lack of quantitative agreement between theo-
considered to be the sum of the steric or van der retical and experimental results is less significant
consdergytb the umb ethan the numerical differences in 0 might suggest.
torsional energy. The van der Waals energies were First, the energy changes only gradually with €calculated from Buckingham potential unctions, near the minimum; specifically, the entire range 0generally with standard values of the function pa- 25 to 90 degrees gives energies within 0.25rameters (2). Coulombic interaction energies were kilojoules per mole (kJ mol- ') of the minimumobtained using partia-charges obtained from the value, and this indicates considerable uncertaintyCNDO method; the values of the dielectric constant in locating the preferred value of ,. Second theemployed were the order of unity for calculations discrepancy between theory and experiment couldon the chains alone, and the other of one hundred be due to intermolecular forces, which couldfor the chains dispersed in a strong acid. The tor- strongly favor a more nearly planar conformationsional contributions for the rotatable p-phenylene for more efficient chain packing. The effect of in-bonds were taken to be two-fold symmetric, with cluding intermolecular interactions by minimizingminimum energy in the coplanar conformations and the total (intramolecular and intermolecular) en-values of the barrier heights as suggested from ergy of a pair of trans-PBT sequences (2) does shiftpertinent spectroscopic data. the predicted conformation to the range 0 to 25Polarizabilities were calculated using three meth- degrees, in much better agreement with experi-Polaizailiieswerecalulaed singthre mth- ment. The vibrational and electronic absorption
ods, specifically, second-order perturbation theory ment ra onal and elecr stin a
combined with the formalism of CNDO/S CI (Con- spectra of model compounds in the crystalline state
figuration Interactions) (17, 18), an empirical and in solution (26) are consistent with this inter-
scheme based on the additivity of atomic hybrid pretation. The situation is thus very similar to that
components (19), and the standard bond polariza- of biphenyl, for which the dihedral angle is -42
bility method (20). Electronic band structures, rel- degrees in the vapor phase, -23 degrees in the
evant to electrical conductivity, were calculated melt, and -0 degrees in the crystalline state (27).

using the tight-binding scheme based on the ex- Another problem with the intramolecular molec-
tended Hiickel theory (21, 22).

The required structural information, in particular
bond lengths and bond angles, were generally ob-
tained from X-ray structural studies carried out on N
model compounds (3). /

CONFORMATIONAL ENERGIES AND C
INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS FOR

THE UNPROTONATED CHAINS X

Deviations from Coplanarity

In spite ofthe rigidity of the PBO and PBT chains, Fig. 2. Rotataie segment in PRO (X - 0) and in PST (X - S)
there is some conformational flexibility in that ro- (2)
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u!ar mechanics calculations is the fact that the tor-
sional barrier chosen in these calculations may un-
derestimate the true barrier to rotation. In the rigid-
n;d polymer, the coplanar conformation may be
f-vored by long-range conjugation effects, which
are absent in benzaldehyde, the model compound
used for the estimate of the barrier. Some evidence
in support of this possibility exists in that the length
of this bridging bond in the polymers of interest is
smaller than the lengths of corresponding bonds in
analogous low-molecular-weight species, which
suggests some partial double-bond character in
these C-C bonds (2). This suggested recourse to
CNDO calculations, the results of which are sum-
mnu'ized in Fig. 3 (27). In the case of cis- and trans-
PBO, very similar conformational energy profiles
were obtained. In both cases, the preferred confor-
mation corresponds to 0 - 0 degrees (coplanarity); Fig. 3. Dependence of the CNDO conformational energy .1E on
this result is thus in excellent agreement with the the torsional angle 0 for the cis-PBO, tran.-PBO and trans-PBT
molecular mechanics results and with experiment. model compounds (27). For a Iven compound, values of AE were

taken as the differmne in total enerw E between a gven confor-
The substantial barriers to rotation away from co- mtnon # and the cnfo n c nding to the lowest cal-
planarity imply that conjugation effects between culated energy.
the aromatic moieties (favoring coplanarity) domi-
nate the steric repulsions (disfavoing coplanarity)
between the orthohydrogen atoms on the phen- second being assigned a series of lengths in an
yl-r.e group and nearby atoms within the hetero- attempt to make the interaction energies (per re-
cyclic group. The CNDO/2 conformational-energy peat unit) as realistic as possible without making
proFie of the trans-PBT model compound is quite the calculations impracticable. In the initial series
different. The preferred angle is 0 - 20 degrees, in of calculations the chains were first placed in par-
good agreement with experiment, but the energ allel arrangements, one above the other, and then
barrier to coplanarity is only about 2.1 kJ mol. one chain was rotated about its axes. The rotations
Beyond = 20 degrees, the barrier rises sharply invariably increased the energy, and such arrange-
and monotonically, yielding a maximum barrier of ments were therefore not considered further. Thus,
-25.0 kJ mol' at 0 - 90 degrees. The barrier to the calculations to determine minimum-energy ar-
rotation is relatively large and should be considered rangements were based primarily on two parallel
an upper estimate because geometry optimization chains shifted relative to one another. In the case
was not available for sulfur-containing molecules of the density estimates, there are two specific sets
such as PBT. The cis-PBT chain is also predicted to of calculations which are relevant, one for a pair of
be significantly nonplanar, but the experimental chains above one another U and the other for a
results (25) indicate a deviation of only 2.8 to 5.8 pair alongside one another uU".
degrees from planarity. Molecules of this type are The results (28) show that for pairs of chains
much more complicated than the three others in above one another the chains are out of register by .4
that they have considerable -bowing' within the 3.0 A in the case of the two PBO polymers (which
repeat unit, a subject (27) dealt with separately in would place a phenylene group of the upper chain
a later section of this review. over the bond bridging the two ring systems of the

In the case of the two PBO polymers, geometry repeat unit of the lower chain) and by 1.5 A in the
optimization gave bond lengths and bond angles in case of the trans-PBT. These are rather approximate
excellent overall agreement with those observed results, in part because of the large number of
for the model compounds in the crystalline state energy minima occurring as the chains are slid by
(23). one another. The latter displacement was predicted

to be smaller than the former because of the large
Chain Packing and Intermolecular Interactions size of a sulfur atom relative to oxygen and the

much more irreguiar cross section of the nonplanar
The specific goals in these calculations (28) were PBT molecule. These results are in at least qualita-

elucidation of the nature of the chain packing, and tive agreement with the results of X-ray structural
estimation of the corresponding densities, magni- studies. The experimental values of these axial shifts
tudes of the total interaction energies, and the were found to be approximately 4.5 A in the case
relative importance of van der Waals and Coulom- of model compoands for all three types of molecules
bic contributions (23, 25). The agreement between theoretical and

Because of the complexity of these systems, the experimental values could, of course, be consider-
calculations were of necessity very approximate, ably better foe" the polymeric chains, which have
being based on only a pair of the chains of a given not vet been studied experimentally in this regard.
type in their planar or nonplanar conformations. In the case of the vertical spacings, the theoretical
The first chain was one repeat unit long, with the results are in excellent agreement with the experi-
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mental value of -3.5 k for all three types of model
compounds (23, 25). For the pairs of chains along- N
side one another, the spacing is predicted to be
approximately 6.1 A. Although there are no exper- S
imental values of this quantity available for com-
parison, it is important for density estimates which Fig 4. The cs-PBT model compound with the bowing illustrated

are discussed below, in two dimensons (27).

The interaction energies were found to be rather
large, with contributions from only a few repeat model compounds are observed to be nearly iden-
units adding up to values approaching typical bond tical in the crystalline state (25). The planar cis-
dissociation energies. This suggests that the failure PBT studied here for comparison can therefore be
mechanism in such materials might generally be considered the direct analogue of trans-PBT, apart
bond breakage rather than chain slippage. The at- from the fact that the 'cis" form apparently does
tractions are somewhat larger for the trans-PBT experience considerable strain.
chain because S atoms give rise to larger van der The results gave an energy of -5368 eV and
Waal- attractions than do 0 atoms because of their -5308 eV, respectively, for the "bowed" and "flat"
much higher polarizability. The Coulombic contri- forms. This yields an energy difference of -60 eV
butions to the total interaction energy were found per molecule (-5800 kJ mol') in favor of the
to be very small, which suggests that the dielectric -bowed' form.. These numbers should be taken as
constant of a potential solvent for these (unproton- highly approximate upper limits since geometry
ated) polymers should be of no importance, and optimization could not be implemented and
thus in agreement with experiment (29). CNDO/2 energies involving second-row atoms like

The above information also permits estimation of sulfur are typically less reliable. Nevertheless, these
the densities of the PBO and PBT polymers in the results do indicate that rather large energy de-
crystalline state. The two polymers were' repre- creases are obtained by the bowing process. Appar-
sented as having elliptical cross sections with six ently, after bowing, the molecule's bond angles and
such ellipses closely packed around a central el- lengths "relax" to values experimentally indistin-
lipse. The densities thus estimated were found to guishable from those of trans-PBT (27).
be in good agreement with the experimentally ob- Chains Containing Molecular Swivels
rained densities of the model compounds (23, 25),
particularly in the way they vary with changes in Because of their stiffness, the PBO and PBT
the structure of the repeat unit. The results indicate chains are very nearly intractable, being insoluble
that the higher density for the PBT polymer is due in all but the strongest acids [even when pendant
to the higher atomic weight of S relative to 0, groups are attached to the chains (10)1 and very
rather'than to more efficient chain packing. difficult to process into usable films and fibers (3,

10). These materials may be made more tractable,
"Bowing" in the Cis-PBT Chains however, by the insertion of a limited number of

Model compounds of the cis-PBT polymer chain, atoms or groups chosen so as to impart a controlled
as illustrated in Fig. 4 (27), have been shown to amount of additional flexibility to the chains. The
assume a slightly bowed configuration in the crys- insertion of even a small number of flexible molec.
talline state (25). The bowing is a result of the ular fragments or "swivels" into such chains will
planar thiazole rings being inclined in the same increase their flexibility and tractability by allowing
direction from the best plane through the atoms of mutual rotation of adjacent chain elements about
the fused benzene ring by an average of 2.6 de- the swivels' rotatable bonds. (Such swivels also have
grees. The bowing corresponds to an average incli- the advantage of facilitating the polymerization). It
nation of 4.7 degrees between the bonds connect- is obviously of considerable importance to investi-
ing the end phenylene to the benzobisthiazole and gate the effect of the structure. number and spac-
the best plane through the benzobisthiazole group. ing of such swivels along the chain. For example,
If present in polymeric cis-PBT, this bowing would two closely spaced swivels would decrease the ri-
be expected to interfere with alignment of chains gidity of the chains but still permit occurrences of
and hence have a deleterious effect on desirable nearly parallel conformations conducive to the for-
properties. mation of the desired molecular alignment or or-

Of primary interest here is a rough estimate of ganization, as illustrated in Fig. 5 (30).
the strain energy responsible for inducing this mol- In swivels of the type Ph-X-Ph-X-Ph, where Ph is
ecule to "bow" out of the planar conformation, as phenylene and X is the single atom 0, S, Se, or Te,
exists in the trans-PBT and cis- and trans-PBO the pairs of rotatable angles should be independent
model compounds. To this purpose, the CNDO/2 to good approximation and the problem therefore
total energy of the cis-PBT model compound was treated in terms of two single swivels. The energy
calculated (27) and compared to that of a fictitious maps obtained for these swivels from molecular
planar ci-PBT model molecule possessing essen- mechanics (30) reveal that the sulfur swivel has the
tially the same structural geometry (in terms of advant.ge both in equilibrium flexibility (more low-
bond angles and bond lengths) as the actual energy and thus accessible regions in configuration
'bowed" molecule. Values of equivalent bond an- space) and in dynamic flexibility (lower barriers
gles and bond lengths in trans-PBT and cis-PBT between energy minima). Also. the Ph-S-Ph swivel
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Geometry-optimized CNDO/2 calculations were
.... also carried out on a number of the wholly aromatic

swivels, viz., biphenyl, 2,2'-bipyridyl, 2-phenyl-
pyridine, 2,2'-bipyrimidyl, and 2-phenylpyrimi- -.

dine (32). In agreement with the molecular me-
chanics calculations and with intuition, increase in

... -" -the number of nitrogen substitutions generally de-
creases the energy of the coplanar conformation :

A&, 5. Two adjac .t ongen parn-pienylw swiveLs (30). and increases the overall flexibility of the swivel
(32).

has a larger fraction of the conformational energy -"
map that is energetically accessible. In the case of EFFECTS OF PROTONATION
the double swivels it is of course important to Polymer Chains
consider which isomeric linkages (o,mp) have con-
formations which give nearly colinear continuation Protonation of the rodlike PBO and PBT chains
of the chain, or at least parallel continuation. The and their model compounds in acidic media will
oxygen double swivels have three isomers that pro- have significant effects on their solubility, solution
vide colinearity (mpm, pop, and mmp), and seven behavior, geometry, and conformational character-
that permit parallel continuation. The sulfur double istics. In fact, only very strong acids such as meth-
swiveLh have no isomers giving colinearity and again. ane sulfonic acid and polyphosphoric acid are sol-
seven giving parallelism (30). In the S case, the vents for these materials (29). Recent interest has
absence of colinear isomers is related to the values therefore focused on the extent, nature, and effects
of the various bond angles within the segment. of protonation in the polymers in order to gain
Specifically, the similarity between the bond angles insights into their solubility behavior and solution
(120 degrees) within the aromatic ring and the properties.
COC bond angle (123 degrees) in the oxygen swivel Freezing point depression measurements (33) on
increazes the number of nearly colinear arrange- PBO and PBT model compounds have indicated
raents. This simplifying circumstance does not oc- that, depending on the acidity of the medium, the
cur in the case of the sulfur swivels since the CSC PBO model compound can exist as a 2H' ion, pre- I
bond angle is 109 degrees. sumably with one proton on each (highly basic)

A number of somewhat more complicated swivels nitrogen atom, or as a 4H* ion, presumably with
were also investigated, viz., -CO--, -SO 2-, the other two protons on the oxygen atoms. The
-CHz--, and -C(CF 3 )2---. On the basis of both PBT model compounds appear to have a greater '-,

thermal stability (3 1) and conformationa flexibility, preference for the smaller number of protons owing
it seems that the must promising swivels from this to the lower basicity of sulfur atoms relative to
expanded group are.-O--, -- S-, -C(CF 3).--, and oxygen atoms. The CNDO method was used to get
-CO-- (30). charge distributions for such protonated PBO and

As is evident from Fig. 5 (30), H atoms on C atoms PBT chains, and molecular mechanics was then used
which are a to the swivel linkage can force the to estimate the magnitudes of the inter-chain Cou-
swivel out of the desired coplanar conformation. A lombic repulsions (28). It is difficult to relate such
simple way to reduce these offending H.. .H re- results quantitatively to-the polymer-solvent disso-
pulsions would be to eliminate the responsible at- lution process, which is, of course, controlled by
oms altogether. As an example, one or both of the changes in free energy. They are nonetheless of
phenylenes in the swivel could be replaced with a considerable interest in that they indicate that pro-
pyridylene (Pyr) group in which the nitrogen in the tonation of the chains should greatly decrease the
ring replaces the offending CH group. It is found intermolecular attractions, even at the very high
that when even only one of the phenylenes is thus dielectric constants characteristics of strong, undi-
replaced, as in Pyr-O-Ph and Pyr-S-Ph, the repuil- luted acids. This conclusion is consistent with the

sions in the coplanar arrangement are greatly re- fact that only extraordinarily strong acids are sol-
duced and, in general, the flexibility of the swivel vents for these types of polymers (29).
increased. As expected, replacement of both of the Geometry-optinized CNDO calculations were
Ph groups increases both effects. carried out to characterize the effects of protona-

Wholly aromatic swivels, such as diphenylene tion on the conformations of the PBO chain (,34).
and 2,2-dipyridylene, should have the greatest For -all three forms, the unprotonated chain and the
thermal stability. They can maintain parallel contin- 2H* and 4H" ions of the cis-PBO model compound,
tuation of the chain if bonded to it either o,o or the preferred conformation corresponds to rotation
m.m: although the pp isomer provides colinearity, angle -0 - 0 degrees. the coplanar form. As 0 in-
it does not of course give the "kink" needed for creases, the energy barrier increases monotoni.
additional flexibility. Replacement of one or both cally: the maximum barrier is located at 0 - 90
of the phenvlenes by the 2-pvridylene group would degrees with an energy AE of -8.4. 33.6, and 84.0
be expected to relieve much of the inter-ring kJ mol' above that of the coplanar form for the
congestion. as already described, and molecular unprotonated form, the 2H* ion, and the 4H* ion,
mechanics calculations give results in agreement respectively. These results are somewhat surprising
with this expectation it) that steric arguments would suggest that repul-
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sions between the orthohydro ens on the phenyl- distances to reasonable values for the N ... .

enes and the acidic protons on the benzoxazole ring hydrogen bond. The species 2,2'-bipyridyl-H3O
should render the coplanar conformations less pre- and 2,2'-bipyrimidyl-2H2O were also studied in
ferred than other orientations, and certainly less this manner, each in two initial configurations, one
preferred than the coplanar form for the unproton- with an O-H bond pointing to each N atom and the
ated case. Inspection of the geometry-optimized other with an O-H bond normal to the swivel bond.
structures of the three species in the coplanar form For each species, the former configuration is the
shows that the rotatable bond is seen to decrease preferred one.
in length with increased protonation. Specifically,
the bond lengths are -1.45, 1.42, and 1.38 A for POLARIZABILITIES
the unprotonated form and the 2H and 4H ions, The polarizabilities of the PBO and PBT chains
respectively. Such contractions are typically indic- are of considerable importance since they are
ative of strengthening of the bond, in this case the needed for the interpretation of solution property
result of enhanced conjugation (favoring coplanar- studies such as flow birefringence measurements
ity) between the phenylene rings and the aromatic (37, 38). Experimental studies of this type were
heterocyclic roup. This increased stabilization of carried out to obtain rheological time constants and
the coplanar forms appears to more than offset the orientation parameters relevant to the processing
repulsive effects of steric interferences. of these materials.

These conclusions are corroborated by construc- The perturbation-CNDO method gave values of
tion of resonance structures for the three species, the average polarizability that were unrealistically
which indicate significant contributions from reso- small (39, 40), but the atomic additivity (19) and
nance structures wherein the rotatable bond as- bond additivity (20) schemes gave more realistic
sumes a double bond in the case of the protonated results, in good agreement with each other. The
forms (34). Additional evidence for the contribu- PBT chain is predicted to have a larger value of the
tions of resonance structures upon protonation is average polarizability than the PBO chain, since the
noted in the slight shortening (and thus strengthen- C-S boismcmoeplzb than the ct
ing) of phenylene C-C bonds paruallel to the back- C-S bond is much more polarizable than the C-0
in of phelenen-C bond pael o the one. The calculated results were used to estimate
bone and the lengthening (and weakening) of those values of the anisotropic ratio 6 directly applicable
bonds more nearly perpendicular to it. Finally,birefrinence data.
changes in the UV-visible and Raman spectra upon rprg
protonation (35) are consistent with this described
increase in conjugation. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIITY

Additional geometry-optimized CNDO/2 calcu- Of interest here is the fact that the same struc-
--rations (36) were carried out to predict the order tural features that give the desired rigidity in PBO

of protonation within the cis-PBO model com- and PBT chains also give extensive charge delocal-
pound. The results indicate that protonation occurs ization and resonance stabilization. Such character-
in the order N, N, 0, 0, which is consistent with istics could be conducive to electrical conductivity,
the greater basicity .f nitrogen relative to oxygen. a topic of much current interest in polymer science
Thus. repulsive Coulombic effects between the (41). The present goal was therefore to carry out
acidic protons have only a negligible influence on preliminary calculations of electronic band gaps in
the precise sequence of protonation. order to determine whether any of these molecules

show promise of being semi-conducting either un-
Molecular Su,'iVeLS doped or as modified by a suitable dopant.

It is likely, and indeed desirable in order to pro- For cis-PBO, trans-PBO, and trans-PBT chains in
mote solubility, that the nitrogen-containing swiv- their coplanar conformations, the band gaps in the
els be protonated in the strong acids in which the axial direction were found to be 1.72, 1.62, and
PBO and PBT chains are soluble. CNDO calcula- 1.73 eV, respectively (42). Since trans-PBT is non-
tions (32), for example, on 2,2'-bipyridyl showed planar, calculations on it were also carried out as a
that mono- and di-protonation had large effects on function of its rotation angle -0, the results being
its conformational characteristics. While the parent given in Fig. 6. The band gap was found to increase
molecule and the diprotonated species both prefer markedly with increase in nonplanarity, as would
trans- over the cis-coplanar conformation, just the be expected from the decrease in charge delocali-
opposite is true for the mono-protonated case. zation. The calculations suggest the most likely
Hence, the coplanar conformation preferred by the value of 0 to be -30 degrees, in good agreement
species will be a function of the acidity of the with the experimental value of 23 degrees obtained
medium, with trans preferred in neutral media fol- by X-ray analysis of a crystalline trans-PBT model
lowed by a preference for cis (mono-protonated) compound (25). At this value of -, the calculated
and then back to trans (di-protonated) with increas- value of the band gap is 1.98 eV. No discernible
ing; acidity. The results suggest the presence of dispersion of the energy bands perpendicular to the
hydrogen bonding for the mono-protonated bipyr- chains is observed (43), indicating that the neigh-
idyl in the cis-coplanar conformation, as evidenced boring chains are electronically non-interactive, as
by the strong preference for this conformation and was found earlier for trans-polyacetylene and poly-
by the bending of the exo-ring angles about the ethylene (44). All of these values of the axial band
swivel atom in order to shorten the interatomic gaps in PBO and PBT are very close to the corre-
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Particle Sizes of Reinforcing Silica Precipitated into
Elastomeric Networks

Inherently weak elastomers are generally reinforced by blending particulate fillers into the
elastomeric polymer prior to its being cured into a network structure.

'
" A specific. and very

important, example is the mixing of high-surface silica (SiO,, of a few hundred A diameter
into polvidimethylsiloxane, PDMS [-SiCH.,O--j I" One disadvantage of this standard
approach, however, is the invariable coalescence of the filler particles into large aggregates
in an essentially uncontrolled and poorly understood manner " The nature and extent of such
aggregation obviously would have a large effect on the mechanical properties of the elastomer
thus reinforced.

It has recently been demonstrated ' that it is possible to prepare very tough elastomers by
swelling PDMS networks with tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS [(C2HO),Si]. which is then
hydrolyzed in situ. It was proposedL that the hydroiysjs of the TEOS gives silica particles
which provide the desired reinforcement. The present investigation tests these ideas by means
of transmission electron micrographs obtained on thin slices of PDMS elastomers thus pre-

pared. The main goals are to find evidence for such filler particles and, if present, to estimate
their sizes and size distribution. Since any such particles would be formed within a polymer
matrix which should impede their coalescence into undesired aggregates, the oegree of dis-
persion of the filier particles is also of considerable interest.

EXPERIMENTAL

The network was prepared from vinyl-terminated PDMS chains having number-average

moiecular eights corresponding to 10 'M1. = 13.0 g • mol -' They were tetrafunctionally end-
linked with SiJOSCH,,.HI', in the usual manner,!' and the resulting network was extracted
with tetrahvdrofuran and then toluene for several days to remove soluble material ,found to
be present to the extent of a few percent Strips cut from the network sheet were then dried.

and one was set aside as a reference material (0 v,t % silica.
The other network strips were swelied with TEOS to the maximum extent attainable, whic"

corresponded to a volume fraction of polymer of approximately 0.26. Several strips were placed
into an aqueous solution containing 2% by weight of ethyisamine. and the hydrolysis of the
TEOS was permitted to occur at room temperature for 1.5 h The weight of the dried strips
indicated triat 34.4%r by weight of filler had been incorporated in this manner.

Thin films having a thickness the order of 1(5' A were microtomed from both the filled and

unfilled samples using the following technique A piece of network approximately 1 .
4 mm was inserted into the water-filled cylindrical opening in a copper mount, and was then
-_zcn into place The entire assembly was cooled to approximately - 126*C with vapor from

a container of liquid nitrogen. and was then inserted into a similarly cooled Porter-Blum MT-

2 Ultramicrotome equipped with a dianiond knife. Thin slice, obtained in this way were
collected on copper griio. and examined in transmission using an RCA 3-G Electron Microscope
witr ooubie condensor and high magniiication pole piece.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tile electron micrographs obtained for the filled PDMS network at magnifications of 52.80C
* and 11&800 , are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. For purposes of comparison, the

corresponding ,essentially featureless' micrugraph for the unfilled network at 118.800 ". is
shown in Figure 3 The existence of filier particles in the first network. originally hypothesized

on the basis of mechanical properties, is clearly confirmed. The particles have average di-
ameters of approximateiv 250 A. which is in the range of particle sizes of fillers typically

Journal of Applied Polymer Science, Vol. 29, 3209-3212 (1984)
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NOTES 8211

Fig. 3. Micrograph for the unfilled PDMS network at 59.400 X.

introduced into polYmners in the usual blending techniques. Thedistribution of sizes is relatively
narrow%. with most values of the diameter falling in the range 20G-300 A

Mohst strikingly, there is virtuallY none of the aggregation of particles essentiallY invariablv
present in the usual types of filied elastomers These materials should therefore be extremely
useful in characterizing the effects of aggregation, and could be of considerable practical
imixortance as well
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Fig I Transmissiun electron micrograph at a magnification of 26.400 \ for the PDN11
network contaiininig 34.4 %1 % filler. The length of the bar in each figure corresponois to I(KX)
A

Fa: 2 Micrograph folr the same filied network at 59,400
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Ab~iract-Dielectflc constant measurements were carried out on polvidimethvisiloxane) IPDMASl linear
unatosn CH,-(SitClio.Ol,-Sliil; and :Ncscs lcTiTu, for r z 10. 15 and 70. in :ciconexane and
in nenzene at 051 C. Mean-square ctpoie moments P- were caicuiated from these data, using the method
of Dense. The values thus orutained for the linear chains are consistent with results previousiv reported
for snort. :iear PDMAS cntains in tnie undiluted staie. Discemibie differences among the values in ihe two
solvents and undiluted state are manitestations of the "specific solvent etfect" known to be iimortant tn
ionizer, linear ciains the networks of PDMS. The cvcfics were found to have dipiole moments very similar
to those of the corresponding lnear chains. The cvclics also showed a specific solvent etfect. in the same
uirection as shown nv :ne inear molecules.

tNTRiOtM C710% and cvclics having v =I1. 15 and 70 The required

The hai molculs %%ichhavebee mos exen-dielectric constant measurements are carried out in
The nai moecues hici hve eenmos exen- solution. in both cvciohtexane and benzene. Corn-

sisels studied %kttn regard tol con formatifon-dlependen t aioswtprvuseuls[.3obind n
propecrties aire trooe otniiie iioxane prsn ihpeiu esls[.3 bando

- short. linear PDNIS chains in the undiluted state are
tne1rj randerm i i -tciosnvfcud used to document the dependence of!ki: , on solvent

in teirranom-cil imesion II, dpolemomnts medium. Also of interest are possible differences in
-41. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~i -ewr Doroisit~~ ] tesotcl~ etween linear chains and cvl,,iics havinia essen-

coetncterts p. . and rnst-criaio cvciizaticin constants
carriedtlli tue tom inepe, n egree of polymerization ilbi.

51.Tere::caji studies tiaricd toe samete
esen predic:. itucri pronerties are 13ased on toe well- XEVINlA
known rotational isom reric state theory [11. and bave RIEcA

p)etn notanil% succe.sfu. ;o this rco-,rd Unusual fea- Thtree PD.MS linear ploiymers iLl. L'. Ul and .hret
tures ot tnese :natn molecules wrnitchI ma .Ke th. em ecics iC:. C-. C01 were generousiv provided hN Professor
attractive to rpoto exnerimentatists and theorists are JI A. Semi~en The (numoer-averagzet number n of Si -- J
tne:r tractibihis and hien -teotperature stabilit% and O--Si skeletal bonds and poisoispersitv indices are

10. llsemIinogani naure 1w.markd ~ given in the second and third columns of Table
~ 0.unusual eduation oft state parameters 13 At teast four solutions of each of the sampies were

ariorml etroiesof iluionandexcss olues prepared in noth cvcionexane and benzene. with the weight
anrm etronary vofme riuto ofd thes souiosweetendtemndesd o

and fleihi tt~and ermabilty raction . of poismer ranging from 0.0035 to0 .03t). Specinc
(lo. II anct. because of unequal skeletal bond mett-. indices of' refiection i b,, differential retractometry,

anizesi a iow-eneriz, conformation that approximates and dieteetne constants c: with the usual capacitance bridge
aclosed nioission H. Z! -noioer nierestiniz teature is and a miniature three-terminai cll [17ll All measurements

toe existence ot c)vcicsHlSii-l,0j covenog: a wide pertain to 1O
rang-e m ocdecree! of noivimertzatlon r IS. 9. 1 h1. as well
as toe unusuai linear cnalos CH,-Snli ,0O]- RESULTS AND) DISCU'SSION

The present ;nsestiieatlon is concerned with the Values of toec concentration dependence of the
determination of" expenimental values of the mean- quantities of interest were expressed as di 'dw,
sctuare dipote moment Li:' of PIDMS linear chains dAc aw, and dAii,dw. where Ar & i - E,) is the

Taoic E.Dnenmeniji data and results for ihe PDMS linear criuns and cvclecs in evelotexane at

Pomvrner "i if .q ild d.~ d.Sc d.~ -dA, d.. ,u ,..m

L. 0 1 Ii 0 15 ..433 001b 0.178
L ts 11 ?) 0 0_155 01 0 006 (1) 90

t! iai1 1 :01 02-50 0 502 0001 '.213
Ci s1' 1 13 02::0 0 5421 -0002 0 182
C, 21s 6 05 (1152 0,524 0006 0.209

9 O il 12N) 0 1491 0008 0.:03

5 1



1 I kis.i( PLO *1 I I \n t d aI(ii c I

PS 4,11 ti* '' The results obtainted on the L ,ess' I ic ' n IC tn.P

I 1 1 4)1 11 (0t, the\ hiase xlues oii the dipole inotneni raio %,er
kI I 1t 46 t .tj~4 t similar ito those of the correspotidine hinear :riain, \t

45' 15 iz'~ least lor the ratnge of ti insesiteated. The dipole
moment th us seems less e'encrall ' usef ul tmani oItier
properties [16] Ashich has e been Used ito enaractcri/e

ditlerencehbetss een the dielectric constafLts of the dilfferences between F'1IS linear chains and cs c,
solution and solvent, and Ali sers es the same purpose I finiRk it is in icrestini- ito note that Inc cs clics, aisd
I or the ides ol- retraction. The results (or the solu- siioxsed at specific solseni etiect. tin the sanie direction

4 t~ions in c -\ Acleane are given in columns Iour to six as that shosn n b the liear chains
of Table 1. and for the solutions in benzene in -'x recent st ud\22 cox ertitit a ssider range in) it ha,

- ,sO to four of Table 2. Mean-square dipole concluded that yor ni lii1. the dipole miomient, olt
is ucrc calculated from the D)b\ e equation excite arid linear P[)M S chain, are identical vo tfin i

* ~'k T 47-.ii'., l experimental error. and that both cxclics and linear
cihain, cxiii it at spcitic soksent effect This si ud\ tiii u

ss nerc i, the Boltzmann constant. 7- = '3(13.2K i, the conlt-irs the tsst niaior COItILusiotIs reached in tue
sot ateLII temperature. \ is Asogradro's number. atid presentis ittoi

1', i inc molar orientation polarization at itiitie
diu ii Tue latter is tisen bN -il.. A'i' ,ie', i 11 -I Is It A iotu r 0 I l I I I I k tP!~, r

R' ijclkl1Ii, NAP ti amp\S ~inc, in1,i1 ',, tse in,
I'i -R I naiei,1,a upr~ior; piuoocc: J t \t i'\ iMC Ai I Mi.C )4

ticre P iThe Total molar polarizattoti oI the soilte Soiuiii, kcscjirn iitroiiei (,6n-in\ ()Sk 1" 01 P

.ic'. its nia7 retraction. both at intinitc di1L- h i,.< ,., .ii (em.5

tion The %Aiie of P, anid R- \ker-c ontained tou

I' ~ [i li, -2i~j."1te dii - 2 ii~d HdiPPtF

As Men) 'i - t moiecular ss ciehi of! the solute: Tne I..*i.<, . -

.'GO1.1 pott'.ttn.I. sa culated roAtMei Xec.~ I I

OT o':nrrrcr.cain, sueti a, i"DMS Si n
I, iMc mean-quare dtnoic momnen I,0 i i* 'teue *ji.j P \ '1ol ','Ii 4'

t" In, Seniie:. ;. -o I w,~ '4T.
I,- ie aiue . - Tor trie criain stCr5  

L11

pertine nsexetdeds oumc interactions 1: -'(1 11,t c ,'' 1' -I: " I\-

ratih-ik to nc numren r; oi ir'otari sketeta, flotid in, tn ,.:\si,am kern, \C\, o, r.
:nt' sdonte 01 inc, S: -- ()ond moment 1 11Is Ifs n u UK. C tie U,!.ce .

I,,*eL ttucn-uscd a .. ''. mniPrt' rafto i. ?71 ttM K ". r 7'A
\!c, Ot Inc ratio ciaied usinc: the ktiossti resu I II. ,., ri'.,,

ito Ji'2) are gisen in Inc tI iamn oLJU111 IIStrcP 1t.'-.ia'!,:',.,

Utne i' ne apirx ii .1Ih.iii i ilrr''ct ci'/t:

nt -uo'tIc dinole1 Moment rait it. thi i(nIcti oi 5 r~ii&1
id,1iuic,: -- ite as oiltaitied irom nc tuOnsae meti, r s, cciei. t

a;rror ,' -:t tue-, ieoretical.. rotattotnal isotucrit, : RianiC. .~ i',;s , I,,n / 1.; 4.
-tie saiue is 2' [3, AT 140. ottl the theoretic:al
j rm ti - 24 P3 . is as aiable Thec present results are 0 tlru,tsijic / --~,1 ', 4' 1 ',1 1-

in u, eetn To n consistent with pies ious cexperitticnial Iocsi i~ XI rir''" 'A' %\, 1) .

aiti tttemretiieal result, ott snort. linear lPIS cti"itis 29iss i "42

Tinc dileren~es netsseen the results iii esetohexarcin 14 S (Li.t. mud2 J 1, \Iaik n' ,i , it 5 .

nerCie,11 ,Inc i Itui Urilutei state are! most iki an - ~ rnn rcHt, t,. ct'I'. r, ' 1Cm.'..

n-initestation P! a 'peetic, soilvt elleete c F'Ces indej, 'I q
see~neni smst'inieracittisn A MChIc p~resani.ibi\ 7. an * .,! .1 I \Mirk %1,,, -m-,, A.
criutigc cinilorntatiOndii stIeCtices alonvtr'inc ciain r \ esr tuns.SI .rr n,' 5
tfLaci itin Sici . cuL!IIed: ot the n Icd I uni on Scni, .. Pi , , e 24, 1 i'i i
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- . Polymer Bulletin

Eftects of Etriviamine Catailysi Concentration
in the Precipitation of Reintorcing
Silica Fibier in an Eiastomeric Network

.J L. Mars. an~d 's P kingl

it' nmn '-htun r Lre D' Stzlv ca.tavit 1.- tnt -vCrIC~

C tetr..tnVOrthO& . . . cote :m r ns the aU t: r -n af a p~ networ-.
hes s.. f. . IT tr~ rreccc;ZsteE a rongF ritrnlorces te, an 1. ctisse

.t-aZ n T e8 in .n. r..tcIsist 6' *tFmift . anc nrtiare -nsg, .ncrrtn
o I s.m n co-1 crra:.t 0 nns e tnet ma t c : f-. *. , nI:- .nr

Anc A.s( 1-rCOr s the .. t Le rtopitr:. , at corstait: tpr< 17 . C

ra ncr . t a 1.arc:'if C! inrsar F a z *nc rTa F r St .C&

rose,. 'DC ..a.tS 0 r ev.ut ."L c.*.at Co tn rn C m creya C:
:5:-at-n Cr~n,. .c.:s . .nr act Cc.: o

is 0-:cs 1> C>:.:Me Srs sz~t n5t.cr. f7 ! .

er5..:. tstec 1 .. .I . -. 7C' .. I. CMA.Oerat .1 n. nr ccesm.:

- ne e:rr.22c.n5 :. "At corrr:n r rr:' Ir ros r

1r. 450.cmer: 1 '-5.

.rc --tcr., tert rrparec trot scv.t- .t: r0tct'

a na=:,e mts-. wssr: Crn7rn.c. a?, I Ch a -

.n r, .. e terarrnm.. enc ..n.. t. h. m-.c en
IrI.. inmost anc Inh Tt@a.tc; he twCr' Vn.n r-.e I

t5:7asCrctcrar Sz :'et !:C, In, :e- #-Ta-, C." I :rms S:uI C

ma..e7. *O~l a 1 un t rr Iat!: t~t c t Ix 1n. e- tc: a *et percer: trn
CL: trMt hoe rrstwr. antsI: W 'or. tn: .... ah: 0"e 1a . It a.oea

mtttrtnct inacer~a. " Vt !C
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SHORT COMMUNICATION

The effect of relative humidity on the hydrolytic precipitation of silica into
an elastomneric network

Y iian, and J. E. Mark

oCnerm srA and thev 1,'ihmer Research Ccnicr, The Universirv of Cincinnati. Cincinnati, Ohio, USA

Km- woras Filied Cuastomers. siiica filicr, insitu reinhorcement, pokivdimcthNxisiioxanej-

r'.a r.oso~r , that it is possible to fill Experimental details
.. ,.xcucCneotoris ot rnoIiirnetnv!siioxane Tie PDMS samn~e mpioved consisted of ncov-enia

T)-~~ CH, ,C)_ tj% swejlin, tnemr withi chains naving a numoer-averapc moiecuiar weign: of S..: 17' g
:'a Srtus a 'EDS Si 'OC.H5 ,,.', which mo . anni was generouslsy provided ov ine Dow Corning Corp(-

ratiori. The chains were ietraiuncrionaliv end jnaiked with TEOS in~cnrsvtruv;CC antou sjuton iaid. base, tne und iutec state, in the usua: mznne- 161. Tne resulting nerwory,
a: , a~c:ai\s*:. 7it siiz Precli:ate6 isitu il nfis sneets, which were approximateiv I mrm tnick. were extracted at

'A a% 072sts'Ls 0' naru7 arr-,intc\2 . n a room temperature us ing tezranivoruras tor tnree cas's iolbowed

"7a.xr:i to eitzzrn i.roscot'v measurements Dw tojuene to.r tnree navs. So; tractions amountec to a IeCUw
- . n::"x aso;a ~,tmrroveen:inTest strips cut trom tre sneets were approximnately 3 mm winet and

toe ittr- 3 mm icong.
a,.,,nc anc touzn-vs' 0: tnt: etastomecri: net- Tne extracted test strips were weighed and thien iciacen into

:n>:r-t or present. investication TE05 unti. SwQolien to, enuiiioriur, (which corresponaec to, z
a io a:tot teonior r ca- viumeiralio otpolmer ot approXIMateiv '-.26,. Lacn strin -as

~ - cs~i~PD S nr~sri~ ten niacen on. a Dio. ous su ppor and inserted- into one of tour con,-
-DSne, . trS ainers in wnicht ile reilive numiniev was maintainenl at values o:

'i: :\'..Va~ :\ar alutf 0:tt eair t a2rmient concmtons;.5 , . : or ]1, K. Tntc TEOS was
riermittec. to react win ttte moisture tnus provined bor tne inter-valt

X's-~1 M: r,,

1 1 S ts .2 _14 , t

11.6



2,-o 11{)S rivdroix'i. It is nlpor-Lan-, t(, nIll ia-,
\eery small amounts ot silica arc prccipitated" under

ambient conoitions, even with tnese very iarue,

I( nr)- 6excesses of TEOS. This indicates that the amounts oi!

I e~~ silica wnich may be unintentionaliv Ine l oi a

the TEOS widely used in PDM en-inIng cures
- must be neiziigibiv, small. It Is Jdso possible to use tnc

diensities ot the filled networks. unfilled nerwork, and
silcav- .6g c~)[11] to estimate tn e wAt '; silca

2 introduced. These vausare given in column 5 of the
table. There is reasonably good agreement. but as
observed els-where 141, such values oit tore wt - silica

can tbe signi'ic'andml ess tn. an t Inose obtained airecti)r

O ~ rom thle changes in nerwork weiL: n, inacatins tnI at
* not all of the hy: drolYzed TEOS is, con'erted all the

wVar to pure siiica.
Tne stress-strain, results obtained were first reror-

4 ~sented in terms of the auIepencence of trie mod Iuius on

- rciprocal elongation 112,.121. The isotherms thus
- otitained arc s Inown in figrure The insitu filled net-

xx orbs are seen to nave cion-ation modui which are
MUCII inr~er than thiat of the Unfilled network. In add>!
tinr. t me upt-urns in r'*: obsefle at nig Iner elan gations
cicarir demonstrat '1 n eie enorcine, eiec:..

7nres ifllrctetouD e expected tao dec-rease
or: _ .r::-c : uSires. swr asON a lUnci"1o: (: recocal CiO.l2.1-

lion' 10 e:a lo-r~Ir~c :7'- rr~v eiongation a. a: t-upmurc. andc mnis is connirmed tw

an: a~n:e'co nc.cu oo oi :0o toeres u!:s snowrt itt zoiuinfsi So- the mt

o: -i.r sncifi- in - oiumn o o- L~c'.a I n, saoo oic wer-o 1t0:

criec v'd acuum, anc rEeernec 10, consza,, uweu~nii 1c, oticW- cx

mint, rn11" u-' ' so;iz ia "! ocuzec: Ju-ii~att or 17l0;ltalc ac'tirrmniO

:1net ! ac",.,' in "0:~i0

5 .jues 0. ''I cvns'-, C, 0: oft' series o: nc-or.', uert: esre
' INv Lesurts arc-! C,' in O W tou n 1710c w "n." zaoo

ainGaa n 13107 ,-(T etrilc0 ortainc w7 1:1050 sarme

samni, a: 25 "L inc tusL;, marnne'- 1s.Ti!nommnai stress ic

[it, on~a0ne wa' 0!vcn. 0Vw ' wriere ' is tnc (! l~~mcr~i

110an : tnte uflo-m0cC cto'ssectio, ar . an' t 1111 re'.CCCC 7

7.ca~ii,7: ' r17.at'5 0 0 1*' ' n: sam'rt."-'

Res.,uits arid discussion ~'.'
ar iue o, c:n -t 1c sia wnicr were ontaine Ttram- -,Z "

ate x-in weilenti or t sampies are giv'en in" ~ ~ ~ ' ""

:0 0 : of : tl, ITne p"tsen', simplfed precc ___________

'.tnic is seen to te sucsstui ir. tha file i
oa-mounts comparable to those intr('-

-. (1 i in 61cContact wilicuid The 'n nomlna. Fdress showrias a unction 01 eoncation t0711W
* Sanic nerworiss cnaraclterlzcc in 1100cc in tifs rcoresentation. Inc

~:aa~st~. xtectc. reamxe area unocT ea c :-%c represents Inu enrrgo E. ceo ulcec To- net-

.tO'i nditions increase tne rate wrsrprr



- Cr,..rit ari "':'"Ir- NcI/'UU 1- 2'.) V'"!.

2i re-snovws thc data o' fleu rc I pltedi such a I ian,- C Y, %Ia r. KI A K \,r(i rim nen ,I,,;

way mnat tne area under eacrt Stres-strain curve cor re'- ar.PIn C' msumte iM rmicue

ponds~~~~ toteeeglo utr i an NI-'t Mark IL (19S4) Poin En- Sc. 24;-,pons t te eer,-, Eof upure(1,81 which is the Mark j-1 Suliwian IL (1977) .[ Cnem PInvs 66.1:36
standard measure ot elastomer toughness. Increase in 7.Liorenir MIA.Andrad,% AL. MarkjL (198--11 J'ivm Sct. Pownrv

filier content is seen to give significant increases in both Pnvs Ed 18 2261

Fand in tne ultimate strength, as represented by the S. Liorenit NMA. Andrad% AL. Miarkjll (19811 I'ciiv Sci Ikiivm

N ae ('A) or the nominal stress at rupture. Values of ~,Pv MaidJL 19i6ri I(1966) I App) I'nvs 31 :463;
both cuantities are given in the last two columns of the 1 CC reioar LRG (1915i Trhe I Pnvsics of Rubber Ejasticit, .3rd Lo
table. Thnis insitu precipitation technique. in spite of its Ciarendon Press. Oxtord

simplicitx. is obviouslv- extremely etective in improv - 11. \Veasi KC (1982) CRC Handn~ook of Cher~nisr and phx'vsics,
.ing Itne mechanical pr operties of PIDMS eiastomers. 63rd Ed. CRC Press. Cieveiarnd

1-.Mark JE (1975) Rubber Chem Technol 4S:495
13. Mark.JE (1979) Pojv'm En1  Sci 19:4>'
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rTEOREZC.A.j S7l'IES OF THF ELECTRONIC PRCIPERTIEsR 
T
j"' kA. :NV ,

OF SUBSTITUTED POLYACETYLENES

Kenneth C. Metzgerr and Wil.lam j. Welsh "
2  

Jr Tabie I, the structuta, parameters used lot the

Lepartment of Chemistry and Polymer kesearch Lenter, lab-e I. Structura: parameters used tot the present
University of Cincinnati. Cincinnati, OF 452I. cacu4ations lot perftuoropoivacetviene !CF an-

-Department of Cnemistrv, College of Mount St. Josept, polvscet ,ene (CH

Mount St. Joseph, OH 45051.

INTRODUCTION CF CH

Polvacerylene, (CH) , the simplest organic pol vme a
with a fully conjugated backbone, has generated r.ne enFrhF
considerable interest due to its unusual electronic
properties. Specifically, through selective doping trw C-I . 15 .34:

poivsmer's electrical conductivity can be made to vary masny "- 0i.40
orders of magnitude, from insulator to semiconductor (I,. C-H --.

The structure of the polvmer chain appears to no one of -. .336 --

the kev determinants for the electronic properties of the
polvlmer/dooant systems (1> hecent structural evidence bone angles

and tneoretical calculations (1-3) suggest a planar

backbone structure for cis and crans forms of (CH - 12b.6 127.0
however, many aspects of the structure and cnaracterkstics C-C-H -- I16.0
of ICH' are not well-defined cue to its intractabjict C-i-F C-,. --

and its insolubility in most solvents. Manv other
polvmeric sstems have beer, proposed or actually
investigated witr, regard to their poten:xa) as conouctors ain units of Angstroms.
or semiconductors kli, among these the haloger-suost9ituted

poivacetyienes (r). i. units of degrees.

It appears inst
electrical conductivity is sensitive to the degree of
coniugaio along the chain backbone, and this ir. turn
varies directIy with the extent of chair Dianaritv (5'. present calculations are summarized. These values were
it. the case of substituted Doivacetvienes In particuiar. qeiezted, I t. E case of (CH) from available

I: is crucial to! el~ectve conductivity that the exverimetsl structural data ,Z, 8 on the Dolymer and
soustltuemt's bulK not cause appreciable deviatons *to. troc results o' extensive a, initl and CNDO!: (Complete

planarity it. an attempt to reduce steric conflicts. Among teglect of Differential ver iap, molecular orbttal
tnt naloger-substituted polvacetvlenes, the fluorine atom caiculations. In the case of (CF , the CNDO.'-
is 6us ama., enough W - 1.31 A, tc render attractive calculated values used were found to be it ciose

interaction, ever tot the planar chair in which case agreement with experimental values giver for smal-
/' ne f our-onc -.-. F interatomi c datance is closest :1.6C molecule analogues (9.

4. however, wIth substitution of chlorine krd. 1.8'
A
2  

steric conflicts between pendant chlorine atoms will RESULTS AN' DISCUSSION
render the planar conformation highly repulsive, and this
effect would become more severe for Br and i substitutio.. Calculated values of the band gaps E and band

I. this study, duantum mechanical theoretical methods are widtne 8l for both (Cr) and (CH, as a funcjor of the
usec to calculate the electronic band gaps and bane widtne rotational angle C are presented in Table :*.
of the (CF', chair and compared with cnose similarly lnreresting)y, (CH)2 and (CF) give nearly ioentical
caicuiated ?or (C.

.  
itself. Calculations have bee. values of both E and B' at every value of C Considered,an eer aiuof ossee

carried out as a functlor of rotation about the tingle Within this leve of approximation at least. It appears
bonds along tn backbone in order tO assess the dependence that substituting F for F it. polvacetylene has e
of conouctivty or cnaIn planarity. LiKewIse, the negligible effect or the polymer's intrinsic eiectrica-

sensi:ylem' of Ene calcuiated band gaps to small changes conauctivitN. Fcr both polymers, values of 1 wth a
structure (bond sogles, Dond lengths) has beer minimum (E = a.--C. eV. at the planar conformntions ic

investigated. C
c 

and g18Cb) and a maximum (I z 4.) eV when the

planes of the chair on eitner sidA of the rotated bond
______ are mutualiy perpendicular t 9C0). Tnese results are

consistent with the expectation of a direct relationship
In all calculations presented here, the chains between conduttivity and degree of conjuga ton 15>. both

assumed the tran geometry about the C-C double bonds, and of which should be largest at t - c0 and 180' and
rotations t about the inter-ening single C-C bonds were smallest at a - 90o. The experimentali determined value
carried out in increments of 3 0 0 -ith t - C

c 
corresponding of F for (CH.I is l."'l.H eV (9. Inasmuch as these

te the planar, zig-zag ("tranF") conformation exnelkmental vatueF fall between that given by these

). The delocalized crystalline molecular calculations efor c c and I80 (r 0.7 eV) and tna:
orbitals needed in the .uantum mechanical approach tor d 00 (f -.3 eV', the present results may
empioved were obtained using the tight-binding scheme suggest considerakle deviations from planarity along the
based on the extended hucKel approximation (6.7). The backbone.
calculations included all of the valence atomic orbitals
of the C. V, and F atoms comprising the chains. Jr the The bandwidth BW of the highest occupied molecular
present calculations, lattice sums were carried out to orbital may be related to some extent tc the degree of
second nearest neighbors. deiocalization of the r system along the chain backbone

and to the charge carrier mobility in the band (1). 
9

oo
both polvers, values of the 96 were a maximum lt.

c  
'

for the planar contormations and a minimum (.. -.. eV

1-9m



at r - qC
c
. with a large BW value Indicating a high degree REFERENCES

of" deiocalization and of carrier mobility.
1. R. H. haugmnan, J. L. Bredas. k. C. Cnnce, K.

Calculations were also carried out to assess the Elmenbaumer, and L. W. Snacltette, Che- kev. 82.

sensitivity of E and BW values to small changes in 209 (1982).

structural geometr. The most spectacular effect in (CF)
was obtained hv increasing the backbone C-C bond 9 lengths 2. .. H. Baughman, S. L. Hau, C. P. Fez, and A. I.

and decreasing the C-C bond lengths both by 0.02 A. At 4 Signorelli, -. Cnem. Pnya., f.8, 5405 11974.

- Co
, 

this small change reduced the calculated value of E

from C.72 eV to 0.40 eV. Such a structural modificatioA 3. B. J. Orchard, S. K. tripatny, and A. j. hopflnger,

would be indicative of increased conjugation along the .App. Pnvb., 5Z, 5952 (1981).

chain backbone, hence the result suggests a very strong

relationship between high conductivity and a high degree .. J. Ziegier, Sandia National Laboratories, naS reen
of conjugation. In the other direction, decreasing the Iy Prepared a 0oy(fiuoroacetyverie, , (Cm<r, havin

C-C bpnd lengths and increasing the C-C bond lengths by s(me struCtural Imperfections in the main Cnain.."

0.02 A from their original values resulted in an increase 5. K. C. Wheland, -. Am. Chem. Sot., 98, 3926 (1976 .

in E fr., 0.72 eV to 1.04 eV. These results also point
out ihat, by the present methods, calculated band gaps are 6. D. Bhsaumik and J. E. Park, J. Polvy. Sci., olvp.

extremely sensitive to the structural geometry chosen for Pnv6. Ed., 21, 000 (1983).

the backbone. Calculated values of E and 8W were
virtually insensitive to small changes n bond angles . . H. Whangbo and R. Hoffman, 2. A.. Cner.. Sot.,

along the backbone, with increasing or decreasing the -C- 100, 6093 (1978).

C bond angle by Z.C
0  

producing no effect. Likewise,
shortening or lengthening he C-H bonds in kCH) or the C- S. C. Ii. Chang, A. L. Andreassern, and S. h. bauer, --

F bonds in (CF' bv 0.0: A had a negligible eflect on the Or. Cnet. , 36, 922 1971>.
calculated t an'2 SW values. It appears

c 
9. j. 1. bredas, R. R. Chance, and P. H. Baughman, .

Chm Ph&. 76 (7;, 3673 (1982;.

Table '1. Calculated values of the band gape (E ) and

band widths (W for (CH' and (CF as a func:fon of

rotationa angle C. x x

ICH) (CF,
x x

: Ea B Ea

C C.75 t.4 C.72 t.

3C '.J_7

6C 3.5 3.E 3.6 -.

9C .- 3 5 ..2 2.5

120 -. -.6 :.5
152 1.2 4.0 l. 4.1

18, 0.4 L.J I.e 6.E

&lr unotr. of electror-volts.

in units of degrees.

then that conductivits is directly and strongly dependent
or. the degree of coniugsatoc along the backbone, and the

other structural modifications are cf minor or negligible

conseduence.
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A 7h~k7 A. 7 . 57'ST!;t' CF 71* F'L R 1; 1: )n ~ :n6 e . h s rih zr

I..1 - in i inc e ,r n ea!

r1.z: at a ndt ance rqua 1 t ne vut )t van -er -.-

flmei r i P.ar. 7-rme n hrh J T' 3 1 r..rl A , uoa A, an- Ar n.

".y;:hflat;. "- arancenent toe separations netweer tre :odzne anlols and

,romine anions -Cm ., n en wrn t

exoerxent', and <. A. respec::nn.

4a..> nd >SSSi,- of
't as riemtIn heen disc onered tvat 4odcnn .an

:nr-- 'he ..,ectr t c.nuctt:tn i :runv-hoina.erv.,ne To test tne t:it, on the teoretical netrhod. the

- nown in Figure ,v nDnt twe Dve arterY at tand structure 't te mond t- CH, as CaiC n.

hi is sn-wn in Fliure 2. eca.,- -3 n .ar- ;nit

H

-5- C

C

HH

tugre I. The :,rAn--oivacetviene :nain.-

-nztuoe. The dopants AaF and :. bave been most

wide:iv ,sed but other halides -and mec& ions ate also

e tective. .xerimental investigations demonstrate the

existence at :; species in iudine-doped ponvacetylene,

Br-, in the brnamne-doped polvmner, and C in the

c.1l6rine-doped ,0olvmner. H 0wener. the aa hindered , k
structural Inormation for these 

5
povaers has hndered

progress towards an upderstanding of their electronic

proPertie . :n the present work preliminary attempts are Figure 2. 7he band structure of undoped trans-

made to understand the axial electronic band structures ot polvacetvlene.

acceptor-doped poiyacetylenes. 7he dopants studied were

I
3  

nd Sr anions, cell, the Brillouin zone is one-ninth as long as the

ietnod of Calculation primitive unit cell, and there are nine bands each fo;

the 9 and I states. Among these, the three lowest
and the three hignest o and oe 0 states are shown in Lhe

he electronic band structures were calculated using figure. The calculated band gap 1.3 eV is in good
the tight-bindigg sc em based on he extended uckeltheotignt-nin 7o Tshe ased o e nded hoCied agreement with the experimental estimates of 1.4 - 1.9

approxima tion. The parame ters required f05 14 CIan
r atois -ere obtained from the literature " In eV. The band-gap minimum is at the none edge of the

present calculations lattice sum. were carried out to primitive unit cell. This agrees with the picture of a

second-nearest neighbors. band gap arising from alternating single- a3d double-bond

lengths driven by a Peierls distortion."" The present

Geometry optimization by, meas of the sb-initio STO- model, therefore, clearly agrees with the experimental

3G quantum mecnsni cal mEthod" was used to calculate bond oaservstions.

lengths and bond angles for the t-(CH) . The calculated

values for C-C, CIC and C-H bond lengthlo are 1.483, 1.323 Figures 3 and 4 show the effects of doping trans-

and I.084 1,repectivel. The C-C-C bond angle is 123.98a polyacetylene with iodine and bromine, respectively. The

e broken-line bands sre for the iodine or bromine dopants.
and CC-H angle is 119.93 . The corresponding parameters In both cases the highest occupied valence band of
for 13 er

2 
Br anions were obtained from the

iterature. Bot tho molecules are linear with iodine- undoped polvacetylene becomes the lowest unoccupied st

iodine and bromine-bromine bond lengths of 3.1 R and 2.7 , conduction band, and this conduction band almost overlaps

respectively. the valence band at the zone center. (The band gaps for

iodine- and brmine-dnped polvacetylene are 0.018 and qu,

The unit cell has been modeled to consist of the 0.033 eV, respectively). These almost degenerate bands
c , (A) where A to I or 3r), which represents will result in a partially fixed band at the zone center in

a doping nVelnol 13 wt Z. -he reasons for this choice of of these doped polyvmers, thus giving them metallic ti.
concentration are that (a) it is close to the highest characteristics. Tne dispersion of the valence and r,

oa) hiest conduction bands of.iodine- and bromine-doped t-(CH) are v.

(b)erved s tant e e or tohnOoeed po witine 0.56 and 0.35 eV an, 0.50 and 0.33 eV, respectivelv.
iCH[i so)x;' (h)-the sine of the unit cell is within the Thssih nces nbn gpaddceaei.aer

dimenional limicscions of the computer program available; T slight increase in band gap and decrease in valence

(c) the oystem thus defined gives a closed shell problem. and conduction band dispersion in going from iodine-doped

The soam concentration was used 'or iodine- and bromine- polvacet~lene to bromine-doped polvaretvlene expin the
observed derrease in conductivito at constant doping

doped polvacetlene fram cparatve study oa fhe concentration kissuming otner relevant factors remainAicu~lted and experimental results at fixed P,

concentration, constant). Finallv, the bands due to the dopants are

flat since the interionic distances are more than the sum S.

266
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o. tee van der ,aais radii o: the corresponding tons.

(For iodine the sum o van der - -aai rade, is . ,, .
the minimum sevaration is .. 7 X; the corresponding

quaetitie tor bromine are j.- and 5.' A respectinevv.

Addi ional calculations in progress incduoe interchain

interactions and variatlor ot tne reLa ive orientati-on :
the anions with re.Dct to tne polvaretviene C ah. T"n

resuht mould yield a c,arer unaerqTandirn 0 ..
varitions ",r t , hand Ran ann Cr ante,,,r toe natuim, ;

tn cance. and Conductior manes.

It is a piessure to acenwIrdge nI f-r.anc ai -upporT

prnvided 1v t-p A-r Force ,I (ice V-c n cnt! : ke erc'

(Ch-isc S'-tiers Prettim. dLvson '0 Chemnica.
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H. Kondo. H. H. Jaffe,* H. Y. Lee. and William J. Welsh

I cnartintnt o ('nemvtr"). :mvftt,L Of C'incinnati. (inuinnat:. 0hu' 4522)
heceired 25 April J&.ucccpted 26 AuwLLt 19,6 -

Tht use of svmmn)etr ' coordinates usc in geonietr.\ omnzyatiori is discu.,se-*I. A (omi)Ute- orouran.

incorporatig tne use of sc. togetner with aniaiytical caiculation of tt gradient anti uuaciratic acceieratiof..
es tcrined. Also reported are careful test results on at seriet, of snill mjolecuies and typical result- witn i

long senes of molecule; up to quite large size (41-64'1 atomnsi.

INTRODUCTION internal coordinates, but on]ly 9 totall y s %mmet -

For the last several years, we have been inter- ric sc. Toe larger the molecule and the higher its
symmetrY, the greater the simplification achieved

ested in the use of molecular symmetry in m I iec- byD the use of the sc.
ular orbital calculations.' The program we have Otmzto sn oo n oeuerqie
developed. CNDO/S,' makes extensive us opiiainuin co n'moeuerqie

poin-grup s~men, tI noughut.an initial Vest structure which transforms in some
poin-grup ymmtrytnrughut.PG. aY G. The converged structure will trans-

In this article we would like to report or the fr ntesm ruo osbyi Ct

simplifications afforded by the use of symmetry fomithsaeguporosbNnaPGo
which G is a subgroup: however, the final strut-

in the process of geometry optimization. Toe ture cannot be of lower symmetry than the test
Hamiltonian operator, and consequently the srcue pca rvsoshv ob aei

ird nto the toteal eg. rnfomo case the test structure is too symmetric (ct. be-
necessity nte oai symmetnc irreducible lW

representations (irrep) of the applicable point The model used in this work is the semi-
grou11 (PGI. As a result, any derivatives of the empirical CINDO/2 method, 3 whicl. has permitted

gradentwit repec tocoorinaes hatarenot relatively simple analytic expressions for the
totaly \'mmtri ordo nt cntan a otaiy radient elements.' The program we have oeve,-

symmetric component) vanish identically. There- oped isflyatmtcusn aniiilet
fore when toe energy is expressed in term,- of Lul uoaiusn niiilts

structure to get started. and proceedis via a
syNm-metry coordinates (so), derivatives (gradient stestecntmoo itaoaiatcce-
elements,) arc required only with respect to those eratior.5'6
coordinates that transform in the Ltaiiv s',rn-
metric irrep.

A molecule consisting, of N atoms has 1N' - 6 SYMMETRY COORDINATES
-5iitis linear) internal degrees, of* fret- W"e have chosen the most naive method of

no DF: wih ut ue fs m m tyal o itr defining the sc. . Different definitions were
ial DF Must be optimized. Mort-over, while itis1 eurdtramntrcadsmerctt
generallhy to sepairate out the 3 translational micis t.m~cishvn oai.poe
Dr. separation of the 3 ior 2) rotational ones is o ipoer, of morecue graterg thn twis, rid

not trivial. On the other hand, even moiecuies ueue aig utoesc xi.rsetvv

withonl reativ~y ow nmtr hve ignfi- Spherical tops na' -ing several noncoincioent axes
canty fwertha 3Ntotllysmnetn DF Ths o order greater than two are treated in. a sut,

in formaloehyde. I-XO. transforming in the PG
C,.there are 6 internal DF. nut only, 4 totally gopoflwrsymty

svmrietit S.. n acton. alo tiereareFor the arrirnetric tons, the 'art- sirnni\
s~nrritnc s. inaceone aL;o ,,, trereare24 linear comb. inations of the Cartesian dispiat-

ment cotordinaies o' set., of svmnmetical \ eauir-

-I wrion a!. correspiondlence should ne adtirts. aien: atorm. 1roiettior of trit .. ant:c.

.lnurnai of ( onoutational C7nemnistr). VUo.. 71. N u.:. K-8-10-
19t'-4 r,, iorui WViie'. & ioro.ic.(K ) '" <



Gvtomptr-N ()ptirmuzation U'sing -;vniecr-NCArx ~

ar cetonet. uriv oitr r "ruriuoant cNilrniatt- n. not

zz GRADIENT ALGOWIHM

ntr !otai, eu*trufic en-E:rC\ a molecule can
6t ro rKen Lit) into Two tlarts a Par,. containim:

ttrmr-, o;2: wfllcf reiwntis Uflv on a single
on.anc anotfier part wfllcfl cepencis on oairs

aflc ;arce- zroiuesl o, atom ,. Witnin tfle CNDo 2
VIeC 'ND( S1 upprnximatiofl:

%knere A and B reier to atoms. The rirst set of
ierms in eq. 1 Ius geometry independent. and
fiernce ile*- not concern us further. The second
set of terms. E..B in the CNDO methocis can oe
broKen up into tniree parts:

cooratnates of one atomr in eacri set r) a urotec-
,10:1 Onerator in the totally svrnretric u-rep gen- EA4 I? .All I, E'1 S,, EA 8 y.i

trates ail tr netecd sc for that set: at most one -
totally smm~etinc Sc is Penerated from each E R 1
-_aresian coordinate of any" atom. Table I shows Here. R,, is te;neaou itrcSi hoe acertoetdstnc.Ses.hmre sc trius generated fo acetone. -ewenaoioverlapin, btenaou orbitals p onA

F or synrnetrrc top) molecuie6. the Cartesian and o on B, and Y~Iis the semi-empiricalily
:oor~naes ae na: ransormd ito Ciif~r' averagzed electron reluision integral of CNDO. SO,,

Doiar coordinates. The scs are then thie at)- and ,of course, themselves are functions of
Prounate inear comoinations of :he latter. Thus. R4 1  With these definitions. the gradient ele-

Zo etnn4 Z' ments become

7-B

6A p

1 , . 4.-4' I C NoWte tnia. Heeteq,,vae h he coordinates of the

I'rvru i-na%-~ rwvn nm~lie within ttrw pro
.raii. ti trev/t, enr a'( or to itio,,A Itimua- STEEPEST DESCENT AND QUADRATIC
11,11 4 f 'l t''Ii ACCELERATION

-vi m. -rie~ n v C ri t nucawoal

............................................... . -,..
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where Ig" is the gradient.
Whenever an optimization is carried out by a

steepest descent method on a function that is

uuadratic or neariy quadratic in each of the
independent variables, quadratic acceleration "The iteration ni is reiec'ed.
methods improve the rate of convergence. We "Except i the hrst iteration after a i.

have chosen the method of Fletcher and Powell- reduction.
to accelerate convergence. The improved coordi-
nates q"- I at the (n - ]Ith step are generated CONVERGENCE
6Y the recursion relation:

A crucial, but unfortunatei\ difficult, parame-
"- gter in obtaining good convergence is the step slt,

a' . The initial step size a' must ie held aulrt.
where at the nth iteration the Hessian matrix small. otherwise nrobiems in tne self-consisteni-
H' is an approximation to the inverse of tie field ISCF, convereenct art freauenti\ encouri-
matrix G of the 2nd-order partial derivatives tered. However. cOnver0ec' oi te opttrn.zalton,

is grt~a: \ act-eerateC n\ ccintnual n
E,'-; te qte, size..Aitibou.nl rw true\ opt:ma itr.

('ouic it ioun . %Vt. fivtV ( (tiose, te iiPat eT.

Sn-ow:, I. qL alt I.
The initia matx H is taken a- ,iit uu: : ' a tr : n:A aa a:1: (its:raiutit. I. Auslt 1 ,

matrix, and successive approxilation- art Set'e?- m::c:uc - tni ':'nt:: tilt 2" i't't':.

ated by the recursiorn reiatlor, su2K~.:\t itratlin.- as tint- citerlo:. :ie:. .co.-

ve." '?.':tcv [na.t- I v nacclli't &ev H (-V e7, t .- 1,- M'
Hc H ' H "' , .. .HH -'H' * H'  

'-"tr itt"flt:at: tE\ : r-C'iS;iit. cit C;2uLI'aict,

I' *, '' ."".: r)tsi,: U'2ri t l't2'lS i I (, 52. Ca. [t atL'niet\'t'UrL

',vH . w -rtt 't na Vt ctise . tint a'i m"a t "n ,a" " "
n t t , I , 1 x1: . i ZaCient e, emen C r I -

fit 't' u: cr t rn itc '.. A:ltl(ouc n tri- mta " (-

T int- .t- (u l% Bt (in ri:L a i-e, 2 c ,. 2ti'- a.rit t t- lie:, t1: v ( U t

;iSSUtite.- tit n tentt. t't \ ," t '" J . or rn .. a1tinnr.

GLitrat i' r. eaIT. (V 0 tie s , " (0!ii11 ttt'tj'nt

Rt' SYI)1 t* SMMETRY
'-eflOC t"sure3 co 'e It nit , i a C l t'it ,U:.

De.- 0: iteratior . - iwee:,ti aui ta:. i,: .Hw tnv. at t'C aitiVt.. 01)i ,I, a.tttiz lOD USiItj S, Cat'il-

,Juairatic cietenaenct- or trt ererg\ c:. o it-'_ it rit t .'t tit- .v ]imetrV [ eioc t fial ci ]. tw nE

varabies is. at enes-, an approxanmatior., ant. neict tIa. test stt-ucur. Tits must Lie true iecause an l

n(o statement anrout the rate of convergence can. s- that ndistorts a structure to one of lower svn'- V-:
tle macie in genera. FurtnermorL. we have e:t- Metr- is necessaril> nontotaliv sy-mmetrc, and c>
countered a number of cases in which the at- herice tne corresponding gradient eiemen: var- bt

proxmation to the Hessian matrix is inaaecuat, ishes. This is illustrated in Figu-re 1. Cv.
Such behavior hai been particularly irequent in order to cope with this problem, we have Ge:

when torsional angles were involved. In suct- included a special program step which permits stj,
cases optimization sometimes converged more distortion of the converged structure in any co:
rapidly by a steepest descent without quadratic desired manner by a small but finite amount, stat
acceieration. Occasionaliv, the Hessian becomes Such distortions must be made according to tea
non-tpositive definitec- in that case, quadratic chemical insight into likely structures of the I
acceleration is restarted from a unit matnx molecule. Distortion in the direction of each non- fort-.
for H. totally symmetric sc is insufficient, at least in _-,
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Geometry Optimization Using Symmetry Coordinates 87

from a structure transforming in a subgroup of
the PG of the final structure. In all such cases,
the final structure was the same as when optimi-
zation was initiated in the proper PG. Even the
number of iterations required for convergence
was not significantly affected in this way, al-
though, of course, the computing time was

increased because of the larger number of sc
required.

In the test molecules, converged geometries
agreed with experimental values within an aver-
age of ± 0.04 A for bond lengths and ±3* for
bond angles. This level of agreement, of course,
depends only on the model (CNDO/2) chosen, not
on the optimization method.

CGNAfl Further, less extensive tests have been made
on a large number of molecules in symmetries as
low as C, and as high as Dsh.9 Convergence in

Fcyclic molecules tends to be somewhat slower,
Figure 1. Saddle point and minimum. but the final geometries also are independent of

n starting ones, and energy constancy was ob-
served whenever tests were made.

n the absence of normal coordinates. If the energy For large molecules, 40-60 atoms, at times

is decreased by such a distortion, indicating that convergence is slow, particularly where, in the

the geometry obtained is a saddle point rather potential surface, narrow troughs exist. Some-
e thian a mhe times as many as 50-100 iterations are requiredhas loer ) smetru, nd optimaoi reire- . for convergence in these cases." A practical mea-tenhased inthsymmetr, sure that seems to improve efficiency is to alter-,n- tiated automatically in the distorted syvnmetr,.

no nate between using and not using quadratic
,on acceleration every so many (5-10) iterations. This

ed. RESULTS device reduces the extent of oscillation within
the potential energy trough and so speeds up

as The program has been tested on a large variety convergence.
of molecules. It is found that the final converged One of the many useful features that our
geometry is independent of the initial test struc- CNDO/2 program incorporates is an option allow-
ture. With a convergence criterion of 0.1 eV/A, ing for rotation of groups of atoms about desig-
in a series of 6 molecules containing 4 to 10 nated bonds prior to geometry optimization. This
atoms, bond lengths never deviated from the has proved particularly useful in the conforma-
average by more than 0.001 A. and bond angles tional analysis of several large molecules where

can- had an average variation of . 0.15 '. In some 45 CNDO/2 energies have been calculated as a func-
ini- runs, convergence required an average of 12.7 tion of some rotational angle, E(O) vs. -0. Here
any iterations reducing the energy and 1-2 iterations the number of iterations needed for optimization

which were rejected because the energy in- can be reduced significantly for each successive

and creased. The number of iterations appears to be, rotational angle by a judicious choice of initial
van- because of the quadratic acceleration and the geometry. Specifically, since in general geometri-

dynamic variation of step size, nearly indepen- cal parameters (bond lengths and bond angles)

have dent of starting geometry. Typical data are vary smoothly with changing rotational angle. it
.rmits shown in the Appendix.8 The total energy of the is advantageous to use the previously converged
i any converged structures also was independent of (optimized) structural geometry corresponding to

iount. starting geometry, in each case agreeing to better a nearby angle as the initial geometry for a
*r to than 0.001 eV. successive calculation at a new 0 value, rather

"tit! Final tij-trte-. of the test niolecule, tran.- than t, rep-atedl. reinitiali/x thr gometry at
• tk'f- formed in vanou. PGi. including (', ,,_ and onie arbitrary star-tim Jptint. In this way. need-

.D Ill wlw ca.,es. ,,ptinlizaton w;i-. inittied Ite, ,,,nitatimnal redundancy is obviated.
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cized for giving poor optimized structures." Our
H program, which uses this method, obviously can-

H Hnot provide results better than the model. How-
ever, in our hands the method has produced

H hH excellent results with a great economy in com-
H H-H

H H H _-H , H puting time.
C :-c..H -4 .c-"c C -

H H-H H.h Ref erences
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rHEORE7ICA.L ST'DIES OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY lable I. Structural Param.ters used for the present a
IN POLYYNES calculations.

Kenneth C. Metzger' and Williae J. W Ish
1
2 (-CFC-S-C-(- x x(

IDepartment of Chemistry and Polyer kesearch Center,

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221. bond Length
e

Department of Chemistry. Coliege o! Mt. St. Joseph,
ML. St. Joseph, OH 45051. CEC 1.116 1.116

C-C 1.339 1.339
INTRODUCTION C-S 1.685 --

Quantum mechanical calculations have been used in Bond Angle
6  

C

extending the understanding of the theoretical basis for a:

electrical conductivity in certain organic pol-ers (1-5). C-S-C 100.0
O  

r

kecent structural evidence and theoretical calculations
for polvacetylene (CH) indicate that the structure of the S
polvwer chain is a 'key determinant in the resulting a In units of Angstroms.

conductivity of the various polymer/dopant systems (6-8). 6
Conductivity in such svstems appears to be sensitive to bIn units of degrees.
the degree of conjugation along the chain backbone, which
In turn is directly related to the degree of chain
planarity (6,8,9). These calculations have also been
useful in designing polymer chains or linkages that may Table I. Calculated values of the band gap Eg and band
have potential as conductors or sei-conductors (8,10). width BW. c
Other conjugated polvieric systems have been suggested b
(6), including various polyvnes (-C=C-X-C=C-) where X may (-CEC-S-CEC-) (-C=t,-)
be a group IV, V or VI element (11f. Undoped x X it
organosilicon polyynes have been shown to possess a
resistivities that classify then as organic semiconductors a3.2 1.5
(12). In the present calculations, the band structure of g cc
(-CSC-S-CEC-) has been investigated. Due to the -., 0.2 2.3
stiffness of 'the chain and the absence of aubstituents on a.
any of the atoms in the chain backbone, there should be a
minimum of ateric conflicts for any conformation. Also, aln units of electron-volts.
deviations from planarity can only occur by rotations
about the C-S single bonds. neither of these polvmers would approach the electrical

conductivity of trans (CH) . This is particularly theFor comparison, calculations have also been carried case with (-CSCS=--- in tat the value of BW is very
out on tne band structure of carbyne (-C=C-) to assess small, indicating virtually no dispersion of the highest .

the added effect of the sulfur atom on the
x 
conjugated occupied valence band. Therefore, it is predicted thatsvstem. The calculations have also been extended to this polymer chain would behave as an Insulator even in

explore the sensitivity of caiculated band gaps to small the doped state, particularly given that tJebnd structure
c angea in the structural geometry cf the unit cell. was calculated for the planar conformation which would

possess maximum r overlap. Carbyne (-CEC-) , nowever, tTHEORY a fully conjugated linear chain, and its fower E value

would appear to render it better suited as a pientialThe band structures of (-C=C-S-CC- ) and (-C=C-, electrical conductor or semiconductor. However, it may
were calculated using the tight binding apnproximation 0 be surprising that, compared with the analogous (CH) ,
the extended HucKel method to obtain the delocalixed dC=-)x gives a considerably higher E value and lover BW
crystalline molecular orbitaIs (1.3). The present value. Preliminary studies suggest n explanation based
calculations included all of the valence atomic orbitals on the nature of the bonds within the chains.
of C, but only the a and p orbitals for S atoms could be Specifically, in calculations on (CH) (8) the
considered. Lattice sums were carried out to second :lternatin single and double bonds were assigned lengths
nearest neighbors. From the calculated band structures, of 1.435 X and 1.342 X, respectively. Correspondingly,
the band gap E and the band width BW were used to the lengths given for the single and triple bonds in
characterize the

g 
potential conductivity of the polymaer (-CEC-) are 1.339 grand 1.116 k. hence, the disparity

with reference to simiiarly calculated values for trans in lengths between the two types of bonds is much smaller
(CH) (8). The structural parameters used for the present in (CH) [.09- 9. than in (-C=C-) [C.223 k], and our
calculations on (-CC-S-C=C-) and (-C=C-) are given in studies on model systems such as (C C) , having complete
Table :. The values for the C=C triple 'and C-C single uniformity in bond lengths. indicate' a correspondence
oond lengths were selected from extensive ah initio between bond length uniformity along the backbone and
calculations on carbyne (-C C-) (13). Values for the C-S favorable values of t and BW (15). Of course, the
bond length and the C-S-C bonl angle were selected from degree of vond-iength

g 
uniformity and the degree of

experimental scructural data for small molecule analogs conjugation within these chains are essentially
(14. In toe present caiculations, the (-CCCSCSC-) equivalent concepts, he,ice these results again point to a
chains were assumed fixed in a planar zig-zag conformatior rorrelation between conjugation along the chain backbone
with respect to toe sequence of rigid (-SCIC-C=C-) and conductivit .
segmaents.

Comparison of the calculated S t values for (-CSC-) andRLSL'TS AO DISCUSSION (-CECSCEC- suggests that the addition of the S astom
greatly affects the con uation along toe chain, and thisToe calculated band gaps E and band widths BW for agrees with the observetson that toe more homogeneous the

bmth (CICSCFC) and (C=C) arts presented in Table 1.. structure of the chain, the greater the probability of
Comparing these values wiNh those calculated for trans conductive behavior (

6
). Certainly, insertion of the S

(CH), (E - 0.75 eV, BW - 6.9 eV) (8) suggests that

270



atom in the otherwise fully conjugated chain disrupts both 1. D. Den Engelsen, J. Mol. Spectroac., 30, 483 (1969).
homoReneity and the rodli~ke character. These results on

(-CICSCSC-) are disappointing, however, when compared 15. J. C. W. Chien, F. E. Karasz, Makrosol. Chem., 3,

with the well known conductivity ofpy(nenylene sulfide) 655 (1982).

(16). In this connection, the band structures of other

polvvnes are under current investigation in order to 16. R. R. Chance, L. W. Shacklette, C. G. Miller, D. M.

assess the effect of other heteroatoms within the chain Ivory, J. M. Sowa, and R H. Baughman, J. Chem. Soc.
backbone on conductivity. Comnun., 347 (1980); J. F. Rabolt, T. C. Clarke, K.

K. Kanazawa, J. R. Reynolds, and C. B. Street, J.

The choice of structural parameters (i.e., bond Chem. Soc. Chem. Co-eun., 348 (1980); T. C. Clarke,

lengtns and bond angles) is of necessity somewhat K. K. Kanazawa, V. Y. Lee, J. F. Rabolt, J. R.

arbitrary, hence it is essential to assess the sensitivity Reynolds, and C. B. Street, J. Polvm. Sci., Polyp.

of our calculated E and BW val.,es to changes in the Phvs. Ed., 20, 117 (1982).
structural geometry gof the unit cell. The reference

polymeric system trans (CH) , and its perfluorinated

analog trans (CF) were used ?or this purpose. The most

spectacular effexct was obtained by simultaneously

increasing the lengths of the C-C bonds and decreasing

those of the C-C bonds. For (CF) in the trans

conformation. such a modification of oniy 0.02 1 reduced ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

the value of E from 0.72 eV to 0.40 eV. This result ts

reasonable sinre such a modification is tantamount to The authors wish to acknowledge the support provided

increasing the extent of conjugation along the chain, and for their research by the Plastics Institute of America

tnis should translate to lower E values. In the other and by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (Grant

direction, decreasing the C*C bonds and increasing the C-C AFOSR 83-0027, to Professor J. E. Mark (Chemical

bonds by 0.02 9 resulted in an increase in E from C.72 eV Structures Program, Division of Chemical Sciences). We

to 1.0. eV. In contrast, calculated E valuis were nearly also wish to acknowledge several very helpful

insensitive to smal (! 2.C) change% in bacKbone bond conversations with Dr. Jonn Zeigler of the Sandia

angies. Thus, these analyses suggest that conductivity is National Laboratories.

c irectly and strongly dependent on the degree of

conjugatton along the chain backbone, and otner small

modifications In structure are o: relativeso minor

significance.
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Elastomeric Properties of Bimodal Networks Prepared by a
Simultaneous Curing-Filling Technique

M.-Y. TANG' andJ. E. Mark

Department of Chemistry and thw Polymer Research Center
The University of Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

If the tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) used to end link hy-
droxyl-termiiated polv(dimethylsiloxane) chains is present in
excess, there are two effects on the resulting network structure.
First, some of the excess TEOS hydrolyzes to give in situ
precipitatinl of reinforcing silica particles. 1o addition, some
call cause extension of the polymer chains, particularly of the
shorter chains in the case of a bimodal network. In the present
investigation, tie ultimate strength and toughness of such bi-
modal networks was found to go through a maximum with
increase in the amount of excess TEOS used in the curing-
filling procedure.

INTRODUCTION lecular weights corresponding to 660 and 21.3 x

W hien an elastomeric network is preparcd by I" g tool'. They were mixed to give two batches
end linking polymer chains, it is possible to in which the short chains were present to the extent

achieve any- desired distribution of network chain of 94 and 97 mole percent, respectively. Portions
from both of these batches were mixed with TEOSleiigthis simply by Proper choice of the polymer ilaonscaatrzdb h oa opstochains employed. This technique, for example, has in amounts characterized by the molar composition

been used for the preparation of bimodal networks ratio r = IOC2HsI/!OHI, where the - 2 H groups
(1) of very short and relatively long chains of are on the TEOS and the-OH groups appear as
poly(dimethvlsiloxane) (PDNIS) I-Si(CHa,)2O--, chain ends on the PDMS. Specific values of this
the end-linking agent being tetraethylorthosilicate ratio are given in the second column of Table 1.
(TEOS) ISi(OG 2Hs)41. Such (unfilled) networks The catalyst employed, stannous-2-ethvl-hexan-
were found to be unusually' tough elastomers (1. 2). oate, was present to the extent of 1.0 weight per-
Another, much more common. way of obtaining cent of the PDMS. Both series of mixtures of these
toughness is to employ a reinforcing filler, typically components appeared to be perfectly homogene-

tougnessis ypiclly ous, The'.' were poured into molds to a depth of 1.0
silica (Si0 2) in the case of PDMS networks (3, 4).
Of interest here is the fact that a technique has now to 1.5 mm. and the reaction was allowed to proceed
been developed for the simultaneous curing and at room temperature for three days. The water
filling of PDMS elastomers (5), the desired in situ required for the hydrolysis of the TEOS was simply
filling being accomplished by the hydrolysis of absorbed from the humidity in the air.
TEOS present in excess of that required for the The resulting networks were extracted in tetra-
end-linking process. hydrofuran and toluene in the usual manner (6, 7);

The present investigation explores one possible the sol fractions thus obtained were generally small,
route for preparing PDMS elastomers which are as can be seen frcm the values given in column
both bimodal and filled, specifically by the simul- three of Table 1. The densities p of these extractedmaterials were dete-rmined bv pvcnometry. Swell-
taneous curing and in situ filling of a bimodal mix- materialsiweremdeterminedebyspwcnomatso '.rSwell-
ture of PDMS chains. Of particular interest are the ing equilibrium mesurements were also carried out
ultimate strength and toughness of the resulting on portions of the extracted samples. Unswollen
elastomers. portions cut from each network sheet were used in

the elongation experiments carried out to obtain
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS the stress-strain isotherms at 25"C (2, 6, 7). The

nominal stress was given by' f - f/A', where f is
The two hydroxyl-terminated PDMS samples em- the equilibrium elastic force and A' the unde-

ploved were generously provided by the Dow formed cross-sectional area, and the reduced stress
Corning Corporation, and had number-average mo- or modulus (6-8) by Ifj1 f /(a - a-), where a

- L/L, is the elongation or relative length of the
'" '"n Whol*, f. Ow. Chrnru t Influor of C W kCJ indu,.,. ,Swhu. 0- sample.
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Table 1. Network Characteristics and Elastomenc Properties.

Composition Weight percent SiOi

Mole
percent Sot

i'lort fraction, (f/A "),,' 10
1
E,'

chains' rb percent va.; p. g cm- , From Aw From p a.' o,* N mm -
1 J rnm'

94 0.52 54 - 0.954 - - 1.39 2.25 0.653 0418
0.80 4.5 - 0.957 - - 1.21 2.39 2 03 0.964
1.02 4.3 0.289 0.959 0.00 0.00 1.29 2.22 2.03 0.800
1.29 4.7 0.299 0.966 1.97 1.11 1.26 2.10 2.51 0.851
1.49 4.8 0.303 0.968 2.70 1.62 1.23 2.06 2.14 0 773
1.84 4.8 0.304 0.973 3.33 2.30 1.24 2.07 2.93 0888
2.14 4.4 - 0.976 - 2.72 1.22 1.96 3.07 0.906
2.49 5.1 0.304 0.980 4.59 3.37 1.23 2.05 3.75 1.07
2.86 4.9 0.307 0.981 5.76 3.62 1.19 2.04 4.01 1.14
3.28 4.7 - 0.988 - 4.64 1.21 2.00 4 44 1 06
3.56 4.6 0.307 0.996 6.05 5.90 1.18 1.86 3.82 0.780
3.76 4.2 - 0.998 - 6.21 1.18 1.80 3.56 0.770
4.03 4.4 0.316 1.005 8.13 7.32 1.15 1.86 3.50 0.913
5.00 4.5 0.321 1.011 9.94 8.17 1.13 1.75 2.65 0604

97 0.68 6.4 - 0.964 - - 1.21 1.64 0.735 0176
1.00 6.3 0.321 0.967 0.00 0.00 1.21 1.62 0.934 0.275
1 40 7.3 0.327 0.979 2.50 1.83 1.19 1.89 276 0.833
1.74 7.2 0.327 0.989 3.20 3 44 1.16 1.94 4 16 1.21
2.08 7.4 0.335 0.989 440 3.50 1,16 1.87 373 1.04
2.59 8.2 0.339 0.993 5.99 4.10 1.12 1.63 1.91 0483
3.05 8.8 0.339 1.003 7.08 5.55 1.11 1 60 2.27 0.505

* Of m secier OW "0 g mor'. in mal .lss long hawih g 21.3 x 10 9 mo'
"

.
*lsv u ill,~~ raft of --OC&4 TE05 groups to -Oh las nisi.
*Va....'. Aractai Cf poiymw prawn at swiltng .qmkbnraa In art*@s at room bormparttur.

* Elagaban Mt upmi In tiodUka.
Eiwngast v nms.
' liaimto avoafig a. ,aeprea fld by thi tmmusisi a s at r!ha.
0 Engy rquitmd tr rptur.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the value ofa, of the elongation at which the upturn

The swelling equilibrium results indicated strong in [.f'i becomes discernible, as can be seen from
reinforcing efetslirim )0reciiated strong both the figure and from column eight of Table 1.
cicalleff the feree of selling decreased as the Increase in r thus gives the expected increase in

cifcanl the degreeate filfr swellin dereee assothte
composition ratio r increased: this is shown in col- utuni of precipitated ile tle associated
um f1upturi in [f° occurring at smaller deformations.
vlum furacion vale or at s%% | t|reas ing a u -thThis increase in filler content should also cause a

lo p decrease in the elongation a, at rupture. As shown
rium. Also, the densities (given in column fi, e) 1 the values of a, given in column nine, this is
increased with increase in r, because of the high cIfirmed by most of tie data. The data on the

density of silica (-2.6 g cn- 3) (16) relative to PDMS etworks contaiiig 97 mole percent short chains

(-0.96 g cm-
3 ).

T aniu of precipitated were estimated scatter too badly to he definitive in this regard.Teamounts ofi.peiiae eeetmtdFigllre 2 show%. s the data of Fig I plottedl i, , suchi
in two ways. Values obtained from the increase ...u Fa a sh the a dta h ttedsin sch

in wightof plymr ar givn i colmn sio a a that the area under each stress-strain cur\ e
,nt corresponds to the energy E, of rupture (2. 10'.

Table 1. and those from the densities of filled net-hich is the standard measure of elastomer tough-
Work, polymer. and silica are given in) the followving, peness. Increase in filler content is seen to give sig-
column. The latter values are approximately 20 iificant increases in both E, and in the ultimate
'percent smaller than the former, which indicates
that not all of the TEOS hvdrolhzed is converted strength, as rep,esented by the value ('lAJ), of the

l n . inominal stress at rupture. Values of both quantities
ofall networks, the s'tioiPure Iof anfiller.in bothsoweries for all of the samples are given in the last two

weiht ocolumns of Table 1. The most extensive set of re-expected increase wkithi increase in r.
expe tedical stress-strain isotherms selected suts, those for the networks having 94 mole per-
Some -t ain isotherms selected cent of short chains, are also presented as a function

from those obtained from the networks having 94 of the composition ratio r in Fig. 3. Both (f/A)
mole percent short chains, are shown in Fig. 1. This and f go thrug a maximum with inra

representatio ais base go tthqato ,9,rougha maiu vt increase ill
representaion is based on the equation (8 9) excess TEOS. This could be due to the weight

Jf] = 2C, + 2C 2a-' (1) percent of silica becoming so large as to make the
networks relatively brittle. Alternatively, or in ad-

where 2C, and 2C2 are constants. and thus the dition, sonit of the excess TEOS could cause chain
reduced stress is plotted against reciprocal elonga- extension, which would be particularly serious in
tion. Increase in the composition ratio r decreases the case of the very short chains, because of their

30 POLYMER ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE, JANUARY, 1985, Vol. 25, No. 1
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very high number density of end groups. Thus,
excess TEOS can be used to improve the properties

f ,032 of bimodal PDMS networks by the in situ precipi-
o4 ,tation of silica but complications, such as the effects

, _ cof chain extension, must also be taken into account.
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Simultaneous Curing and Filling of Elastomers

James E. Mark,* Cheng-Yong Jiang, and Ming-Yang Tang'

Department of Chemistry and the Polymer Research Center, The University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221. Recewed February 15. 1984

ABSTRACT: A method previously developed for the precipitation of reinforcing silica filler within an already
cured elastomer is extended so as to permit simultaneous curing and filling. Specifically, tetraethvl orthosilicate
is used to end-link hydroxyl-terminated chains of poly(dimethylsiloxane), witi, the excess present being
hy,-rolyzed to finely divided SiO.. Increase in the amount of filler thus formed decreases the elongation required
for the desired upturns in modulus and increases ,ne maximum extensibility, ultimate strength, and energy
required for rupture of the network.

Introduction the OH groups appear as chain ends on the PDMS. Specific values

Eastomers which cannot readily undergo strain-induced of this ratio. which range upward from 1.0 Istoichiometric balance),

crvstallization are ve-v weak in the unfilled state.'-' are given in the third column of Table I. The catalysts employed.
dibutvtin diacetate and stannous 2-ethyl hexanoate. were present

Networks of poiv(dimethylsiioxane) (PDMS) [-Si(CH 3):- to 0.--1.0 and 1.7 wt '/c. respectively, of the PDMS. Both series
O-) are in this category, primarily" because of the verv low of mixtures of these three components appeared to be perfectly
melting point -40 0C)' of this poiymer. As a result. PDMS homogeneous. Tney were poured into molds to a depth of .1-1.5
eiastomers used in most applications are invariabiy filled ram. and the reaction was allowed to proceed at room temperature
with a "high-structure' particulate silica (Si0 2) in order for 3 days. The water required for the hydrolysis of tne TEOS
to improve their mechanical properties., The incorpc- was generally simply absorbed from the humidity in the air.I but
ration of such fillers in PDMS or any high-viscosity in a few test cases, additional liquid water was adoeo to the
poiymer, however. is a difficult. time-consuming, and en- reaction medals
ergy-intensive process. It can also cause premature The resulting networks were extracted in tetrahvdrofuran and

ettoluene in the usual manner:- '" the sol fractions thus ontained
gelation ("structuring' or -crepe hardening-h. For these are small. as can be seeli from the values given in column fout
and other reasons., it would be advantageous to be able of Table I. The densities p of these extracted materials were
either to precipitate reinforcing SiO, into an already cured determined by pycnometrv. Swelling measurements in benzene
network or to generate it during the curing process. The at room temperature were also carried out on portions of the
first goal was achieved in two earlier studies' 1 in which extracted sampies Similarly. other unswolien portions were used
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) [Si(OCH) 4 ) was hyoro- in the elongation experiments carried out to obtain the stresp-
lyzed to precipitate the desired SiO2 filler into a cross- strain isotherms at 25 .C. 1".' The nominal stress was given by
linked PDMS network. Tne present investigation extends " =- f/A*. where f is the elastic force and A* the undeformed
this work so as to permit the simultaneous curing and cross-sectional area, and the reduced stress or modulus'l - - bytiln work so eastompermitateiul td L -

a f/
/ a - o-2), where a = LIL, is the elongation or relativefilling of an elastomer material, length of the sampie.

Experimental Details Results and Discussion
The polymers employed, two hydroxyl-terminated PDMS

samples having number-average molecular weights corresponding The simplest equation for the hydrolysis of TEOS is
to 10-IM, - 21.3 and 8.00. respectively were generously provided Si(OCH,), + 2H 20 - SiOo + 4CHOH (1)
by Dow Corning Corp. Portions of them were mixed with TEOS
in amounts characterized by the molar feed ratio r = but the reaction in the presence of the hydroxyl-terminated
lOCH 5J/r0Hl. where the OC.I-, groups are on the TEOS and PDMS is probably much more complicated, with some

chains bonded to incompletely hydrolyzed products. in
'Visiting scholar from the Chenguang Institute of Chemical In- any case. electron microscopy results" indicate the par-

dustry. Sicnuan. China. ticies to be unagglomerated, with an average diameter of

vmm or•)r nun n III I I A-I I m I ,[] I
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Figure 1. Reduced stress shown as a function of reciprocal upturn in modulus.

elongation for the first series of SiO-filled PDMS networks at
25 *C. Each curve is identified by the designation given in olumno
one of Table 1. and the vertical dashed lines locate the rupture

points. The results shown in the remaining figures also pertain
to this series of networks.
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Figure 4. Dependence of the maxi um extensibility on the feed
C 5C lO, 5Q ratio.

r
observed at high elongations clearly demonstrate the de-

Figure 2. Weight percent silica precipitated within the PDMS
networks shown as a function of the feed rato r = (OC SH]/IOHI, sired reinforcing effects.''' 1 t 5

wbere the OC i-s groups are on tne tetraethyl orthosilicate and The amounts of SiO precipitated were estimated in two
tne OH groups are at the ends of the polymer. Tne open circles ways. Values obtained from the increase .iw in weight of
snow the results obtained from the change in weight of the polymer are given in column seven of Table I. and those
polymer and the filled circies from the aensity of the filied from the densities of filled network, polymer, and silica
network. are given in the following column. The latter values are

approximately 30% smaller than the former, which is
200 A- There was also ample evidence for ver, strong consistent with the expectation, already mentioned, that
reinforcing effects from the precipitated silica. Specifically, the filler is not entirely pure SiO2. Larger amounts of silica
the degree of swelling decreased as the feed ratio r in- were precipitated in the case of the shorter chain network
creased; this is shown in column five of Table I by the (10-M = 8.00), presumably because these networks con-
increasing values of the volume fraction v2 of polymer at tamined larger amounts of TEOS. The amounts are rep-
swelling equilibrium. Also, the densities (given in column resented relative to the stoichiometrically balanced
six) increased with increase in r, because of the high amount, and this reference amount is larger for the end-
density of silica (-2.6 g cm- 3)'- relative to PDMS (-0.95 linking of shorter chains. In both series of networks, the
g cm-3). Finally, the networks prepared with an excess of weight of filler does show the expected increase with in-
TEOS (r >> 1) have values of the modulus which are much crease in r, as in shown in Figure 2.
higher than those of the network prepared using r = 1.0 The values of the elongation a, at which the modulus
(curve 1). Typical results, for the first series of networks, increases because of the reinforcing effects are given in
are shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, the upturns in [f*] column nine of Table 1. They show the expected decrease
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Table I

Preparation and Properties of the Silica-Filled Networks
Rol wt, In SIO (//A*),, IO0"E'."

Ollt(ork 10'Afr r fraction b P, g cm-1 from Au from p oj o, N m"- J mn
" '

1 21.3 1.0 0.043 0.293 0.955 0.00 0.00 2.68 0.481 0.489

2 21.3 19.5 0.034 0.319 0.966 2.28 1.80 1.42 3.24 1.25 1.18

3 21.3 39.9 0.033 0.326 0.967 4.56 1.96 1.42 3.31 1.58 1.49
4 21.3 60.4 0.032 0.328 0.987 6.75 5.12 1.37 3.32 2.21 1.93
5 21.3 80.8 0.031 0.334 0.990 8,83 5.59 1.33 3.37 2.59 2.03

6 21.3 101.3 0.030 0.338 0.993 10.83 5.74 1.27 3.54 3.39 2.93
7 21.3 142.2 0.029 0.373 1.010 14.56 8.61 1.25 3.37 3.99 3.73

8 8.00 1.0 0.046 0.324 0.954 0.00 0.00 1.59 0.310 0.120
9 8.00 5.2 0.047 0.363 0.962 1.29 1.16 1.68 1.87 0.507 0.240

10 8.00 10.0 0.047 0.384 0.983 5.02 4.44 1.47 2.05 0.730 0.417
11 8.00 20.4 0.050 0.409 1.002 8.31 7.50 1.24 2.49 2.11 1.21

"Feed ratio of OCH6 TEOS groups to OH chain ends. 
5

Volume fraction of polymer present at swelling equilibrium in benzene at room
temperature. IElongation at initial upturn in modulus. dUltimate strength as represented by the nominal stress at rupture. 'Energy
required for rupture.

AI 1 4.

E5
E
Z E

E 
3
,0i

o 2

C0 1o0C LC 2.0 10 4,0

Figure 5. Effect of the feed ratio on the ultimate strength as Figure 6. Nominal stress shown as a function of elongation for
cnaracterized 6%. the nominal stress at rupture. the same networks characterized in Figure 1. In this rerire-

sentation. the area under each curve corresponds to the energy.'

with increase in the amount of silica generated, as is shown required for network rupture.

by the typical results presented in Figure 3. Values of the 4C

maximum extensibility or elongation a, at rupture are
given in the following column. Their increase with r, as
shown in Figure 4, clearly demonstrates the reinforce-
ment-induced improvement in this ultimate property.
Muchi more stikig increases are observed for the utltimate E

strength, as represented by the nominal stress at rupture.
These results are shown in part in Figure 5 and are tab- -

uiated in their entirety in column 11 of Table I. Networks Lu
prepared in contact with excess water were not as strong ?.o
as those described in Table L The fact that these samples-
were cloudy indicates the presence of unusually large silica
particles, which would be less effective as reinforcing
agents.

Figure 6 shows the data of Figure 1 plotted in such a way
that the area under each stress-strain curve corresponds
to the energy E, of rupture1 5 which is the standard mea-
sure of elastomer toughness. The values of 10 3E. for the
two series of networks range from 0.49 and 0.12 J mm -

_

(r = 1.0) to 3.73 and 1.21 J mm' (r >> 1). respectively. The o50 Poo 950

specific values are given in the last column of Table I. and r

typical results are shown as a function of r in Figure 7. Figure 7. Effect of the feed ratio on the energy required for
Thus. this reinforcement technique can easily bring about network rupture.

a tenfold increase in toughness. Furthermore it is achieved filler into a high molecular weight polymer.
in a manner that avoids the complications of the elaborate
milling techniques usually used to blend an already formed Acknowledgment. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the
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SHORT COMMUNICATION

impact resistance of unifilled and filled bimodal thermosets
of poly (dimethylsiloxane)

M.-Y. Tang', A. Letton'"', and J. E. Mark"'

Departments of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering' and the Poly'mer Research Center,
The UniversitY of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio USA

Keiv words- Bimodal networks, thermosets, pols'iaimet'nvlioxane., impact strength,
filied eiastomers, rupture energies.

Introduction poisitioni ratior = [OC.HS] '[OH-1. where the - OC,H, groups are
on toe TEOS and the - OH groups appear as cnI ain ends on tne

incoro-ring ver-Y short (non-eiastomeric) chains PDNMS. Specific values o, this ratio are given in tne tnird column of
in an eiastomenic network. thereby giving a bimodal table 1. Tne catalyst employed was present to the extent of 1.b wt

. P . , ofthe PDMS.
distribution of chain iengths, is known to have a signii- Tereutnntwrseretrteinern'dnrnan
icant tougnening, effect [1 - 3j. (In such networks. the tolueneas cescrined elsewnere 32.5.6 ii16. In tnt caseofit unfilieci
s nort cnains are though, to increase tne ultimate networKS. tne cnanges in weignt represent the sol traction, which
strength because of their irnited extensibilt-, and the was iound to correspond to appiroximately wt c% . One series of

iong chains to retardl the spreaG or rupture nuciei>, The
present investigation considers the reiated possibiit
of incorporat ner long, (eiastomeric cans in a re-! ai Ntok ci.aracteristlcs. and stress-strain and impart irst
arively tDntTe thermoset in an attempt to improve it results
im~act res istance. Bimodal networks or poiy(dimeth. Shor Cni (11A I 12'E.
vis uoxane) (PDMS) are empioved. both in the unfilied/mt' ,mn

inn14 , Mo! , V"-, Filler N rr mn-7mrstate and arter fillin by the in-situ precipitation 4 o-, ______________________

reinforcing suica particles. I1:2.2^ 12 .C C . 2.56S Z.2Z3 9 _-.:z12

99 - 2 .z.63 :.06 ^2.213 11

Lxperimentall Details : 6~ .; .P5 Z.1Z *.Z

The two polymriers emo ved were hnvorox %, s iano I -thermi na- Z.5I 6t) C.1 _h7 2.5
tec poivioimetnvisiioxanei chains (PD\ISi naving numrser-ave- IA;22.22 .5 2.9
age molecular weightshM. oi 662 p mo- and 21. .s x I2 g: mc -- .1 >1 461
resoectiven. Tnev were generously provided en the Dow Cornin _24 .9" '3tCo-poration Of Midland. ML Arter careful cr-ving, these two corn- 3723.3 12 2. .5 2.6 3b
ponents were mixed to give the compositions listed~ in columns one . .i 35 1. 236
anc two of tabie ',. Tnev were tetrafunctionalis end iinKed using 92. . 3 . . 1.64 Z.769 2.221
tECraetnviortnosiiicatE (TEOS) [Si(OCH 5).. at room tempera- 2.5 2.5 3.19 1.09 Z.39-1
rure, in the usual manner,'-'. 51. in bne?. tne end linking isa conden-
sation reaction catalyzed by sunnous-2-ethyi-hexanoate. and was having a numoer-average molecular weight M, = 62
ajiowed to proceed a, room temperature for a total of 2 davs. TEOS mo!- in mixtures with long cnains having A!, = 21.3 x12g' mo!-
present In excess ot tne amount rcuired for reaction witn tnt ') Molar composition ratio o' - OC.I-1 TEOS groupsio -OH
PDMS end groups Is hydroivzcd to r~iniorcing silica t from th e mo;- C Ihain ends.
nice present in tne at-. Eliectron microscopy results reported elsew- )Ultimate strength. as represented ON- the nominal stress at
here (7, showed suec, filler particles to have an average diameter of rupture.
250 A. With almrost all the particles in the range 203-3=2 A. The ")Energy for rupture.
amounts of TEOS empioveo were c .haracterized by the molar cam- ~)Impact strength.

EM 789



et a:., Imesac- rescsiance ot unflied and (dliedi bzmola t *ermict, ofo'iu dzmer'visiioXane

uflswolien sneets. which were approximateis I mm thick, wtre cut
into .;trips (3 mm wide and 32mm long); another series. app, xi-
matels 2 5mm thick, were cut into circular discs (35 mm diameter). 97 OF

The strips were used in elongation measurements earned out to 2 4

obltainl the stress-strain isothermis at 25*C [2,5.6, 8]. The discs
were studied in a small-scale instrumented dart impact tester with
an impact duration time of approximatelyv 4 msec [9) in order to 942F
obtain relative values of their impact strength. 2 0

Results and Discussion 1000

In the case of the filled networks, the amount of I 6 98 i

s ilica precipitated from the excess TEOSv.was obtained z 994U

from the increase in weight of the networks. The
results are given in column four of the table. The stress- 295

strain data were analvzed in terms of the nominal stress 2 94U85

f _ fI1A *where /is t he equilibrium elastic force and A*2J95
the undieforroed cross-sectional area, and the reduced
stress or modulus [2.,10] *1= [f*] - a- 2), where a o 1 - .\701

- L(L is the elongation or relative length of the
sample. -

The first representation of the data was in terms of 98

the Mooney-Riviin relationshiip, in which the reduced 04- 9081

stress is exp~ectedI to vat-v linearly with reciproc-al elon-
gation ta- r reiativeiy small deformations [2, 11, 121. The O0 C 0- ' 17C

resulI ts are sh own in fi-cure 1. In the case of the unfilled Fig,. 1. The reduced stress shown as a function ot reciprocal eionga-

(U- networks, the larget increases in [1V at high eloinga- tion a, 25 *C. Each curve is lahelied with the mol :of short chains

tions are caused by, the imited extensibility of the short prsnton err.adUadFsecfufieadfiedchais ~ -resoecttvejv.. Tne open circies locate the results obtained using a
chais ''. J, n the fifed (Th networks. the upturns are series of increasing vaiues o It toe ciongation a, and filled circies the

.seen to , e enLIhanced bv the reinforcing effect of the results obtainec; out of sequence to test ior reversibiiiry. Tne vertical

sicza particies ~4.It is also useful to Dlor the nominal cashed jines jocate toe rupture points. andl t .he shon extensions of
srres'fiA diretiv caint elo(,ato snce tI hearea thet iinear portions o- toie isoitInerips .nep jocate toe values ot aal

stress~ I,. diecI aZas Inato sicetniaea h ine uPturn in L4*) first hecomes discernibic
unoler such a curve correspondis to the enermv E. o:
ruptrure. the standard measure of* toupshness 2.4,61.
Values of f /A* at ruture and E. are given in columns
nvc and six of t'oe table.

R~esults from tne dart impact tests gave values ofthoe
tmpzac: siren~til (IS i in units af energy- per unit truc .F-
ness UI mrr71'). Specioic values are Cstven in toe float,
column of the table. and both' E. and IS are shown as a
runction ol composition in fiu-,re Z. There is seen to ne

g ooo correiation between E. and IS as measures o.a e
im:pacT resistance, with both exhnibirina maximum, ~e
as u-i ma! of short, chains is decreased. incorpora c

tion ol b~-. mo! 0- of long chains is seen to 11reativ
increase E. and JS and tnus toe impact resistance 01 tne
10' % short-chain network. which is very neariv a
bntrue thermoset. It is importcant to note that it is essen- uj
tia. tnat toe iong chains be iinked into the network b F
structure. Oniv approxu-nately 0.08 mol %/ of the loing _________________________
chains could be introduced by swelling, because of the 10" 96 96 92 SC

vet-v high crosslnk dlensity of the 100%c short-cI ato N101 % Shori Cnairs

netwcrk. Similarly, although it would be possible to Fig. ZThe energy for rupturr and the impact strengi hr s Ihown as a
nave inert, long chains present durin the end iinking ilinction of composition for th.re unfdlied nerWOrKS
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procedure, svneresis [13] would almost certainly . NinYP." an,lY,.iangCY. 1artIL. RothWC(1984).lAppl.

occur, with the long chains being exuded from the net- Powm Sci 29;:.0

work structure. 8. Liorente MA. Andrady AL, MarkJE (19832J Polvm Scc, l'oiym
Phys Ed 18;2263Thus, it has been clearly demonstrated that linking 9. Steget .R. Monsanto Company, private communication

long chains into a thermoset network can greatly 1. Mark JE, Flory PJ (1966)j Appl Pnvs 37:4635
improve its impact resistance. )1. Treioar LRG (1975) The Physics of Rubber Eiasticity, 3. Ed,

Clarendon Press, Oxford
12. Mark JE (1975) Rubber Chem Technol 48:495
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Interest in potential high-performance polymers, leading to
characterization and development of the rodlike poly(p-phen-
vlene benzobisoxazoles) (PBO) and poly(p-phenvlene benzo-
bisthiazoles) (PBT), has recently been extended to a related
group of polymers referred to as AAPBO, ABPBO, AAPBT, and
ABPBT. In this study, geometry-optimized CNDO/2 molecular
orbital calculations have been carried out on AAPBO and
ABPBO model compounds to determine conformational ener-
gies as a function of rotation about each type of rotatable bond
within the repeat units. For AAPBO, which contains two types
of rotatable bonds per repeat unit, the bond between the
benzoxazole group and p-phenylene group prefers the coplanar
conformation with a barrier to free rotation of 2.1 kcal mol' ,

while the bond between the benzoxazole groups prefers a
conformation approximately 60 degrees away from coplanaritv
with a barrier to coplanarity and to free rotation of 3.6 kcal

mol'. For ABPBO, which contains only the former type of
rotatable bond per repeat unit, the coplanar conformations
were preferred with a barrier to free rotation of 1.6 kcal mol- '.
These results are in excellent agreement with the results of
both theoretical and experimental studies on the structurally
analogous PBO. They are also consistent with ihe liquid crys-
talline behavior found for ABPBO but not for AAPBO.

INTRODUCTION of the U.S. Air Force's -Ordered Polymers" Pro-
gram aimed at exploiting these characteristics for

The rigid rodlike polymers poly(p-phenylene aerospace applications (1 to 3). More recently. in-
benzobisoxazole) (PBO) (Fig. 1) and poly(p- terest has extended to a related group of polymers,

phenylene benzobisthiazole) (PBT) belong to a class poly(5,5'-bibenzoxazole-2.2'-diyl-1.4-phenvlene)
of materials known as high-performance polymers (AAPBO) and poly(2.5-benzoxazole) (2.5-ABPBO)
since films and fibers processed from them exhibit and to analcgues of each containing a sulfur in place
exceptional strength and modulus, thermo-oxida- of the oxygen atom (4). The repeat units are illus-
tive stability, and resistance to most common sol- trated in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
vents (1). in fact, PBO and PBT have been the focus Chains such as these should possess at least some

POLYMER ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE. OCTOBER. 1985. Vol. 25. Nc 15
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compound (8) and setting the torsional angle o
between the planes of the two -ring groups (with N1 N taken as the coplanar form) at a specified,

I desired value. Calculations were usually carried out
with 0 varied in intervals of 20 degrees. Because of
symmetry, scans were necessary only for the rangest 0 ] 0 to 180 degrees, and 0 to 90 degrees. The
conformational energy E associated with a given
angle 0 was taken as the difference in the CNDO/

Fig. 1. Illustration of the cis-PBO repeat unit. 2 total energy between that conformation and the
conformation of lowest energy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Conformational energies E as a function of 01 and
2 in AAPBO are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5, respec-

tively._A broad energy minimum was found in the
region 60* < 01 < 120" (within the 0 to 180 degree
conformational energy space). On either side of thisminimum the energy rose sharply and continuously,

- giving two similar energy maxima of E = 3.6 kcal
Fig. 2. illustration of the AAPBO chain segment indicating the mol -at 0 and 180 degrees. Thus the conforma-
rotations ol and oz about the two rotatable bonds. tional energy profile obtained is nearly identical to

that calculated for biphenyl in a similar analysis (5).
This is reasonable since the two species are struc-
turally similar in the vicinity of the rotatable bond.
The highly repulsive energy associated with the
coplanar conformations can be ascribed primarily
to steric repulsions between ortho-hydrogens on

adjacent ring systems. Specifically, at o, = 0 and
180 degrees these H .-. H interaction distances are

L1.8 to 1.9 A, which are considerably smaller than

I I

Fig 3. illustration of the 2.5-ABPBO chain segment indicating AA-PBO, /
the rotation d' about the one rotatable bond Numeration of
selected atoms is also indicated. '1

flexibility perpendicular to the axial direction as a
result of rotations (indicated by ol, 02, and 0' in
the sketches) about the single bonds joining the
aromatic moieties. In the present study, geometry-
optimized CNDO/2 (Complete Neglect of Differ-
ential Overlap) molecular orbital calculations (2. 3,
5 to 7) were carried out on AAPBO and 2,5-ABPtO
chain segments to obtain conformational energies 4 ,, 0
with respect to the rotations indicated in the
sketches. Of particular interest wag to determine
the preferred conformations and to assess the extent Fig 4 Plot of the con fornational energy E as a function o

of rotational flexibility about these bonds. The re- rotation angle 0, in AAPBO

suits can be compared with those obtained in similar
studies of the PBO polymers (2, 3, 5).

METHODOLOGY 

AA-P8O.

The theory and methodology of the present cal- E
culations are discussed in detail elsewhere (2, 3, 5).
Briefly, the technique involves an iterative scheme
for achieving direct geometry optimization, where- W
in the total energy o the species is calculated using 0
the CNDO/2 method (6, 7). In all cases, geometry de
optimization was obtained after assuming an initial
structural geometry taken from the x-ray crystallo- Fig. 5. Plot of the con formational energy. E as a function o(
graphic studies of Fratini, et al., for the PBO model rotation angle 02 in AAPBO



Molecular Orbital Conformational Energy Calculations on the Aromatic Heterocyclic

the sum (2.60 A) of their van der Waals radii. As Table 1. Vanabon of Seed Bon L.ngths' and Partal

discussed elsewhere (3, 5). the preferences for non- Chamrs" with Rotation o' in 2,5-ABPBO. Nuneraton of Atoms

coplanar conformations calculated for these moie- is as Indacad iFig. 3.

ties are consistent with the experimental findings r 40 g

for biphenyl in the gaseous state ( -,- 42 degrees) Bonet Lagts"
(9) and in the liquid state (0mi. 23 degrees) (10). C12-C14 1.4464 1.4485 1.4510
The structural geometry of AAFBO in the vicinity CIs-C16 1.3843 1.3857 1.3868
of the other rotatable bond is nearly identical to NII-C12 1.3225 1.3212 1.3194

C12-013 1.3727 1.3715 1.3706
that found in PBO model compounds, and the re- ParalChargee
suits of both the present calculations and of earlier N1l -0.309 -0.312 -0.317
calculations on PBO (3, 11) indicate a preference 013 -0.293 -0.291 -0289
for the coplanar conformations with a maximum of C12 +0.342 +0.349 +0.358
E = 2.1 kcal mol' at 02 - 90 degrees. These results C14 -0.027 -0.021 -0:013

also agree with the coplanar conformations ob- "M 'A" oufi

served by x-ray crystallographic analysis for PBO

model compounds in the crystalline state (8).
Values of E versus 0' in 2,5-ABPBO are plotted

in Fig. 6. Conformational energy minima were away from the coplanar conformation (0' = 0 de-
found at o = 0 and 180 degrees (the coplanar forms) grees) the lengths of bonds C 12-C 14 and C 15-C 16
with a maximum energy E = 1.6 kcal mol', located increase while those of bonds Ni 1-C12 and C12-
at 0' = 90 degrees (the perpendicular form). -Cal- 013 decrease. These changes are exactly as would
culations carried out on the analogous 2,6-ABPBO be predicted based on the reasonable assumption
gave nearly identical results. It should be noted that that conjugation between adjacent ring systems
the absence of exact symmetr, in energy profile should be a maximum near 0' = 0 degrees and a
about 0 = 90 degrees, most conspicuous in Fig. 6, minimum near 0' = 90 degrees. This loss in conju-
is due to the lack of complete conforynational sym- gation concomitant with rotation is further evi-
metrv for these species about 0 = 90 degrees, as denced by the noted changes in the atomic partial
inspection of Fig. 3 will confirm. Again, these results charges, these changes the result of a shift in elec-
are in agreement with those obtained from theoret- tron density from C12 and C14 (i.e., from the
ical studies of the structurally analogous PBO pol- rotatable bond) to N11 within the ring system.
ymer model compounds (3). They are also consist- In summary, the present calculations indicate
ent with the coplanarity or near-coplanarity ob- preferences for non-planar conformations in
served for the PBO model compounds in the cr-s- AAPBO and for planar conformations in 2.5-
talline state (8). ABPBO. These conclusions are consistent with the
As discussed in detail elsewhere (11), both the liquid crystalline behavior observed for 2,5-ABPBO

preference for the coplanar conformations and the but not for AAPBO (4).
shortness of the C--C rotatable bond (1.45 to 1.47
A) (8. 11) in these species relative to that (1.53 A) ACKNOWLEDGMENT
for a typical C-C single bond suggest a consider-
able degree of cnjugation between adjacent ring It is a pleasure to acknowledge the financial sup-
systems in these chains. The variation in selected port provided by the Air Force Office of Scientific
bond lengths and atomic partial charges with 0' Research (Grant 83-0027, Chemical Structures
found for 2.5-AAPBO, as indicated in Table 1, cor- Program, Division of Chemical Sciences).
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Bimodal Networks and Networks Reinforced by the in situ -2

Precipitation of Silica

iij-epimn,;i or t -l, a-,in P,- mer-~e,cn ense, Di ler I f r-1 n, M mcia. (in,. 4.'21 1 SA.

The goal o1 pnmarN interest in these invsestigationls was the dievelopment of novel methods for preparingt keewords
clastomteric networks havinlg utiusuali, good ultimate properties The first icchniuuc employed involve, model network. [*.,r. .

endiinkiing mixture% of ver% short and reiliveis long tunctionalis-terminated chains to give bimodal bimodal networks.
ne tworks Such Iunfiliedi Clastomers show, vcr% largc increases in reduced stress or modulus at high ultimate rroperties.
elongations because of the vers limtied extensibilit% of the short Chains present in the networks 1lie network reifliicemeflni.
second tectiluc employs the in situ precirwiation of reinforcing silica either after during. ior before precipitated silica.
neiwork tormalion The reaction invol ves lvdroivsisof tetraethvortnosificate. using a varieis (it catalysts filter particle sizes
and precipitation conditions, and the efiectivenes, of the technique is gauged by stress-strain measure-
meniscarred out to vield vaiuesol the maximumenltensiblIit. ultimate strength. andecnergs 01 rupture of
tnh iedrnetworks Information oin the filler particles thus introduced is ohtai ned trom densli determina-
tions. figh scattering measurtements, and electron microscops

I INTRODUCTION arv interest ts the reduced stress or modulus3 '

Preparing an elastomner hv endlitnng pols'mer chains permits ~ f*/0OlI
control of the network structure,: : in particuLar the network whr~~fA'is the nominal stress. fthe equilibrium elastic
chain length distntiution. One important result of this ness
svrnthetic versatilt is the abilts to torrr bimodal networks force. A *the undeformed cross-secticonal area of the sample,

which consist ot mixtures of %ser% short and relaivels long and o=LIL thc relative length or elongation. It is generalls
chais Sch imodl eastmershav ben prpard font piotted as a function of reciprocal elongation as suggested p'
polsdtmtnsstloane IrMS) SiIH~lO-j nd oun to the semi-empirtcal equation of MooneN and Rishlttr

have unusually good ulttmate properties, even in the unfilled Vi'=2C.' 2c- (2)
state, as ts documented tn the present reviess. A svarity of .--where 2C, and 2C, are constants independent of elongation.
expertmental studtes show that this improvement tn properties
is primani 's due to the sen. ltmtted extensibility' of the short Some ivoijcal isotherms obtained for bimodal PDMS networks
chatns present tn the networks.5 Thts ltmtted extensibllty and are shown tn Ftg. I.' Of *particular interest here arc the large, .

iL effects on elastomeric properties are being investigated reversible tncreases tn modulus observed at high elongations.
using a non-Gaussian theory of rubber-like elastictm based on
network distribution functions generated from Monte Cario
stmulations utihitsng rotational isomeric state information on 2.2 Origin of improvement in properties
the chains of interes,.ikt The observed incireases in modulus represent an imrportant

Silica may be prepared fw the hvdrolysis tmprovement in the ultimate strenesh of an elasromnet. and

Si(OC.H, I.- 2H.C50-SiO -4CHOH their origin is tnerefore of constderable interest. A -arter% of
expertmental studies' ' 1are relevant in this regard The

ot tetraethylv ort hosi!iicate (TEOS). in the presence of any' of a effect of temperature on the stress-strath tsotherrns is Of oar-

sarterv of catalysts There are three techiniouts bs' whtch silica ticular tmpiortance with regard to the possibility of strain-
thus precipitated can be used to retnforce an eiastomeric inouced c .rvstalitsation tn tnhe network lemneratures were
matertii. Firs-, an aireads-cured network, for exampie pre- found tohaveilittie effect on theeionration at ssnichitne upturn
pared from PDNIS. may be swollen in TEOS and the TEOS in [r* becomes discernible, the elongation at rupture, and toe
hs'orOIVSed ir, situ "' Altemnatisels. h Vil Toxy )-termninated magnttude of thec increase in [V] ' These results thus indicate
PDIS ma' be mixed with TEDS. which then serves that the anomalous behaviour is not Our to strain-inauced
simultaneous's to terafuncionally endiink the PDMS into a crvstaliisaton.
network, structure and to amt as a source of 510- upon
rvarolysis ": Finalls. TEOS mtxed with vinyl-terminated Also reievant there are force-temrature rt it neolast ic'

PDI canoe n* vaoived t giv a SO,-Flie P~iMCT apabe reSUltst chbtaineoi at elongations sufficiently tare' e to gv ag

o! suriseauent enidlinktng b% means of a multfunctional increases in Lr1 in the stress-stain isotnern Such curves
stiane - Some mechanical properties of typical PDMS show no desiations from inearity which could he attrtnutedl to
elastomers retnforced in these ways are descrtned. as are strain-induced crvstaliisation Similarly. hirefrtnrence-
results on the average size size distributitor.. and extent of temperature measurements show no non-lineantsv that could
agglomeration of the filier particles obe attinbuted to crvst~aijisatior.. or to other intermolecular

oroerings of the network chains.

2 BIMIODAL NETWORKS The most striktng evidence involves the effect: of swelltng on
the isotherms. kesults on unfilled PDMS networks as is illusir-

2A .1 pical experimental results ated in Figs 2 and 3.' snow% thiat swelling does not diminish the
In elonigation measurement-,. theelxstomertcauantitvofptm- upturns in modulus and, in tact. frequentl. enhances them
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999

3 99' 
.0.. 4'

01

0446 O

92 Fig3 The effect of %wellring on isothermrs for utnfrilid) PDMS himodil
908 n,,,orro Containing III) mol %i of the snort Chains.' see Icgtend to, Fig,

C.3 sohern f2( nrntsna kepnnied from ref 9 r! courtesN of the American Chcmrcaf StrclcI~

FgISrreN~strai ,otem 28)i the Mon-i~nTpcel- Similar results are obtained for filled PDNIS networks, as is
tion lot tnfilicd) Pf351 rimocal networksin urlich te shor Chain haveca shown hv ine results presented in Fir. 4 1
numtler-ardpcf molecular %eighti of W1 p mol . and the iong chains

2!3*1 F mro- ' acri curve is airefiedt ui the Mol C, of srhort Chi All of the above experimental results fndicate that the
rresenitin the neicrrs, Tnc open circle% locale ec euf isotincine a increases in [f*l are oue to an intramolecular effect.

irene' or increasing salues 0! tic elonsgation a. and fifict circler the results soecificalls to the limited exiensibilits of the vers short net-
ilntilned out 01 ireluenecc to lerr fr reversiblits The short cxtien of work chains
Inc meatd trortions of inc Isotnerms help iocate ihe salueso a1 at uttich mei
utiumt In [l' firsi oecomes cirsccrnrtlc The linca: portion, of uhe-- , --

mtrrerins here located tins icasi-%uuare% analesis I keptinicd ... tn ef I) m 2.3 Theoretical interpretation -. - - -
couriers of John \4 ier Son,. Inc ISince the above results demonstrate trat the unturn, in

modulus arc due to limited chain extenisibiit . it hecomes

i 95*- L
0 .60" 0 (139

C, 4

C~C

34 0. 0.t,

Fi: Th ffc o -elngo 1~h~~ (5C)fr nole ad Fi:4Th ffc o weir nistersfo uri slcaflldbioa

volu he effelr " of powenr orsnt ntene tw 25C or h dunofen a a f shr Thein efet f ing oenetok Finerms ftah um ers toiafle coimmer-

linear DMvS oligomet han -cFi-f I repeat units. Ikeprinied from ref Qf fb% ciaf rade precipiiated from tire vapour Phase Ikepirnred from ref fW tmn
couriers of the American Chemicaf Societ).) couners of Johmn Vsmiev & Sons. Inc I
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3 %F:TOfRKS RFI%FORCF: 1)~ F1%I SITU C
I'HI.(IPI I A] 10% OF SILICA

3.1 Alier criosslinking -

6L l-iiures and t, shi'w tspical ciiinkationf iso)therms ot'taiticJ tor ,

F'DM.%S netwOrKs reintorced h% %%chinv with TiLlS Anichius'd, ~.
su t'seuuentik hs cri'lsseid in igu i( give .i ict filler Pajr!iCic'
pnrcpitated. ts eiee is nincrea i aount f iniutri
Inreiased a recnt ideen to increase th momui.in upturnsiin

3.2 During crosslinking

It would of course be advanta2erou% if the in situ prectpitation - *
08. could he carrned out simultaneously wtth the curing reaction

Ftlled PDMIS networks have in fact been prepared in this ",I%.
using hvdroxsl-terrmnated chains and sufficient TEOlS tor
both the endlinkingprocess Lind the hVdrOiVSIS reaction to torm

04 the filler. Isothermrs obtained for some of these netusork% are
04 shown in Fig 7 s' Again. ver% gooid reinforcement is seen to,

* occur-

1 In the experiments cited.- the ratio: r of TEOlS ethox% trOUps

Jto PDNIS hvdrox% end groups. a measure of the excess TLUS e

04 1.0 available for hvdrolssis. ranged from 1 fto ic5I The effect of
this s-artable on the %netght ',i filler precipitated s% shown fit Fic

Fig 5isotherins tor a iinimodal unsusolieni rDKS elasiomer I siae pandfo n este fplmr iia
iS (1 tfg mof-1 wich was silica-reintorced i'% huvaroissis of tra- and fsimed netwr ar m e nc o esilie tha pluser o iltaind
ethlvortiosilicaic (TEOS i preseni as diiuent in ihe neiwork "Ithe reaction adfle ewr r enIh mie hntoeotie
was carried out at5317c relaise humidi1%. and eacrtcuise is laseteo with th directlN from the increase in %%etgtr of tne network This tndi-
reaction time (Reprinted trom ref 17 m' couriesk of Dr Dietrich cates that either the filier particles hase not peen compiete%
Sicinkogiff %s eriag I co~nverted to silica Or the particles contain a signilicani numtoer

Important to tnterpret themn tn terms of a non-Gaussian theorN
of rubber-like eiasticii%. A recent nosel approach" ~ to this
problem utilises the wealth of information which rotational 2
isomec state theotry" prosides on the spatial configurations of
enairi molecules. Soecificall%. Mionte Carlo calculations based .*. -

on the rotattonal isomerte state approximation are used to
simulate spatial configurations, and thInus distrt Out ion funct ions
for the end-to-enct sertaration of toe chains ~" These distrtpu- 1.0 E
tion functtons are used in place of toe Gaussian function in the
standard three-chain network mode!" itn the affine limit to give
a moiecular tneorv of rubber-like elasticts which ts ver% useful
for toe tnterpretationi of elattomeric properties ai niih
elongations. 10.8

1E

4,v

/U I

0 Fig -Isotherm, tor PDMS networks Preparedi using TEO's to
11- t I.ESimuliancousi% endlink tnroxvi-iernrinated chains (:I. toW mo -;

a arid". toProvide filter upon its ttsdroissis a Fot Sarno s i> the tfier inu'
Fig 11 The nominal Stress shown as a function ofteonization for the same incorporated amounted toO C1. :.2s 4.5t, is ' . 1( 83 10 1,and 1is w '.'
networKs eniaractensed in Fi 5 In this representton. the area under renpectineis Additional information on these samtpies is given in FigsS
eacth eumne represents tne energs E. renuired lot network rupture and 9 fkeginnied from ref 2ii ts% couriess of tInc American Cremscat
fkcpnmted front ret 17 tm courress of Dr. Dietrich Steinitopff Neriag. I Socem, )
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I ii riief TF2(lii A' added It, %ink i-terminarted ['lI~ dn! men
h~kdriiv~ed Wiigive poismer fIirusprn~iiri % fiict iStc~ %h- J n.~

kijvfl (i particle aglrionetatil i oretting Atter OrsrIlL Ink - -

r i'cou. LIiutdCiiulij ticendiinkt~cd ttirnUlittunlflii. ,tli lf* n..
1(, civc fflicd clastomer, witi sees goodre mecildnic.,I Properlic, .~i e

3.4 CharsCieraion of the filter particles

0 Transmission electron microscop% ' and light scatterini:
measurements"' arc being used to study Ihc filier particle% A,
illustration, an electron micrograph forad PDkMS Clastomer ini

I 6which TEOS had been hvdroKssed is shown in Fig Ill The
existence of filler particles inthe network. o)riginal:s 4.,~

hvpothesised on the basis of mechanical properties" is ceans%
confirmed The particles have average diameter, of appros.

* imatch 25(0 A. which is in the range of particle size, of filers
typiciull introduced into poismers tn the usual blending

> ~technistucs. The distribution of sizes is, relativeh: narrow. with
most values of the diameter falling in the range 2(K1-315i A

FiF The I - filler nrccinriaied -ithin the rDMS nt ciorkssitown as a
funcitin o tIced rtio r 1C~, i, ci inc h-CH.fgroups arc f-
on Inc TEOh's and iiii -OHi groups arc on the end% (itii thrintmer mrTh
oven ctric snow iorc resulis irnia-nd 1,orn thec Ctidi in wciohl Ofi tic -V -'A : '. .t.. 0
rsii mce And inc filled circic. from ifle deflsits or file filled network See V
indit iE ' I kerinied from ref 2ts coqjrics, Iinc Amcrica
(heroic SOCIeis

"A4,1

C Fir tW Transmission electron microaranth at a magnilicatri f I tini.r

Or on i, fu ilied PDMS network containinc U. 4 wt , 11l1C7 The feet ' tS
0,If ic nr ~correitionds ii t(XitA ltscprintcdd 1mref irsmunesi Of

John \k ie, & Sons. IncI

-4 Most sturkinrlh. there is virtually none of the aggregation of
Paricles essentiahls insanahis present in inc usudi ivne, of

filled etastomners Theretore. triese material, snould or
1 extremels useful in entaraciensingc ine eftects of aggregation.

__________________________________and could be of constoierabie practical importance a' we!!

Ft. The effict oth l cto ratio on the energ% reaultd tor neiworx 4 ACKN(1WLEI)GEMEN*TS
rure "Sec icerndo e FI (keprinied fromn ref .01" coancks Of in

Arreninn Cncmnica: Soceti 1. Iti a pleasure to adcnowjedgc the financiai support pros ded
I,% inc National Science Founation tnrougtr Gran DMRIf
1w140- (Poivmers Procran-. Divisionf of MfaierlaS

op soid, ' In anm case. increase in ' increases thie amount of Rsearchl -and t's\ Inc Air Forc Office of Scientific kesearcr
fiijer introduiced and, as shown in t- ig Y.- increases eiastlime- inrougn Grant AFOSR 83112 Cricrnrc Structure, I'T-
ioennes1 as Measured Ins tne energ\ E.reouired tor rupture~f gramn. Division of Cnerrica! Sciences.i

3.3 bfefore crosslioking Rteferenees

In the anove 'in sti. techinioues. removal of the byproduct CMarin. I.E .one nriIirn.ir 4 I

CH.OH01- and unreacted TEDS causes a significant decrease in ., M i ,. . Ai IMrmS.' 44.

volume. wntcn could tie disadvantageous in some apphucaitons 4 Main. I.E .in Eiasinmer arid Aabroe, Easiiciit Ed, Mari, I L &

For this reason a tecninique was developed for the prcipliaton U1f I .INIS- Washiington American Cni-mical Socicti

of thec silica into samples of PDMS to give stable polymrrer-filler Znang.* Z -M & Mark. I.E J -, ~ F'irn.c. . f'oicrr Prrci Ed t55C-
201. 475

suspensions which remained capable of being enidiinked. sut'- 6 Mark.I E I Tang. M. j oiurr. sc., Poitrr Pni, L4 '(Sc.

secuentln. with no substantial chances in volume. iA
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Effects of a Magnetic Field Applied during the Curing of a
Polymer Loaded with Magnetic Filler

INTRODUCTION

The effects of finely divided fillers on the properties of a croslinked elrstomer have been
studied in extenso from many points of view. Of particular interest, of course, is the marked
improvement in mechanical properties frequently provided by certain fillers. In such filled
systems. anisotropy of mechanical properties can arise if the filler particles or their agglom-
erates are asymmetric, since they are then oriented as a result of the flow of the uncrosalnked
mi.x during the mechanical operations of forming calendering, extrusion, drawing, or molding).
In fact, fibrous fillers are often used for the express purpose of introducing mechanical an-
isocropy.

Rigbi and Jilken' studied the effects of a magnetic field on the behavior of rubber filled
with a ferrite powder and cured in the field-free state. Since the feinte was randomly dis-
tributed within the matrix, no directional effects were observed, nor were they expected.
Goldberg. Hansford. and van Heerden2 observed linear polarization of transmitted light by
an aqueous ferrofluid" between two microscope slides, and showed that the particles of ferrite
in the ferrofluid (frozen while in a magnetic field) were aligned in necklacelike formations,
as predicted by de Gennes and Pincus.3

This preliminary report describes a first attempt at obtaining alignment of essentially
spherical filler particles, to give anisotropy of mechanical properties similar to that obtained
in the case of fibrous fillers.

EXPERLMENTAL

The filler employed was an extremely fine commercial magnetic powder (MG-410 NMagnaglo,
pronably a magnesium ferrite with very little residual magnetism, produced by the Magnaflux
Corp.. Chicagoi. The particles are very nearly spherical. with an average diameter of approx-
imately 10 4m. In a preliminary experiment, this magnetic filler was mixed into a low-viscosity
poiydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) having a number-average molecular weight of 10-Vf, = 13.0
g mol -, and the mixture was poured into an aluminum mold placed between the poles of a
permanent Alnico macnet having a field strength of about 580 G. The particles readily mi-
grated toward the po of the magnet. This demonstrated that the field would be capable of
orienting the partacies in a higher-molecular-weight polymer of sufficiently high viscosity to
restrict migration of the particles during the crosslinking procedure. Such a polymer, having
a molecular weight of 10-3M. = 266 g mol-. was generously provided by Dr. C. L Lee of tne
Dow-Corning Corporation. A solution of the poiymer in ethyl acetate was prepared, and tne
MG-410 powoer was well mixed into it with a suitable amount (1.3 wt %i of benzoyl peroxide.
The solution was poured into shallow trays. allowed to dry in air, and then finally sub)ected
to vacuum for 4 h to eliminate any traces of solvent. The mastic obtained was cured in an
aluminum mold in a press at 14(YC for 20 min. and then at 180C for another hour. all the
time in tne magnetic field supplied by the permanent magnet described. No postcuring treat-
ment was given. The final product contained about 31.5% by weight of magnetic filler. cai-
culated on the basis of the solid components of the solutions. This corresponds to roughly 6%
by volume. The cured sheet was allowed to rest for 7 days. after which rectangular strips were
cut out parallel and perpendicular to the vector of the magnetic field. Some of these were
used in equilibrium swelling studies, and others in elongation measurements.

In the swelling test.' benzene was used as the solvent- at room temperature, and the increases
in sample length as well as in weight were recorded.

Stable suspension of magnetic powder in a liquid carrier. Such materials are produced,
for example. by Ferrofluidics Corp.. Nashua. NH.

Journal of Polymer Science: Polymer Physics Edition, Vol. 23, 1267-1269 (1985)
E 1985 John Wiley & Sons. Inc. CCC 0098-1273/85/061267-03S04.00
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TABLE I L/L, seems to b,
Swelling Equilibrium and Stre-Strain Results small, presurna,

case, if it its real.
Strip length Swelling equilibium•  Elongation modulib (N mm- 2} the smaller proj.
relative to in that direZtzon

magneuc field W/W. L/L, (f] (a = 1.1) The strem--strz
Parallel 2.58 1.35 0.61 0.98 where f is the el.

Perpendicular 2.44 1.25 0.15 028 relative length or
1. The isotherm,

- Relative increases in weight and length of strips, invariably have z
6 Values of the reduced stres at an elongation of 10% and at the maximum. results obtained :

the usual behavic
Stress-strun curves were obuuned at 26C using techniques described elsewhere." The and its maximur

strips had a cros.sectional area A * of about 8 mm2 and a gauge length of about 14 mm, with They show the h:.
abcout = mm between the grnps. Samples were held in the grips between two thin rubber magnetic field. F.

s ieets to minimi sippage. Preliminary investigation showed that considerable relaxation exceeds the corre
was to be expected under tension. It was therefore decided to extend the strips in steps. ech The re'ults ac:
within 15 a of the previous step. and to read the force two minutes later. In this way, the data elastomeric mat
obtained for the two specimens would be directly comparable. interesting becaut

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION It is a pieasure

The results of the swelling tests are presented in columns 2 and 3 of Table 1. The overall National Science
oegree of swelling is given by tne relative increase in weight 14/1W', Within experimental of Materials Res(
error, it is tne same for the two samples, as would be expected. The relative increase in length AFOSR 83-0027

0 7- 1. Z. Ripbi an
2. P. Goldber
3. P. G. de Ge

I 4. J. E. Mark
056 Parallel 5. M. A. Liore:

6. M. A. Liore.
(1980).

OI-7 B. B. Boons:
0 -8. J. E . M ark t

9. L. R. G. Tre
E 10. J. E. Mark.

i .

C3 - Department of C7

Perpendicular The University c
cCincinnati. Ohio -
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Accepted Januar

07.- e
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c.!

Fig 1. Reduced stress shown as a function of reciprocal elongation for filled elastomeric
strips cut parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field imposed during curing. On leave frort.

q . -
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LIL, seems to be larger for the strip cut parallel to the magnetic field, but the difference Is
small, presumably because of solvent-induced debonding at the filler/matrix interface.? In any
case, if it is real. the larger increase in length for the parallel-cut strip could be explained by

mm-2 ) the smaller pro)ected area of the filler particles in relation to the projected area of matrix

in that direction,.
The stress-strain data were treated in terms of the reduced stress' [1' _ f/A (a - a -2),

0.98 where f s the elastic force, A* is the undeformed cross-ectional area. and a - LIL, is the
o relative length or elongation. Values are shown as a function of reciprocal elongation in Figure
0 .2 1. The isotherms are seen to be very different from those usually obtained, which almost

invariably have a constant, positive slope in the region of low to moderate elongation.'"" The
results obtained from the present samples thus represent very interesting departures from
the usual behavior of elastomern filled or unfilled.)' Values of the reduced stress at a - 1.10

,ere." The and its maximum value for the two samples are given in the last two columns of Table I.

4 mm. with They show the highly anisotropic nature of the reinforcement obtained in the presence of the

nin rubber magnetic field. For example, the maximum value of [[1 for the strip cut parallel to the field

relaxation exceeds the corresponding value for the perpendicular strip by a factor of more than 2!

ste . each The results achieved show that even spherical filler particles can be aligned within an

,y, the data elastomeric material, with reinforcement that is important because of its magnitude and
interesting because, of its anusotropy.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the financial support provided to one of us (J. E. M.) by the
'he over~ll National Science Foundation through Grant No. DMR 79-18903-03 (Polymer Program. Division

:)enmental of Materials Research), and by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research through Grant No.

- in length AFOSR 83-0027 (Chemical Structures Program, Division of Chemical Sciencesj.
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Reinforcing Fillers

Hydrolysis of Several Ethytethoxysilanes to Yield L
Deformable Filler Particles

Y.-P. Ning. 7- Rigbl°, and J.E. Mark

Deparment ot Chemistry arid te Pohymer Research Cener, The Unirversity of Cincinreat

Cinonnat Ohio 45221, USA L

Smmsrl

A technique is devised for incorporating organic groups in filler
particles, thus giving then some deformability. Hoped-far increases in
toughness were not obtained, presuably because of replacezent of some
surface silanol groups by less reactive organic groups, thus decreasing
filler-matrix bonding and elastomer reinforcement.

S VS.

Introduction

A series of recent enperizental investigations (1-9) has focused on
-s on the the hydrolysis of tetraethoxysilane CMOS) [Si(OCIH 5 )4 ] to give filler
:-3) the particles capable of reinforcing elasteaeric networks. The reactions ae
:vides typically carried out vithin a =OS-swollen network of poly(dimet'yvlsilc-

labile xane) (Pf.S) and yield essentially unagglomeraed parziciles wicth
y shown dimeters of !5C-250" (7). The rei-_fcrcing effects of these fillers

have be- clearly demonstrated by m.asureme-:s of stress-strain isctherms
in elongzaion (1-3,8,9), and by falling-dart ;-?act tests (6).

it is conceivable that the rei=forci g effect could be e-ha.ced if
the f ller par:icles could be given some degree of defc--ability cr

A DE to ..ness. --is cculd be accomplished by the retention of crgsa-ic gzr-s
financial in te .articles, for exzaple by including some silanes of the t.-r.e

( Si(OCE') iz the hvdrolysis r e::i_-o Of
oti. , De lrdr'dlysis of nirtures of "'- S Vith silanes of lover
-en:n:aitli:- (z - 3 and ). It o-d be h-.,ed that the effects of the
par-ticle defc--a;ility thus o:tained would rredominate over :he effects
of the din=.ished filler-nD!S bonding caused by the decreased number of-91) and'!=
sia nol graon n the particle sz-faces.

ci.Chen. .ne -resent study addresses these cuestions, using the hy:.rolysis of
-Cs, C V Si(Oc E) 3, (C.E').Si(OC.E) , and nix:ures thereof.

publica- Xaasureme-_. cf t5e e~o=gat:ion-- 'd 7.i in_ ultinste properties of the .D-S
networks flled in this way are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
reitforcerant obtained.

7, 983
Some Exertime-tal Details

Ye Th~".e netwc-k was prepared fr=n vi4y-ter-.itated poiv(d-erh-sibo-

mane (?DFS) chains obtained frcc the McGhan NuSil Corpora:ion; they had a
publica-

* On ,eave thom 1e Tecnnon-Israel Institue of Tecrnoogy

, .
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Precipitation of Reinforcing Filler Into Polvdimethylsiloxane Prior
to Its End Linking Into Elastomeric Networks

INTRODUCTION

Particulate fillers having high surface area are much used for the reinforcement of elas-
tomers, a classic example being the addition of carbon black to natural rubber.' Another
equally important example is the addition of silica (Si02) to polvdimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
[-Si(CHII 0-]. which would otherwise yield elastomers much too weak for most appli-
cations."

Such fillers are generally blended into the (uncrosslinked) polymers, which are invariably
of sufficiently high molecular weight (and viscosityi to greatly complicate the mixing process.
For this and other reasons.' methods were recently developed for either precipitating silica
into already-formed networks, or precipitating it simultaneously with the curing process '-
The reaction is the simple, catalyzed hydrolysis of tetraethylorthosiiicate (TEOS)

Si(O(Q2H), - 2HO - SiO 2 - 4CHOH (1)

in this in situ technioue, however, removal of the byproduct C2H .OH and unreacted TEOS
causes a significant decrease in volume, which could be disadvantageous in some applications

The present investigation was undertaken to determine a practical way to avoid this dif-
ficulty. The specific goal was the precipitation of the silica into samples of PDMS to give stable
poy~mer-filier susoensions which remained capable of being end linked. subsequently. with
no substantial changes in volume.

EXPERIMENTAL

Although both hydroxyl-terminated and vinyl-terminated PDMS have been end-linked into
highly eiastomeric networks, only tne latter could be used in this stuoy since the former reactswith TEOS.1r Tne two vinyl-terminated poiymers cnosen had number-average molecular

weights of 5.5 X 10 and 13.0 x I&0 g mo- 1. and were provided by. the McGhan NuSil Corp.
The cataiysts' tested were sodium hydroxide, acetic acid. zinc acetate. ethylamine. triethyl-
amine, and EDTA tethylene diamine tetraacetic acid trisodium salt monohydratel. The TEOS
to be hyaroiyzed to filler was obtained from the Fisher C.. and all reactions were run at room
temperature.

Preluminar studies conducted in aqueous solutions were unsuccessful, and those carried
out using the water vapor present in the air were only partially successful. The best results
were obtained as follows Weighed amounts of the PDMS and TEOS, a small amount of tne
catalyst stannous-2-ethyl hexanoate. and a magnetic stirrng oar were placed into a small
Deager which was then placed tuncoveredi into a larger covered iar containing a 2-5 w* %
aoueous solution of ethyiamine. In the case of the second polymer, a protectve atmosphere
of nitrogen wa also employed. The stirred PDMS-TEOS mix-tures were tnUs continuously
exoosec to water-ethylamine vapor. Sufficient filler was precipitated by this technioue Ior
t ne mixture to become cloudy after only 15 min,. The reaction was alhowed to proceed for 2
days at room temperature.

Tne polYmer-filier suspensions prepared in this way were dried under vacuum for several
days: they showed no signs of Particle agglomeration or settling. The resulting viscous iquids
were weighed and then end-linied" with Si[OSi(CH, -)2l.. using chioropiatuic acid as cataiyst

Journal of Applied Poiymer Science, Vol. 30, 3519-3522 (1985)
C 1985 John Wiley & Sons, inc. CCC 0021-8995/85/083519-04S04.00
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I un1' A * trtlw Ot pact, I" tne Unf 116,,i ;)IVMer' Wall included for purposs of comparisoni
re- -tci -r-n ser, uiS rut. at rourr. ts'mpraturv, for a perio of .- r diavs
1','rt .. rt of pact) of the networKs were used in elongation experiments to, obtain the strews-

strair. isothiermsi at L25,C "" The elastomeric properties of primary interest were the nominal
stmo ris - f A * twhere f is trie eutlivrium eiastic force and A *the undeformed cross
sectional arega and the redtuced streas or modulus""1 If*)= f'ia a-21 iwhere a =L L,
is trip elongation or reiative lengrth of the stripes All streSS-strain meamurenienis were carried
out uo the runture points of toe sampleb, and were gerierall' repeated in part to teat for
reproducibilitN

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The amounts of filler precipitated into the two polyvmers; were obtained directly from the

measured increases in weight For the two sampies of the lower moiecular weight polymer
the amounts were 3.3 and 10.2 w, I,,. and for the other 29.7 and 62.0' wt 1 These vatlues were

actually somewhiat larger than expected from complete hvarolvsif. of the TEOS. indicating
that some OC, groupis may remain in the filier or water muiecuies may be absorbed onto

the filler surf aces.
The strest-strain isotherms obtained are presented in Figure 1. The data are shown in the

usual way.' as tne dependience of the reauced stress on reciprocal elongation. As is freauentl%
the case for filled elasttomers,

1
" some of the isothermns did not exhibit complete reversibility

In any case, the presence and efficacy of the filler are demonstrated by the marked increases
in moduius. In the case of the higher muiecular weight pol 'ymer, the increases are larger, with
marKed upturns at the higher elongations This is due to the larger amounts of filier these
samples contain, and possibiy.N aiso to more reactive partLicle surfaces isince these precipirtaiioni,
were carried out under nitrogen;

-cc

to.:

C.c

29,7

C c

0' 0.16 06 1

az
Fig. I. Tne reauced stress shown as- a function of reciprocal elongation for the two senis

of filied PDMS networKs at 25*C. The circles locate results obtained using polymer havtng a
motecular weight of 5.5 x I("' g mol - . and the triangles a moiecuiar weight of 13.0 x. 10'.
Filied svmos are for results obtained out of seouence to test for reversibility, and each ct'rve
is labelled with the wt % of filler present In the network The vertical diasned lines locate the
rupture points
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10.2
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1.0 14 1.8 2.2 26 3C

a

Fig. 2. Th nominal stress shown as a function of elongation for the same networks

characterized in Figure 1. In this representation, the area unaer each curve corresponds to

the energy required for network rupture.

Figure 2 shows the data of Figure I plotted in such a way that the area under each stresi.-

strain curve corresponds to the energy E. of rupture," which is the stanoard measure of

, -- mer toughness. It is seen that this simple technique can easily increase the toughness

of an eiastnmer by a factor of 2 and could therefore te of conrioerabie practical importance

CONCLUSIONS

Preious methods deveioped to precipitate reinforcing silica either into alreaay-formed elas-
tomeri- networs or during the curing process are extended to permit precipitation into a
polymer prior u its crossinking This modification avoids significant changes in volume during

or after curing which could oe disadvantageous in some appications.

It is a Dieasure t, acknowiedge the financial support provided by the National Science

Foundatior. througn Grant DMR 79-18903-03 (Poivmers Program, D vision of Materiais he-

search) and Dy the Air Force Office of Scientific Research through Grant AFOSR 83-0027

(Chemical Structures Program. Division of Chemical Sciences .
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Molecular Aspects of Rubberlike Elasticity

JAMES E. MARK

Department of Chemis:v and P)olymer Research Center, UniUersity of Cinctnat.-, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

hecewed April 12, 1985

The eiasticit. associated with rubberlike materials is inapplicable. Thus, the very process of forming the
verv different from that exhibited by atomic or low required network structure thwarts its characterization.
molecular weight substances such as metals, crystals, It is the lack of reliable structural information that is
and glasses.) -  In particular, the extensibility of the problem in obtaining structure-property relation-
eiastomers- is much higher, frequently amounting w ships in the area of rubberlike elasticity.

well over 1000%. Most strikingly, such high deforma- Now, however, it is possible to prepare -mode,"
tions are generally completely recoverable. The way elastomeric networks,'"' which are materials prepared
this recoverability is achieved, however, is the main in a way that provides independent information on their
source of the problems encountered in characterizing structures. An important example is reaction 1 in which
rubberlike materials and in developing useful struc- HCY,- 0-0H
ture-property reiationships 3 4  -

Specifically. e astomers consist of polymer chains and 4H ,,Oh - S - 4EtOh ()
the extraordinarily large numbers of spatial arrange- H&C, -0 / \
ments such molecules can exhibit is the origin of their OH-OH represents a hydroxyl-terminated chain of
very high extensibility.' - Achieving recoverability re- poiytdimethyisiioxane) (PDMS) I-Si(CH 3i.,O-. u In
quires preventing the chains from irreversibility sliding this approach. some solution characterization technique
by one another, and this is accomplished by joining such as gel permeation chromatography is first used W
different chains with 'cross-links'. as is illustrated in obtain the number-average moiecuiar weight M of the
Figure 1.-' Reiativelv few are required, with a typical uncross-inked chains and the distribution about this
degree of cross-inking involving only one skeletal atom average. Then camrying out the above reaction so as to
out of approximately 200. The techniques generally (1) Fiory. P. 0 "Prnciples of Polymer Cnerrn": Cornell Unwversit,
used to introduce cross-links are peroxide thernolvsis, Press: Imam. KY. 195.
high-energy irradiation, and sulfur addition to skeletal (2) Treioa:. L. R. G. The Ph.sics of Rubber Euisticmt. 3r ed.;
or side-chain unsaturation.1 All are statistical processes, Ciarenoon ress: C xord. 1975.

(3) Mark. J. E. J. Cnem. Educ. 1981. 58. 898
and the number of cross-links thus introduced and their (4) Mark. J. E. Mayoromol. Chern'. Supp:, 1979.2. 87,
placements along the chains are uncontrolled and es- (5) Mark. J. E. Pure Appl. Cner,. 1981.53. 1495.
sentiallv unknown. Furthermore, their introduction (6) Mark, J. I- Ruboer Cnerr.. TecnnoL 1981, .54. 0,

(7) Mark. J. L AiL. Potvyrn. Sm. 1982. 44. _
into the material makes it intractable in that it is no (8) Mark. J. E. in "Eiaomers and Rubber Elaticitv": Mark. J. E..
longer soluble in any solvent. The numerous standard LaS, J.. Ed .: Amencan Chemical Societ- Wshmgton, DC, 1982.

(9) Mark. J. I" Poiym. J. (To vo) 1985, 17 26-5.
characterization techniques based on measurements on (10) Ma. J. E. hr. Polym. J. 1985, 17. 144.
isolated chains in solution' are therefore categorically (1) Mark, J. L,: Sullivan. J. L. J. Chern. Phys. 1977. 66. 1006.

(12) Uorente, M. A.; Mark. J. E. Macromotecuies 1980.13. 681.
(13) Jiang. C.-Y.; mark. J. I-; Chan&, \. S. C.; Kennea). J. P. Poiym

Bull. 1984, 11, 319.
A boocatitfcal asetc of Ine author was published ea er. In Acc. Ctham. (14) Bro=man, R. W.: Flory. P. J.. manuscrapt in preparation.

Res. 1374. 7, 218. and 1379. 12. 49. he is soenming the 1985-1986 aca- (15) Ninx, Y.-P.; Mark. J. F: Iwamoto, N.: Eichinger. B. E. Macr(-
deyruc year at tie IBM Fkesearc Laboratory tn Son Jose, CA. molecules 1985, 18, 55.
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because of poly-mer adsorption oflti) the filler particles."~
For this reason, techniques have now been developed
for generating filer particles in situ. for example, by the
catalyzed hydrolysis (eq 4) of tetraethyl orthosilicate

Si(OEt), + 2H20 - SiO 2 + 4EtOH (4)

(TEOS).1'0 .
-21  In this way it has been possible to

obtain model filled systems in which the particles
formed are quite uniform in size and are essentially
unagglomeraed. These materials of controlled and
known filler characteristics thus provide a very complex
but important analogue to the unfilled model elastom-
ers of known network structure.

Testing of Molecular Theories

Figure 1. A t pical tetrafunctional elastomeric network, with All of the molecular theories 1' -
- predict the re-

tne filled circles representing the cross-links. duced stress or modulus If*) of an elastomeric material

exhaustively react all the hydroxyl groups yields a to be proportional to the number v of network chains

tetrafunctional network in which the very important (i.e., chains extending from one cross-link to the next).

molecular weight M between cross-links is Mr. Also, it should thus also be directly proportional to the

the distribution of MA is the same as that of Mr. and cross-link density and inversely proportional to the

the functionality. of a cross-link (the number of chains average molecular weight MA of these chains.1 - The

attached to it) is simply the functionality of the end- proportionality factor is predicted to be a constant for

linking agent. Network functionalities other than four affine deformations, in which the cross-links move fin-

can be obtained by using vinyl-terminated chains with early with the macroscopic dimensions of the sample.

multifunctional silane. 2 For ezampie. reaction 2. can It is also predicted to be a constant, albeit generaliy
considerably smaller, for -phantom" networks, in which

; tthe chains can transect one another and the cross-links
H H H can fluctuate freelv. 22-  Because of the fluctuations,

_______ the deformation of a phantom network is very nonaf-
-2 fine. Furthermore. it is the directional character of the

H H t fluctuations in the deformed state that diminishes tne
elongation experienced by the chains and thus tne
modulus.22 - , The closeness with which a real net-

be used to form a hexafunctiona PDMS network. work approaches the affine limit depends on the firm-
These and similar reactions, on side groups as well as ness with which the cross-links are embedded within
chain ends, havt now been used to prepare model the network structure by chain-cross-link entangling.
networks from a variety of polymers including poly- Since elongating a network stretches out its constituent

isobutyiene.I3 cic-1.4-polybutadiene. 14 polyoxides (end chains, the entangling and degree to affineness decrease.
linked into poy urethanes with triisocyanates),6 and with a corresponding decrease in modulus. This has
poiyners containing acetyiacetonate )acac) side groups been observed in a wide variety of experimental in-
cneiation cross-linked with metal atoms teq 3)i s The vestigations.Y'2

The entangling around the cross-links increases as the
network functionality a increases, and theory thus

a-a cc c predicts that increase in o s.hould increase [f'*].i
2
- It

P PC! also predicts that If*) should change less with elonga-
ocac acac acac QoC= tion a since the more chains emanating from a cross-

_link, the iess pronounced its fluctuations. Experimental
studies on model networks covering a range in o have

use of such materials of known structure in the eluci- confirmed both of these expectations.7"
aation of molecular aspects of rubberlinke elasticity is Knowledge of Mc permits direct estimate of the mc-
the main theme of the present review. dulus. There isgenerally good agreement between

A second area has a similar purpose, but with regard theory and experimentS which suggests that in-
to much more complex elastomeric materials. In most ter-chain entanglements such as the one shown in the
applications, elastomers are filled with particulate
substances of high surface area in order to improve their
strength and other mechanical properties."," Such (18) Mark. J. E.,; Pan, S.-J. Makromol. Chem., Rapid Commun. 1982,

3,681.reinforcing fillers have invariably been introduced by (19) Jiang. C.-Y.: Mark, J. E. Mahromol. Chem. 1984, 185, 2609.
blending them into the polymer prior to its being (20) Mark, J. E.; .iian. C.-A.; 'Tang, M.-Y. Macromrowcuies 1984, 17.
cross-linked. Obtaining uniform dispersions is exceed- 2613.

(21) Nmi. Y.-P.: Mark. J. E.. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 1985, 30, 000.
ingly difficult, particularly since the filers are generally (22) Fr P. . Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 1976. 351. 351.

highly agglomerated, the polymer is invariably of very (23) Erman. B.; Flory. P. J. J. Cnem. Pnys. 1978, 65. 5363.
high viscosity, and premature gelation frequently occurs (24) Flor. P. J.: Erman. B. Mocromoieuea 1952. 15, 800.

(25) Fiory, P. J. Poiym. J. (Tokyo) 1985, 17. 1.

(26) Mark, J. E. Ruboer Chem. Technol. 1992.55. 762.
(16) boonstra. B. B. Polymer 1979.20. 691. (27) Ronca. G.: Alhegra. G. d. Chem. Phvs. 1975. 63. 4990.
(17) Rcrv, 7. Aau. Poiym. ScL. 1980, 36. 21. (28) Mark. J. E. huboer Cnem. 7echnol. 1975. 46. 495.
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' /.---- --. K ,Figure 3. A bimodal network which is spatially as well as com-
'positionally heterogeneous with respect to chain length.'

Si
Figure 2. A network having a bimodal distribution of network s /
cnain iengths.' The very short polymer chains are arbitrariiv \ -g,/
represented by heavy lines and the relatively long chains by s,- O O- s,

thinner liner..
Ch 3  P \CH 3

lower righ-hand corner of Figure 1 do not contribute cH3 CH3
significantly at elastic equilibrium. There are dis- D,3
agreements 3 1 in this area, however, and this issue has CH3

not yet been resolved to everyone's satisfaction. Figure 4. The poly(dimethvlsiloxane) chain, illustrating how
typical conformations have different energies and frequencies of

Bimodal Networks occurrence because of the different interactions they engender

End linking a mixture of very short and relatively tafter ref 33.

long chains gives a bimodal network, as is shown
schematically in Figure 2.' The first application of such sibility. it became important to try to interpret these
networks was in the testing of the weakest link" o, results in terms of a non-Gaussian theory of rubberlike

in which it is assumed that rupture of an eiastomer is easticity. The novel approach taken utilized the wealth
initiated by the shortest network chains (because of of information which rotational isomeric state (RIS)their ver' limited extensibiity. 3' Bimodal networks theorvK provides on the spatial configurations of chain

small out significant number of molecuies. Comparisons between theoretical and ex-containing a relatively small but showiant derafs perimental values of properties dependent on the spa-
very short chains, however, did not show anv decreases tilcnguaosofhehisgvehenrisfr
in ultimate properties. The strain is apparently reap- tial configurations of the chains give the energies for
portioned inonaffinely) vthin the network so a-, to the permitted conformations, some of which are shown
pioned onafile witthe neffcultwy"doroa t for the PDMS chain in Figure 4. Specifically. Monte
ignore as long as possible the difficultly deformabie Carlo calculations based on the RIS approximation were
short chains, It is thus the (implicit) assumption of an used to simulate spatial configurations, and thus dis-
affine deformation that is the error in the weakest link tribution functions for the end-to-end separation r of
concept.

An important bonus is obtained if very large numbers c Ghusi n function are used i
place of the Gaussian function in the standard three-

bimodal network. Specifically. the networks are found chain network model in the affine limit to give a m-

to have both high ultimate strength and high extensi- iecuiar theory of rubberlike elasticity which is unique

bilitv. which means they are unusualiy tough. 1  Ap- to the particular polymer of interest. 3  Most im-
parentv the short chains give high values of the mc- porant, it is applicable to the regions of vez-. large
dulus and ultimate strength because of their veryi- deformation where limited chain extensibilir' gves rise
ited extensibility, and the long chains somehow delay to eiastomeric propert.es significantly different from
the growth of tne rupture nuclei required for cata- tnose in the Gaussian limit. One important result is an
strophic failure of the sampe, improved understanding of the increases in modulus

It is also possible to prepare bimodal networks which observed m short-chain networks at very high elonga-
are spatially as well as compositionally heterogeneous, tions.
as is illustrated in Figure 3.' This is done by prer- Interpenetrating Networks
eacting the short chains to form heavily cross-linked
clusters which are then joined to the long chains in the If two types of chains differ in their end groups. it is
second step of the process. Such networks could Ferve possible simutianeously to end link them into two
as models for elastomers cured with peroxides wnich networks that interpenetrate 3" one another. Such a
are not totally miscible with the elastomeric matrix, network could, for exampe, be made by reacting hy-

Non-Gaussian Theory (33) Flory, P. J. Stasutical Mechamcs of Chain Molecules"; Wiley-

Since it was concluded that the increases in modulus Interscience: New York, 1969.
(34) Conrad, J. C.; Fiory, P. J. Macromolecules 1976. 9. 41.

and ultimate strength are due to limited chain exten- (35) Mark. J. E.; Curro, J. G. J. Chem. Pays. 1983, 79, 5705.
(36) Curro, J. G.; Mark. J. L. J. Cnem. Phys. 1954, 80. 4521.

(29) Vall., F M.: Macosko. C. W. Mocromolecules 1979, 12. 673. (37) Mark. J. E.; C-rro, J. (. J. Cem. Po. 1984, 80. 5262.
(30) Pearson. D. S.: Graemiey, W. W. Macromolecuiea 1980.13. 1001. (38) Sperling. L H. 'interpenetrating Polymer Networks and Related
(31) Meyers, K. 0.; Bye, M. L; MerrilL E. W. Macromoiecules 1980, Material'; Pienum Press: New York. 1981.

13. 1045. (39) Frich, K. C.; Kiempner, D.; Friach, H. L PolYm. Eng. Sci. 1982,
(32) Mark. J. F; Andrady. A. L Rubber Chem. Technol. 1981, 54. 366. 22, 1143.
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Figure 5. A bimodal interpenetrating network, in which the Figure 7. Cyctics trapped by linear chains which passed through

short-chain cross-links are represented by fil. j circies and the tnem prior to being end linked into a tetrafunctional network.S

long-chain ones by open circies. the end-linking process, more difunctional chains are

ia Ecess dtunct,ona chans present than is required to react with all the functional
groups on the end-linking molecules, then the known
excess number of chain ends is equal to the number of
dangling ends. In this method, the dangling chains
must of course have the same average length as the
elastically effective chains. The second method over-
comes this limitation by the inclusion of monofunctional
chains of any desired length. In this way the dangling
chains can be either much shorter or much longer than
the elastically effective chains. A mixture of dangling
chain lengths can also be introduced as is, in fact, shown
in the lower portion of Figure 6.

(o klonolunclona cans, Studies4 , 4' of the mechanical properties of such
networks show that dangiing-chain irregularities do

() significantly decrease ultimate properties, as should be
expected.

Sorption and Extraction of Diluents

16nd-linking functionally terminated chains in the
presence of chains with inert ends yields networks

through which the unattached chains -reptate .43"
Networks of this type have been used to determine the
efficiency with which unattached chains can be ex-

Figure 6. Two methods for preparing networks havimg arighn tracted from an elastomer. as a function of their lengths
cnins of Known iength, present in Known concentratior. and the degree of cross-linking of the network. The

droxyl-terminated PDMS chains with tetraethvlorthc- efficiency was found to decrease with increase in me-

silicate while reacting vinyl-terminated PDMS chains lecuiar weight of the diluent and with increase in degree
with a multifunctional siiane.1 A bimodal network of of cross-iinking.' *" as expected. It was also found to
this type is shown in Figure 5. interpenetrating net- be more difficult to extract diluent present during the
works in general can be very unusual with regard to cross-linking than to extract the same diiuents absorbed
both equilibrium and dynamic mechanical proper- into the networks after cross-linking. Such comparisons
ties 3." can provide valuable information on the arrangements

and transport of. chains within complex network
Dangling-Chain Networks structures.

Mechanical properties can be adversely affected by It was also found that if relatively large PDMS cvclics
network irregularities such as dangling ends (chains are present when linear PDMS chains are end linked,
attached to the network at only one end).4 .47 and it is approximately one quarter are permanently trapped by
therefore very important to characterize their effects. one or more network chains threading through them,
Model networks containing dangling chains of known as is shown in Figure 7."Y It should be possible to
lengths and concentrations can be prepared in several correlate the fraction of a cyclic trapped with its ef-
ways. two of which are shown in Figure 6. If, during fective -hole" size, as estimated from Monte Carlo sim-

(40) Mark, J. E.; Ning. Y-P. Poiym. Eng. Sci. 1985. 25, 000. (43) Mark, J. E.; Zhang. Z.-M. J. Poiym. Sc ., Poivm. Phys. Ed. 19893,
141) Andrady. A. L.; Liorente. M. A.: Snaaf. M. A.; Rahalkar. R. R.; 21,197.

Mark. J. E.: Sullivan, J. L: Yu, C. U.; Falender. J. R. J. Appl. Poiym.. Sc. (44) Garrido, L.: Mark, J. E. J. Polvm. Sci., Poivm. Phys. Ed. 1955,
1981, 26. 1829 23. 000.

(42) Ju-ng. C.-Y.: Mark. J. E. Prepr.. Div. Polym. Chem.. Inc. 1993. 24 (45) Garrido. L.; Mark, J. E.; Ciarson, S. J.: Semlyen. J. A. Polm.
(2). 92 '"un. 198S. 26. 53.
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Figure 8. Preparation of a "chain mai" network, not having any
cross-links at all. Linear chains passing through the cyclics are
difunctionally end linked to form series of interpenetraung cyclica,

which would be a gel.'#

ulations35 of its spatial configurations.
It may also be possible to use this technique to form

a network having no cross-links whatsoever. Mixing
linear chains with large amounts of cyclic and then
difunctionally end linking them could give sufficient
cyclic interlinking to yield an 'Olympic" or "chain mair"
network, as is illustrated in Figure 8. Such materials
could have highly unusual equilibrium and dynamic W
mechanical properties. Attempts to prepare some are
in progress.

Elastomers Filled in Situ I "

There are three techniques by which silica can be ,.

precipitated into an elastomeric material. First, an Figure 9. Transmission electron micrograph for a poly(di-
aiready-cured network, for example, prepared from methy1siloxane) network containing 34.4 wt % Si02 filler intr(-

PDMS, may" be swollen in TEOS and the TEOS h,- iuced by the in situ hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosiiicate. 7 The

drolvzed in situ. 18 'm
'M' Alternatively, hydroxyl-termi- length of the bar in tne figure corresponds to 1000 A.

nated PDMS may be mixed with TEOS, which then existence of filler particles in the network, originally
serves simultaneously to tetrafunctionally end link the hypothesized on the basis of mechanical properties, i8

PDMS into a network structure and to act as a source is clearly confirmed. The particles have average diam-
of SiO, upon hydro ysis.' Finally, TEOS mixed with eters of approximately 250 A. which is in the range of
vinyl-terminated PDMS can be hydrolyzed to give a particle sizes of fillers typically introduced into poly-
SiO0,-flled poivmer capable of subsequent end linking mers in the usual blending techniques.' 6 '7  The dis-
by means of a multifunctional stiane."' tribution of sizes is relatively narrow, with most values

Stress-strain isotherms obtained on in situ filled of the diameter falling in the range 200-300 A.47

PDMS show the presence and efficacy of the filler: this Most strikingly, there is virtually none of the aggre-
is demonstrated by the large increases in modulus, with gation of particles essentially invariably present in the
marked upturns at the higher eiongations.98 2  There usual types of filled elastomers. Tnese materials should
are also large increases in the energy Er of rupture, therefore be extremely useful in characterizing the ef-
which is the standard measure of eiastomer toughness. fects of aggregation and could be of considerable
increase in percent filler generally decreases the max- practical importance as welU. 47
imum extensibility a. but increases the ultimate
strength. The latter effect predominates and E. in- Concluding Remarks
creases accordingly. in some cases, extremely large Preparing and studying "model" elastomers having
levels of reinforcement are obtained. Such networks controlled and known network structures is seen to
behave nearly as thermosets, with some brittleness provide a great deal of valuable molecular information
tsmall a,). but with extraordinarily large values of the on rubberlike elasticity. Additional advantages include
modulus [f*]. the preparation of unusually tough elastomers and

Transmission electron microscopy 7 and light scat- materials of possibly unique equilibrium and dynamic
tering and neutron scattering measurements' are being mechanical properties. Analogous techniques for ob-
used to study the filler particies. As illustration, an tamining model filled systems could well be equally re-
electron micrograph for a PDMS elastomer in which warding.
TEOS has been hydrolyzed is shown in Figure 9Y7 The

I wish to thank my collaborators for their fine work in the
(46) Mark. J. F_ in "Proceedings of the Second International Confer- various projects described in this review. It is also a pieasure

ence on Ultraamrctre Proeasuin of Ceramics. Glasses. and Compouits', to acknowledge the financial support provided by the National
Hench. L. L.. Ulrich. D. R.. Eds.; Wite%-. New York. 1986. Science Foundation through grant DMR 84-15082 (Polymers

147) Ning, Y.-P.: Tang. M -Y.: Jiang. C.-Y.; Mark. J. E.; Roth. W. C. Program. Div-son of Materials Research) and by the Air Force
J. Appl. Poivm. Sci. 1984.29. 3209.

(48) Schaefer. D. W.; Nig. Y.-P.: Sur, G. S.; Mark. J. E. unpublished Office of Scientifir Research through grant AFOSR 83-0027
results. (Cnerrucal Structures Program, Division of Chemical Sciences).
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Reinforcing Effects from Silica-Type Fillers
Containing Hydrocarbon Groups

J. E. Mark' and G. S. Sur**

Deoar~men! of Cnemnisiry and tnie Polymer Researcr Cente, Universitv of Cincinnati
C.n:'nnai. OH- 45221 USA

Curing hvdroxvi-terminated chains of rtolv(dimethvisiloxane) is
achieved by reacting their with tetraethoxvsi:lane, vinvltriethoxvsilant,
mothyl triethoxys ilane, and phenvitriethoxvsiiane, with excess amounts of
tile silanes hydrolyzed in-situ t o filler particles. When
tneethoxvsilanes are usec, the vinyl , methv., and phenvl groups must be
part of 'toe filler piarticles and, 'in a, least some cases, the resulting L ......
reintorcement is better :har. :nia: given. by the silica particles obtained
:ror the (unsubstituted) tetraethoxvsilanc.

1r, an: earlier stuoiv 1- an attemn: was made to obtain defermable
:AD article b%- hvdrolysis of ru.xt.ures of tetr-aethoxvs4 lane (ZEOS)

with. ethvltrietnoxvsilane an:2 diethvidiethoxvs'.anc. A secuential
Process was used. wrh viny'-terminatedc chains of poly(dimethv~sioxane)
(POMS' firs- being end linked into a network structure, followed 3y its
swelling in the soane m~xture. and the hyd-rolysis of the siianes to give
f- :,e articles (l-I. Tne tecnnioue was not verv successful in. that

teresulting filed networks did not have unusually good ult imate
Properties.

This av:!roach i s modified in the present investigation.
ooecifically. tile sline em7y r Eos, v.inylI tr iethoxvs il1ane
f'JE os'. meth'.l'_riethoxvsiiane (!.TEOS. and ohenvlt.riethoxvsiiane

~O. and the curing an: on-situ vrecinotatoon are carried out
s m.zanous -v , n an, at te=:!t tc ormorovc the bonding between, tne to. ler
part:ces an: toie e.stomeric matr;x.

ne povmers emnloved. tw& hvdroxv.K-termmnated PDHS sa=.:oIe! navongF
n,,= .er-average moiecu.ar weignts correspondinr to lC' lE.0 and 2;.C)
g mo"- , respectiveiv. were trovided bv Petrar ch Svstems inc. Portions
were mix~ed with 7EOS, =tOS. M7EOS, and PTEOS in amounts characterized by

temolar feed ratic r - OC~r 5 1] 0il~, wnere the -0C~h5 groups are on the
si~anes and the -01; groups appear as c Ihain ends on the PDMS. Specific
va.ues of th is ratio, wrich range upward fromr 1.0 (st oic h iomeni c .
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ba'--ce), are given in the third column of Table I. The catalyst

1.61.e 2 ". , ."

L9I -3 1 d k - -
5. , _.A* I-

15.0 T905 C.5 C.955 L.50 3 .0 0.19 C.2$
SC 7-Sc C . 0. :7 .~ 4: .20 C. 4 ' 0.6c -
C T-IOC C.. 0. 9C0 ,.1 :5: C.5, C.93

I0{" R -5r . .03r C. .,) . I .I C.55 I.;
1 O( 1-10C Ct. : .1: .13 2, C.o L.31

93053 5C f-St 00 C.9:6: 3.4' 0.3: C.79 .*

MrOS 5C P-sC CARo C. 96: 3.. 26 .32 C.80
10 I-10 C.031 25. SC3 C. 0.59 L.3

20.0 TOS -= C.:08 C.955 C.( 3.6 C. I C.3:
5r i-SC ,.057 .. 6.2. .3- C.9. .It

10C T-10 0.O7C 1.29 1).6 2.9C 2.23 2..

100 0-10 L. 5 C. 9. . 93 2.86 2.20 :.- - . "

11 1-1 1-.. ... -..

PMOS 5 C 30 .S C.011 21 1. .3f L.- 0.3.
10C -lO C .032 :.: -. 4:.5 C. C,0. 0.-

7 00 5C P-SC C.07 .5 ; F." ^r 2.C 2.5.
1 P10C C.0 7'n' .. " 3.00 2...

-ho.~i DEk* ..... .f th .to. ba.

employed, stannous-2-ethvlhexanoate, was present in an amount
corresponding to 1.0 wt % of the PDMS. both series of mixtures of these
components appeared to be perfectly homogeneous. They were poured into
mcids to a depth of I mm,, and the reaction was allowed to proceed at room
temperature for two days. T:he water reouired for the hydrolysis was
simply absorbed from the humidity in the air.

Tne resulting networks were extracted in tetrahydrofuran in the
usual manner (15.16,; the sol fractions thus obtained are small, as car,
be see. from the values giver, in column five of the table. The densities

of the extracted materials, determined by pycnometry, are reported in
ccnum six. and values of the - : filler, determined from the increases
ir weight, are given in column seven.

Unswolien portions were used in the elongation experiments carried
out to obtain the stress-strain isotherms a:. 5 ' (25-0C. The nomina:
stress was given by f* E f/A*, where f is the elastic force and A* the
undeformed cross-sectional area, and the reduced stress or modulus by
[f ' -f*/( - -2, where a = L.Li is the elongation or relative length -

of the sample. " - . * *-L ," -A.' - * -- - . -

. ........ ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-- . -. .,-n
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-sult and Discussion - .

Typical stress-strain isotherms obtained for the networks having .
18.0 x 103 g mol

-
I are shown in Figure 1, and some for Mn . 26.0 x 10

F mol in Figure 2. Values of the maximum extensibilitv or elongation

.2 5
', Ore-550

T -..

0.2 04 0 f oe ..

Figure 1. The reduced stress shuwr as a function of

reciproca. elongation at 25°C for typical filled PDMS

networks having I = 18.0 x 13 g ol
-

. Each c-irve
's identified by the designation giver, in column four

of the Table. and the vertical dashed lines locate

nch runture DointS.

P-IOC r "

Et

z

0- v-G3o . -

'-55 K"A_...

C.2 04 OE 0.8 I1C

C

Figure 2. The reduced stress shown as a function of

reciprocal elongation for the networks having n = "
26.0 x 103 g o_

-
. .. -

9 m m d -"-
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at tuature obtained from all the curves of this type are given in column
eight of the table. Similarly obtained values of the ultimate strength, .... .,L-

as represented by the nominal stress at rupture, are given in the

f% lowing column.

Figure 3 shows some of the data plotted in such a way that the area

under each curve corresponds to the energy Er required for rupture.
Values are listed in the final column of the table.

P-100

S20-

,:L- 7- -00

C'

Figure 3. The nor-ina: stress shown as a function of
elongation for selected networks having 26.0 x
l.3 g mo --. n

There are seen to be large increases in modulus in general, and some

large upturns in modulus at high elongations as well. Th e desired

reinforcing effects (18) are tnus clearly in evidence.

Of considerable interest is the observation that, at comparable wt.
fil-er, the fillers containing vinyl, methyl', or phenyl groups frequently
give better reinforcement than that given by the silica particles

obtained fro the TEOS. The TEOS system seems particularly interesting
in this regard. The improvements could be due to deformabilit, of some
of the filler particles. A definite conclusion, however, woul d reuire
examination of stretched and quenched samples by electron microscoa
very difficult cut conceivabl h r achievable goal.
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Abstract-Tnethoxysilyl-terminated polvldimethlsiloxane) (PDMS) was prepared by reacting in-
ethoxysilane with vinyl-terminated PDMS having a number-average moiecuiar weight of
11.3 x 10'g mool- . Particles of silica and titania generated in situ by the hydrolysis of tetraethoxysilane
and titanium n-propoxide. respectiveh. were found to end-link this polymer. The presence of a stable
eiastomenc network structure was confirmed by stress--strain measurements in elongation.

INTRODUCTION reaction was allowed to proceed at room temperature for 3
days.

Chemical modification is now a common way of in a second set of experiments, attempts to obtain cross-
extending the utility of polymeric materials [1-4]. A linked networks were based on reaction of the
particularly important example is the placement of tnethoxysilane-terminated PDMS with silica obtained b%
reactive groups at the ends of a polymer chain so that the "in situ" hydrolysis of TEaS [10-211. In bnef. the
it can ne end-linked into an elastomenc structure PDMS. TEaS and catalyst were thoroughly mixed. They
[5,6]. Typically, hydroxyl groups are placed on chains were then poured into moulds to a depth of approx. I mm,
of polvldimethvlsiloxane) (PDMS) [-SiCH),O---], allowed to stand for 24 hr at room temperature, after which

h ae they were placed under vacuum (500 mm Hgi. The water
which are then -oined by a multi-functional reactant required for the hydrolysis was obtained simpl, from the
such as tetraethoxysilane (TEOSI. I would be very, humidit. in the air. In the final experiments, titanium
interesting if such ethoxy groups could be placed on n-propoxide was used instead of TEAS. thereby providing
the chain-ends, since they could then be reacted with titania particles. The conditions were the same as those used
the hydroxyl groups present on the surface of many for the TEAS.
reinforcing filler particles [7-9]. In this way curing The resulting networks were extracted in tetrahydrofuran
and filling could be accomplished in a one-step for 4 days, deswelled in tetrahydrofuran-methanol mix-
process. tures. and then dried.

The present investigation was carried out for this The stress-strain isotherms were obtained on strips cutT from the dned lunswolien) networks, at 25 . in the usual
purpose. Specifical,. trethoxysilyl groups are placed manner [5. 61. Stress-strain measurements were made using
on the ends of PDMS chains into which fume silica a sequence salues of the

(Sl:) s mxed orint whch ilia o tiani (TO.)a squeceof increasing vleofteloicngation or retative
lStO:l is mixed, or into which silica or titanta fTiO) length of the sample m = L L,. with frequent inciusions of
are precipitated by hydrolysis of appropriate silicon values out of sequence to test for reversibdot. Entire
and titanium compounds. The stability of the net- stress-strain isotherms were frequentl. repeated two or
works thus formed is gauged by stress-strain mea- three times. The nominal stress was giver, . -_ A .

surements carned out to rupture. where f is the elastic force and A * the undeformed cross-
sectional area. and the reduced stress o7 mooutus
15.6.r:,231 O [6fl= a-

EXPERIMENTAL

Vinyl-terminated PDMS having a number-average moiec-
uiar weignt of 11.3 x 101 g mol- and a commercial fume RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
silica were generously provided by the Dow Coming Cor- The amounts of filler incorporated in the PDMS
poration. TEOS (Fisher) and titanium n-propoxide (Al- networks are given in the third column of Table I In
dnchi were used without further purification.

Tnethoxysilyl-terminated PDMS was prepared by reac- the case 'of the fume silica blended into the polymer.
tion of the vinyl-terminated PDMS with a small excess of some gel was forresd. As snown in column tive of
trethoxysilane. using chioroplatinic acid as cataiyst, in Table 1. however, toe sol fraction was ver. high. and
sealed flasks at 70- for a period of I da,. The hydrogen the networks were too weak for reliable stress-strain
attached to the silicon atom in the silane simply adds to the measurements. Apparently the surface concentration
vinyl double bond. Removal of the unreacted In- of reactive siianol groups on this filler was too small
ethoxysiiane under reduced pressure resulted in a coiouriess to gie a high degree of chain-end lnking
viscous liuid A small portion of the product was charac- The results were considrabl better for the net-
tenzed by standard chemical titration

1:; the first experiments, attempts were made to react the works in which StO. to TiO: was precipitated in-situ
t riethoxynilane-ierminaied PD.4S with the commrciai %i- The sol fractions were smaller and reversible
ca The ingredients were well mixed and I wl ', of stress-strain isotherms were obtained The results are
stannous-2-ethblhexanoate was added as cataiys The mix- shown in Figs I and 2 The moduli approached
lures were poured into moulds to a depth of I mm. and the 0.- N mm-. which is indicative of reiat!vey efficient
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Table I Structure and ultimate pronerties of the networks

Ultimate properties
Filler Network

Formula Origin Wt %1 Designation Sol fracijon a, (N mm I 1J mm

Si0, F ume 040 - 0403 - - -

96 - 0 4 - - -
SiO: In-situ 0.88 SiO,-I 0.20 1.8 0 19 008

Ppt 60 StO..' 0.31 1.6 0.16 0.05
TiO. in -snu 0.92 TiO.. I 0.20 _.3 0.38 0.26

Ppt 147 TiO:-2 0.31 1.6 0.19 00'
*Elongation at rupture +Ultimate strength as measured by the nominal stress at rupture

Energy required for rupture.
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Electron microscopy of elastomers
containing in-situ precipitated silica
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Cincinnati. O'Clh 45227, USA

and W. C. Roth
Analyircal hesearch Deoartmen,, Dow Corning Corooratior,. Miriland, Michigan 4864;0,
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I ransmission electron microscopN is usea it, characterlue reintiorcing silica Particle Precipitaicd as filler into
neri orb' o; Pol~iaimcins lioanci hi tic nri'riv.rs of iciraetnviorihosiiicate Particle diameteri "ere

iicl'2(xl A. i reiaiiiei% narro" jjszrlrioons Agprepaijon is generalis ver% ioA hut. as expectd.
riccome' mote prinsuncro iin increase in amount of filie. Acidic catailsts vlve less well cielinci Particles
tniar: nasic: ones, and larger cataivs! concentration, iv unuwuali small Particle diameters fPermittn thc
particies to utees: in contac t "itn Aater ano catausst seems to mase tnem nctier defined, more untiornm in size.

andess azgrepaiea:

(ken-vrds nwiron mwrtwcop%- rossgcmerm sgltca. rmoisidirnithshigo nrjei,

I NT 1<ODl F I ON Tahic .'Eac* neiwor. was extracted for several bavs to
I' ~ o nPDrs rc tn of~tli~1 ~i1 %tDM r e so Iu rie mit ert a;. %enin 1,)"a s Io und to I D prescnt t Io

tne! extent o; oni\ a tess per ce-n:.

TEOS an - ti TEC)S r.crot vsec. siiic. particles_ all Frpuii
ie' ,'e rn i n te n e 1Aor, str u cuL;re T, rleaztiorT.

Stip cLu iron. tnc rintsori% snects "ere sseighed and
SiO~t~ - i -C-SiC.~EtDHIflin sxscled sst.TEDS to tric maximum exten-, attain-

Sii0i,, _'HC--iC)--ElH 1: jbi Tneexin;varied Atin ! 4 in all cases coy-_
responoec to ai volume traction o. p~olymer of 0._-0.3.

~~:.lvsd p.a snd'ot spstnce? intnevl~tliI, 'ntch mcans tticrc is a iar,"e excess oF TEDS avaijanie tor
ot room temperaturt The prescrner of filtr -)article,'A. 5sasrirolvsis Int: oepre- oi crossuiitn of, tnc samples
snrfl~tn .nrc\v nr~iree:S1"'S rsrclIi studiec should ineefor- tie- unimportant las should ais,

str measueet or it ci-ied neissori,> - anc mc inc nature of tnc iunctionai proups orivinali\ presen:
directi% trorn isso electron ororan n-*t,, chain endsi

Tn- present. insesticatior ssAts carried ou, to PrO%1ide Eacni sssolien, strip was placed tn one of seseral auueou>
additiona. tniorrnaiiot, or. tnt! siiizt ueneratec r)% tii I- zaavs: Solution11s. aFc nd inc iarols ot. tnie TEDS

s:ti precipitatior. teiniut: Electron microscops I, usec- rrie oo::,a nce~e ernrtr . ,
to cietermine averart! particle diameters and tnet, ais;ti.- desired period, ot time. Oetlaii art: LiVen in columns .-

nutions. itc smootnn-e s of tne particlen, and tne extent o" 0 ai*Thfnlsr,)Ii- teeiswsprmtdtk

tnetr aggregation Of rtmrrx int erest is tne uccneec o- atte- in contact with 1l, Cata;X-t solution o07 L Period 0:
tiese uuantiies on, temprerature, reaction time:. toe nature two montos. Alter ine reaction. eacn strip) was dried and
of tn- catalyst;,. catalyst concentration.. and atretni wetilner_ Sample designations., oased or. tn,- type o-,

catalyst and its wI", in Solutton. are given in tne ftnal
EXPE-RININTALcolumn of the table.

Preparaion of net wiir5 Eiectron rntcroscopi

Tne networks were prenared from PDNIS chains that A piece of each filied Inetwor app)rroximatel\ I mrm
nad either vinyl groups or hydroxyi groups at noth ends I mm x 5 mm was mounted tn an appropriatte specimen
All samples were tetratunctionallv end linked in the usual hoioer. which was then placed into thie erv ostatic chaminter-
manner. the former type with SirOSiiCHii,H]4 ' and the (Sorvall FS IWOJ of' an ultramicrotome (Sorval;
tatter with TEOS- Their values of the number-average NIT 6(0l1 The entire sitetoc area was taken to and then
moiecutar weicht. which becomes the molecular weighi maintained at - 140 C. with a controlier initiatng the
Af. between crosslinks. are given in the second column of oeliver. \ of the precise amount of liquiu nitrogen and heat

________________________________________- necessary to maintain P reset temrperatures in the chain-
* m siing wcientisi at tttM-San Jost. i.K4-t?, acauemic vear he-, The liqluid nitrogen rillint: systemn incorporates a

W" 61 52i'- 1 5152216 (V' il
!4 ' h~l,,ier & C(, itilsnr, Lie; POLYMER 1985 Vol 26. December 2069



Etectrori rnmcrcscori 0 e~dSt01lierS ConltirinQ precliaarea silicas J El MwrA e a:

ti.i rn" ofl, fI.U I I Aem-::ior

"i~r~ (.Iwti 2.1 1 24UA

" w IC111.NI15 0n () I- I4 i EA hi-,(k

hiuuid ga senaraior ciesiuned io ah~ov onk. liquid nil- Fi 'r, 4. show% the particles. io be very poorly defined This
rover, into theri chamrier Snecimen slices .navinev a thick- is consistent with results'- otained for svsiems siF
necs, th. e ordier of l(K)ii A wAere obtained using a diamond interest ir soi-gei-eramics iceninoingy It was tnere
),niic ile) were coliecied on caroon-coated grids, and concluded that in trie geiation process. acidic catalYsts
tnrc \amineu in transmission with a Hitachi HS-_ give Structures tinal are less orancnied and less compact
electron, microslopc operating a: SO K\.

RESULTS ANKD DISCUSSION

T ne niLcasurL' inc-reajse in- 'S eiht o' the sampleti strms r
\ALrt u~ec: io calcuili kalue-s of ton-w Filier iniroouced

r1% tnc i.iTi. riitation reaction Toe. results arc eiven
ir rcsccona column. 0. 1,0
ric firsi ts~o sarnpe,,. EA%'--- and EANI-2C. . ere

rereCC unuer CCondiiIOTI idetiLcal to tnose used Iin tc
pres ious siuc. '. Lse-eni ine termperature wajs 50i C instead
o! room temperatur: 'I vnicai ciectron microfzrapns or-
tained or, tncse two sampies are showkn in f iaure.s i and
r Iesnectil' As in the- presious case-. toec particles had a
Giamee 0: appDroxima~tei\ 200( A. Nsere- well definec. and
acrte %Acl dispersed little acereiation - This i sun-
marizec In coiumns ' o- u~ Thus. mooeraic:
coianges in temprerature seem unimportant

1: %er% iarec amounts o: siiica are nrecipitated. aegr-
c~ation pnecomes more pronouncec. as snould ne exrnectec
Tii> i liustratec r)- sample: EA%1:--. wnicri contains Figure I Itransmission elCIror01 micrograrh of sarme EA Nl i

SA Iii 1< h0 Cpie:a' microgranr- rn..nificaion ot~(iti - in ihis and inc ieiioi inv Ficures. innc enriin c
tairicZ or, itrenoa io shown ino e-li oniiar'i aeg~c

Taps.' - inc-Tnc anove, toiret- sample.s were ontatned usinc eir-.-
arine, a nasic: Catal\S: Tnc- fliecis 0: enanernez to iia n! co.h:'.

acil~ atavs:are iliust.rared t)% samples HAG- 5-: and
KP'H-cf-: . Inc% were, r-narec usine, solutions o: actc - :
"a:ic anc a; Onospiate Sal: r'avine rH o' and 4A
resprctivels%. Inc resuirs em ne H.AC samplie. iliustratee irn

-SrAFI'ntn JnC cniraeinrisix. of si. nicinitarec

Saiiln Sl F n -A, tDefiniior L,r'nrsio"

3- - 25( (i' (od G"Od

14'l IiINK , (mc Gooe
E A~..~ N, l 2Y N xcc]ten! 600e,

Ljc of ,ggccaimr. Figure Micrograph of sarnipm EAM- 2 ai 775%,S~
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Eiectron rn/ce scopy ot elastori/ers Contd/nncj preclv':aIeC S/f/Ca E AMaro ei a

i , I 11 , 1 't:: AIS rI:!: Lts! I T ;ArII "

-Inc effect o!/fmi U/iC %er% iII\ IlIo/Un!i of aLaI.is
50 1Is snown ro h simple E:A. %I -1 Tnc particle,

obained are un~usualils small i6S I (X A). as 5floVr flIn

The final sample. LAI->-4.vas permittd to remain in
contact %A t its Utac//ucN calIidi st soltion toT iA4 m ronths~,A' I, iiustIrated III f iuurt -. tnt' agcin ' or 'Livestion'

U process did sem to, make tnie particie, hetter detineL,
mi/re untiorm in SiUL. and less aggregated This sugi~ests
that sonie reorganization is occurrini:. at least in some

* - step, in the n'uirotsis reaction. Additional experiment,
%kouid oc rcuutred. hiosse.e. to confirm this tentative out
%ers% pros ocatise resulL
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Polymer Studies mesc ners r h PD txcurvs oi ::_, h17ave be hw

~ri..je Tor o~ecorresponding poiylp-phenvIlfle in the crystaline state. simiar caicula-

berizooisihiazoie; (PBTI, in which the lions (2; on this congener were more
two oxygen atomns are replaced Dy complicated and so are not presentled

more exotic example is the class of sultur atoms here Polanizabilities were calculated
aromatic poiyamides having high using three methods, specn icaliy
melting points and exhibiting These Chains are exiremely sliff, ap- second-order perturbation theory
strengins ton a weight basis) well proaching the limit of a rigid-roo mole- combineol with ne formalism of
above that 01 steel (1) cule Because of their ripidity, they ONDO'S Cl (Configuration Interac-

Resarc o liuidcrstalin ~readily form liouid-crystalline phases tions), an empirical scheme based on
Resarc o liui-crstllie oly (3 5;. specifically nemnafic phases the additivity of atomic hybrid compo-
meric,~ ~ ~ ~ maeiasha ntnife i e in which mne Chains are nents. ard tne slancard oono polar-

cent years with research and 0evel- ioeaxalbuarouofrcitrn izilymno EetoicaC
aciies proceeding at IBM, alianedo a nnei .uTe outiofirgise inobff end(2 lcrncDn

a aoo ane. h sinigo structures, relevant to electrical con-
du Pont. Eastman Kocak. C-elanese. fkms from a iuio-crystalline cope of cuctivity. were calculated using the
Monsanto. Carnegie-Melion Univer- such a poivmer nas great aovantacies iigot- Ponding. scheme basec ontoe
srty. the Universify of Massachusetts, 1). The re'Quired fiow of the system is Exienoied Huckel theory (2,
Soutnern Mississippi Universny . the facilitated, and the chains aireaoy
U.niversity of Missouri-St. Louis, toe nave a great oeal of the oroerino Itney In spite of the ridrtv of toe PB3 and
University of Cincinnati. SRI inter- need in tne crystalline fibrous slate to PBT cnains, some con'.ormaiional
nationa!. the University of Dav'ton exh~teosrdmehncico- fexibilitv Should be permrieo resujl!-
Researchi Institute and Wriont- ertes N'ot surprisingly. PB:D PET irig from rotations c atooul the sincie
Patnerson Air Porce Base. Toe focus an.- rezaec poivm-ers are toe focus of oo0 toincne n-pnenviene t0 the
is ano will continue to be on fan- te LIS Air Porces 'rerec ri- oserocychl: moijety in each receat
-tqor ,irqerec polymers into fioers rners" Program,(2.3.5; whichi nas unit (;:r, 1) (2.,3, ThepDreparaiton C,

6,,z moloec shapes tnat wi been estaoiisnec to oeveloD hion- 0,:pn-strenqrtth materils consistinig of
coe th cor t awio raoe t nw enormance materials for aerospcace rodiKe porymers suchi as these re-
oro~its ro bcvce nees nc accications Poient;ai uses inziuce cjires a high aegree o aigormen: cf,

sunorv machine parts to automotive no: only as tozers and fims. out also as roos Hence, the extent of intramo-
anco aircraft components and reinorcing tinrous filiers in amorphous iecua, rolat~onial fiexib ibty and thus
electronic ceviceF. ma*,rices to aive molecular com:>oS- oeviations from p~anaritv are important.

lies -where they serve the same pur- in this recard, parlicuiari in te rms of
Particula, interest has focused on a pose as the macroscopic Class or chiain-packing effects and toe soiubi;-
new type olt oaL-calenatec aromatic grachie ficiers wioeiv useo in mjl:I- ivv Characteristics of toe polymers.
polymer being used in toe preparation os plmr ytm
of hich peniormance films and fipiers ot M. Caclain '2.3 indoated Ina,
exceptional strength. triermal staniltyv in this report we summarize some of toe lowest energy contormation of c-
ano environmental resistance. inciuc- ourthneoretical worK on the s*truct-ureS, ano tja2,c-PBl: shoulc correspiond to)

in iernestoesen~ai ai or- contormationai eneroies. intermolec- the ccp~anar contormations;' this is inl
mon solvents. A polymer of this type u;ar, interactions ano eieciron:c pro: - acreement wi*to, toe oianarnv tound izcr
a Dooy;-phenviene Dertzobisoxazole,: enties of PBO and PET chains. ir:iuo- toe corresocond4inc mocei comcounocs
IPEO. is iliusrated in Fic . 1 (2;. T ne nooertoaefomKnnto itecr'aiesat Ei
isomer shown here is oesionated the exist in strono acics The emcna-sis is predicte .d to oe nonpianar ;ccc, ::"
-- iom on the basis of the relative on how such studies provizie a moiec-- larcely cue to toe stercoik oulKO the] S

locations Of tne two oxygen atoms in wiar understanding of the unu-suja! a,,omrr, .Comparedc with a value of.2
toe repeat unit. Other reiated poly- O-rcperites an:: processinc chiaracer- tounoi expe rime ntally for a mooel,

___________________________istics of this new ciass of materiais compound in the cr-stailiine form(2;.
Ihomusion of intermolecular interac -

Both empirical molecular mechanics tions by minirizinc the total intramc'-
(MM; and semiempirical CND:D.'2 lecular and intermolecular energy ol a

- / -x(Complete Negieci of Differential pair of I. =.-z-PBT secuences :2; shi"Gs

- -a.-Overlap) molecular orb~aI methods the predicted conformation to the
- (2.3) have Deen used for the (infra- ranae 0to25", in much beter areE-

molecular) conformational energy ment, with experiment. Tne virationai
calculations, while only the former has anid electronic; ansorplion spec-tra of
been used to date for the intermolec-

Figure 7: Feoea uitof ne~-PBO ular interactions. Since model com- Continueo on oaPe t3
polymner.



Polymer Studies termsofenergy tobreak abond alonc
Contin ed from page 12 two adjacent chains. The attractions

are somewhat larger for the =~~l-PBT
model compounds in the crystalline because S atoms give rise to larger -- -

state and in solution 17 are consistent van der Waais attractions than do 0
with this interpretation, atoms. Couhombic contributions to tne

total interact ion energy were found to
ONDO-calculated contormational be very smal!, suggesting that the di- Figure 2: Exam~ie o~a Pr,-X-Prt-X-Pr
energy profiles for Z3_- and Ia -PBO electric constant ot a potential solvent swivel wIh A-0
indicated preferred conformations for these tunprotonated) polymers
corresponding to coplanariy this re- should be of no importance, and tnus ticated. viz.. - ----- S: 2 -- OH
su, is thus in excellent aareement in agreement with experiment. (2) n -C0 3 2  nm ai
with the MM results and with exper- both tnermnal stability ano contorm-a-
imernt The substantial bariiers (near 2 Calculated densities were found to be tional flex ibility, the most promisinc
kcal,,moli to rotation away from coiola- in gooo agreement with the expert- swivels from this expande aroc-
narity imny that conjugation effects (fa- mentally obtained densities of tnie are ---0Ci---- --- S---- --- O_(CF 3 :,:---. an2 -
voring coplanariy between the aro- model compounds (2), particularly in
matil- moieties dominate the steric re- tne way they vary with cnances in tne
pulsions (distavorino coplanarty) 12;. structure of tne repeat unit. The re- Woyaoai wvlsc sd

sults indicate tna! tne hioner diensiy phenyiene and 2.2-diivrioyienE.
Intermolecl energy calculations (2; for the PBT polymer is oue to tine snould nave tne greate .sti thiermal s,,a-
can eiu;czate the nature of the chiain .hicher atomic weight of S relative to bilay. Tney can maintain paralei ccn-::r>-
;packino ano: orovice estimates of tne C, ratner tnanto more efficient cnain uation of the chain if nonoec! to r
correspondinc censities. macn;-tuoes pacKing -e rh.oto 0ho eam~

ial interact ion energies. and (MMN) (F i. ,. _N D C, '2 c a ic u! aIi Ons '-
the relative importance of van aer Because oftneir stillness, the PB carried Iout, on, a numoer cm tne wnoli),
V.aais and Oouiombic contrioutions, and PB7 chains are very nearly intrac- aromatic swives. vi:-.. biphenv!. 2.2 -
These oDackinc" calculations were taclie, Ceino insoluble in all bull the bipyridyl, 2-phenvipl . .2'.o~pyr-
based prirmarily on Two parallel chains strc noes:, acias and very difficult to imicy; and 2-pheny:pynmidine, revea
shinied re~ative to one another while przc ess into usable films and tipers. mnam increase in the num:oer of n:r-
the density estimates considered These materials may oe madie more ee usiui nerl ce-
pairs of chains octn above one traciabie, nowever, Dy tne insertion of grenasubstitio nsrg oftecD
another Z ano aiongsioe one a limited numoer of atoms or groups contormation and increased tne
anotnera__. chosen so as to impar a controlied overall tiexbiimy of the swivel.

amnount ofaoditional fiexioilitv to the
T ne calculations snow tha: pars of chains. The insertion of even a small Cni'i very stronc acids such asme-
chlains acove one another are out of nmmoer of flexibie moleculartirao- ane'sufon;c acio ano poiyphos;. 3r~
rloitb 3.0 A in the case off the ments or "swivels" into sucn chains Cniuecnae
P3 olymers and by 1.5 A in the will increase their flexioilitv anci trac::a-
case of tne Lan-B.Xrc'sa- bilrty Dy' allowing mutual rotation of
ographic studies indicate axial shifts ac;acem chain eiemet aoout the

01 apiproximately 4.5 A in tne case of, swivels'rotatabie oonos. (Sucn
mooel compouncs for all three types swivels also nave tne aovan-,aoe of l
of molecules 2;. in tne case of tne tacilitat ing the polymerization,.
vertical spacings, the tneoretical re-
sults are in excelient agreement with In swivels of the type Ph-X-Ph-X-Ph
an expenmentai value near -~ 3.5 A for (Fic. 2;. whiere Ph is phenylene and X
all three types of modei comcounds is the single atom 0. S. Se or Te. MM

calculations (231 reveal that the sul;tur
Tne interaction energies between swivel has the aovantac-z both in
chains were found to be rather iarge, ecuiiiorium tlexiblity (more low-energy,
withi contributions from only a few and thus accessibie redions in coni i-
repeat units adding uo to values ap- uration space, and in dynamic flexibui-
proaching typical pond dissociation ity (lower oarriers between energy
energies. This suggests that in these minima). A number of somewhat more Figure 3: Trip vno/:v-aroma:;:
polymers it is generally iess costly in complicateo swivels were also inves- C; Dhenlviene swive.
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PET chains and their model corn- istically small, but the atomic additivity ment of Chemistry and Polymer
pounds in acidic media will have and bond addilivilty schemes pave Research Center, University of
sn74icant eftects on their solubility, more realistic results, in gooc agree- Cincinnati, Cincinnati. Ohio
soiutiOn behavior. geometry and ment with each other (2). The PET 45221-0172.
contarmational characteristics. Freez- chain is predicted to have a larger val-
nc pori-l-epressioh measurements ue at the averagie polaricabilitv than References

PBD and PET mooiel corn- tne PEG Chain. since the C-S bond is
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Conformational and electronic band structure
analysis of a new type of high performance
polybenzothiazole polymers
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Conformational1 Knerpt5adI'lrtd (r .fe.~. .

Polvsilane and Polyvdirn('th\'lsilylene)

W. J. Welsh.* L. DeI~ult, and J. E. Mark

Dcparroinii o;Chmsr and P-oI\ "ic- Rescarch Cenie', I nti c of~ t( in iNot
Cincinnai.O(io 45221 heceived April 1, l9,6

ARB;TRACT: Conforniational energv calculations using molecular mechanics (NMMi met hod-~ were carried
out or. segments of polYsilane -il-1and paOvidimethvlsilslene) I-SiiCH, .-I. and the results were compared
%%;th the published full-relaixation calculations of l~iaewood and West. The three. MM methods Compared

ciesignalted NR for -no relaxation", PRi for -partial relaxation-, and FR for -full reiaXat ion"1 difter in the

extent to which they. permit molecular relaxation ideformation) in order to achieve energny minimization. All s

hree NINI methods show polvsilane to prefer ('G' states over the corresponding TT state h'. 0-r-(.7,cal

nw) ' in contrast to the analogous ri-tlkanes. which prefer TTl over G*G* hv ca. 1.0 kcal ilnold' ?Aen (.'G'
stssconnionbl' found to be prohibitivlY repuitdve for thle ri-alkanes and most other polyvmer'. wsere prefierred

over the TTl states; by -v.4 kcal n Ii'. NearIv all regions uf configurational space were withbin 2 kcal mot!- of
tile minima. indicating cons iderable chain flexibility. For pol'(dimethylsil vlenel the three MMN muthoo'. differ
in terms (if predicted conlorznationa; preferences. While the NR calculation~s predict preferences for 'M' Lind
lil" states over the corresponding G*01 states by ca. 4 kcal moli., the FR calculations in contrast indicate F

preferences for G*G2 states over TT and TG' hv ca. 0.9 kcal moli', with the PR calculations '.jclding results c
intermediate between these two. Calculated %-alues of the characteristic ratio, C_. for poissilane are rather
low (4.02 at 25 'C0 hut increase with increasing temneorature. indicating low chain extensibility and high flexibility
with increased occurrence oftI he higher energy, chain-extending trans states over the preferred gauche states
as temperature is increased. V'alues cf C_, f or puly'dimethYlsilYienei at 25 'C are 1,50. 1: 2 and 12. basced
on the NR, PR., and FR results. respectively. These relatiVely large values reflect a miore infiexibli, and extended
chain. The ciose agreement in C_. value5 vielcied by the three NMM methods for ovunco.Ii tnl

despite the diftcrences in conformationai preferences predicted by each, is a consequenct- of cirnlensating

I actorS.

I nt rod1 u c ton Table I
Structural Parameters for [Sl-]anid [-Si(C1I2)l-] Used C(

Polx'siianes. having chain backbones consisting- entirely in the Present Caiculations11
of 'silicon atoms, represent a fascinating new class of -S j~] -SC 3 -
polymeric materials with potential applications in such oond lengths'
diverse areas a ceramics and semiconductors. Polvsiiane Si-Si 2.34 2.35 N
copolymers containing alternating phenvlmethy.lsilvl and Si-C 18
dimethylsii-l units, commonly known as "poly.siia-st-vren&, si-H 1.48 e.

are soluble polymers that can be melted, molded, cast into kc-H L.11
films, or drawn into fibers. lWhen exposed to ultravioiet bn nls C

light they undergo cross-linking, becoming rigid and in- Si-Si-Si 109.4 115.4
soluble, while heating above 800 'C converts the pol\-mers Si-Si-N IM0O C.

to silicon carbiioe.t Experimental studies: indicate that Si-Si-C 10S5c

poix'siiastyrene appears to bec-:me semiconducting up~on Si-C-H 1101.0

addition of chemical dopanrts: thus this and possibly othier 'In angstromns. IIn degrees. c

pcuivsilanes add to the growing list of conducting and
semniconducting polvmers. 5 1Ivestigations are also under tamned by similar methods for some analogous hydrocarbon r
way to measure some of the configuration-dependent chains.
properties of a series of substituted polysilanes.s - These
results can be compared with those obtained by theoretical Methodology .

methods, based on the rotational isomeric state approxi- Details of the methodolog" used by DW to calculate the
mation using conformational energies computed from em- structure and conformational energi'es of the two polymer
pimical potential energy functions,' to provide information chains are given in ref 9. Briefly, they employed the em- c1
regarding the rotational flexibility and preferred confor- piia oc-Iedpgrmkona tOtafr de,ivng . S
mamions about inividual backbone bonds. Darnewood and several Si-related parameters. DW adopted the option
West (DXV). using full-relaxation (FR) empirical force-flid available in \11,2 fot ccimplete relaxation of all internal
techniques, have investigated the structure and confor- degrees of freedom (viz., bond lengths, bond angles, and
mational energies of molecular tragments of both poly- torsional 'angles) to achieve conformamional-energy mini- j
silane [H-(SiH2 ),-H] and poly(dimethy'lsiivene) [Me- m~zation. Hence, we refer to their technique as FR (for l

(SiMe2l,-NMe]. 5 The present study focuses on using th -full relaxation-) to distinguish it from the two other
calculated structures and conformational energies of DIN' force-field techniques to be described herein. i
along with conformational energies calculated with two The two other techniques used to calculate conforma- c

other, more simplified force fields, to c ompute the un- tional energies shall be referred to as; NR for -no
perturbed chain dimensions (rl~0 of polvsilane and poly- relaxation" and PR for 'partial relaxation". They differH

(dime thylsil viene).. Results are compared wvith those oh-, from the FR technique of DW basically in the dege to A i

' .. , -. .which they allow relaxation of the molecule's internal a
deg-rees of free-iom in order to achieve energy minimiza- r

Cur~ent addres' eateto heity nvriyo tion. The NR calculations employed a force field which
Missouri-St. Louis, St. Louis, MIO 63121. includes both steric (nonbonded) and torsional terms and,
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H H H H tions were described by the exp-4 potential energv func-
tion'

S. . S, S,

*" 0Y/ "ENV = A exp(-Br) - C/r(1t

/\S /, \where r is the interatomic distance for a given interaction

, H H M H and A. B. and C are the nonbonded potential energy pa-
rameters, as given in Table II. The parameter C char-

Figure 1. Illustration of the polvsilane chain segment considered acterizing the attractions was calculated from atomic po-

larizabilities 3 by application of the Slater-Kirkwood
equation) 4 Values of B for a like-atom pair were taken

CO, C' C, ¢, from Scott and Scheraga 15 while values for an unlike pair

\ / were given by B~j = (BB,)1 2. The corresponding values

s, Ss. s. of the parameter A were then determined by minimizing
" eq 1 at r..n = r + r 2. where r, and r2 are the

"' s""augmentedr' 6 van der Waals radii, taken from crystal
structure data."

/For the PR calculations. ENB was expressed in terms of

C , C., cH, c,, C", CH, the familiar Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 function

Figure 2. illustration of the polvdimethvLilylene) chain segment ENB = A '/r 2 - C/r (2)
considered in the NR caiculations.

with the attractive parameter C the same as above and the
repulsive parameter A, calculated in similar fashion as

for all conformations (i.e.. torsional angles) considered, the described for A above, given in Table II. These two
energy was calculated ithout allowance for any molecular equations, eq 1 and 2, yield virtually identical EN vs. r
relaxation (deformationi as a means to achieve energy profiles for a given atom-atom interaction: howeve., use
minimization. Hence, the molecule is modeled as being of the U.J 12-4 function obviates concern over the spurious
essentially stiff except for torsional rotations about the maximum encountered in eq 1 for r << r.,_"
backbone bonds of the chain. As a result of the larger size and greater polarizability

The PR force field differs from NR in that, for each of Si relative to C, the ENB potential energy minimum for
conformation of polv(dimethyisilviene), the energy is Si...Si is roughly 4 times as deep and located 0.50 A more
minimized with respect to torsional rotations about the distant than that for the C---C interaction. Likewise the
pendant Si-CH. bonds in the chain. In comparing the ENB minimum for the Si--.H interaction is about twice as
three force-field methods, we see a progression in the order deep and 0.25 A more distant than that for C---H.
NR, PR. FR of increased allowance for molecular defor- In both the NR and PR calculations the torsional term
mation of the internal degrees of freedom so as to achieve was given by ETOR = (E 0 /2)(1 - cos 30). with c the rota-
energy minimization. tional angle and E0 the intrinsic torsional barrier height.

Conformational energies E calculated with the NR The value of E, for the Si-Si bond was set at 1.2 kcal mol-,
technique were obtained for the chain segments illustrated which is considerably smaller than the corresponding value
in Fi-ures 1 and 2 as a function of the rotational angles (2.S kcal mo-) used in most calculations for the C-C bond
c, and ,, with bonds a and d held in the trans c: = 0 ° ) found in the n-alkanes8 1 2 '9  This feature will tend to
coniormation. The PR calculations on polv(dimethvl- flatten the potential energy surface of silanes relative to
siiviene) considered the segment [Si(CH,+i,], so as to be the anaiogous alkanes. In the PR calculations E,. for the
compared directly with the FR calcuiations of DWY Each Sj-CH, bond was taken as 0.40 kcal mol-1 These E, values
of the 10 methyl groups in this segment was permitted to correspond closely to those used in the FIR calculations of
rotate independent of one another about the Si-CH , bond. DW. Thus, thu polvsilanes and the n-alkanes differ

Pertinent structural parameters used in the NR and PR markedly in terms of both their structure (i.e.. bond
caicuiations are summarized in Table I. The values chosen len, ths) and their energy parameters, and these differences
were taken from the FR calculations from DV>' as averages maniiest themselves in the potential energy surfaces ia-
for the most stable iminimum energyt conformations. culated for toe two types of chains.
Thus th corresponding C-C (1.53 A) and C-H (1.10 A) While the PR methodology and more so the N"' .. etb-
bond lengths in the structurallv analogous n-alkanes s5 2 are odoiog- represent simplications relative to that e:::-:ioved
substantally smaller, and the additional -0.S-A length by Dk, they do offer several benefits in that (I' :he corn-
ot the Si-Si bond relative to the C-C bond would be ex- putational sp&-ed and affordability of these calculations
pected to reduce considerably the severity of repulsive permit use of fine grids and (2) in scanning the full range
interactions in the polvsiianes. At the same time. however, of conformational space (rather than seeking energy mim-
the additional length of .38 A for the Si-H bond in po- ima onlyl, these methods traverse the entire contorma-
vsilane over the C-H bond in the n-alkanes could act to tional terrain and quantify domain sizes and rotational
offset this by rendering the pendant H atoms more pro:- barriers needed for an analysis of d.-namic flexibilitv and
imate and hence the interactions more repulsive for certain configuration-dependent properties. Such menods are
conformations. Likewise, for some conformations thus compiementarv to the computationally more rizgrotis
CH...CH, interactions may be more repulsive in I-Si(C- full-relaxation methods such as that employed by DW.
H t:-j than in I-CCH.,-] owing to the greater leng th of which are designed to locate energy minima 0global or
the Si-CH bond (1.87 At relative to the C-CH bond (1.53 local) within conformational-energy space. The current
A). The C-C-C and C-C-H bond angles in the n-alkanes literatur . contains numerous examples of configuration-
are 1120 and 1(9','12 respectively, and these are nearly dependent properties calculated for a variety ot polymers
identical with the corresponding angles used here for the on the basis of conformational eneries derived from
pot siianes. met nodologies of the NR and PR tvpe,-.0. 2 -4

For the NR calculations, the nonbonded (NB t intera(- (onformat ional energy maps base(, on the NR and PR
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Table IV ,4 ,
Relative Energies' and Torsional Angles' of Various

Conformers of Polysilane As Calculated by the NR and FR'
Methods 2 .-

N R" FR
(Eol /l •+-!-.7 : Ci qa ' ' \ \' -

"IT 0.51 0.0 0.7 0.0 "

TG 0.21 125 0.4 121.4 2'/
G 1 0.00 125 0.0 125.3 ...
G1G- 0.41 -120 0.4 -111.2

In kcal mol- ' , given relative to E = 0.0 kcal mol- ' for the mini-
mum-energy conformation. 'In degrees, given relative to o = (0', "-
001 for :he all-trans, planar zigzag conformation. 'Values of E and o 2 2
o represent Boltzmann-weighted averages taken from the general- no.--., ,
ec potentiai-energy maps.

termined by the relative magnitudes of z. follows the more o
typical order TG > T'T >> G5G >> G*G'. By comparison, 2

in the analogous n-alkanes TT states are preferred over 1 t1
GG* states by ca. 1.0 kcal mol-, and G'G' states are a -, ,

almost prohibitively high in energy -'" Given the prefer- , so 2.0 3o

ences for successive gauche conformations and based on ' i. D.s ...

the assumption that intermolecular energies generally have Figure 4. Conformational energy map for polv(dimethylsilylene)
only a small effect on conformation,' the crystalline-state as determined by the PR calculations.
coniguration of polysiiane is predicted to be more likely
helical rather than similar to the polyethylene [CHCH -] Table V
planar zigzag conformation. For polysilane nearly all re- Pertinent Conformational Parameters for the
gions of the conformational-energv space are within 2.0 Polytdimethblsilylene) Chain Segment As Determined by

kcal mol-: of the energy minima: this is in sharp contrast the NR and PR Energy Calculations

to 'he relatively high barriers (>6 kcal mo!i) and large N. PR
regions of prohibitively high energ' found in the case of :,0 (E.)' Ic" :. iE''
toe n-alkanes. 8  T(T 1.00 -5.99 ( 1.00 -16.7 Ci

Values of the relative energies and associated confor- T(G) 0.26 --6.04 125 0.82 -17.1 98
mations c) for polysilane. calculated by both the FR me- G(G) _0.0 i -2) 125 0.38 -17.0 89
thod of DW' and the methods employed herein, are com- G+(G - )  -0.0 >>6 -115 -0.0

pared in Table IV. Agreement is satisfactory, as one 'Expressed relative to z = 1.00 for the 7T state. 'In kcal mo!'.
would expect for such a structurally simple and confor- given as the Boltzmann-weighted averages derived from the con-
mationaliv flexible moiecuie as polysilane. formational energy maps. 'In degrees, in which 0' corresponds to

Poly(dimethylsilylenc). Tne potential energ' map for the all-trans, planar zigzag conformation.
polvdimethylsilylene) based on the PR calculations is Table VI
given in Figure 4. Associated values of (E;. z. and (ob. Relative Energies' and Associated Torsional Angles' of

are listed in Table V aiong with those derived from the Various Conformers of the Poly(dimethvlsilylene) Segment
NR calculations. A summary of the relative energies and As Calculated by the NR. PR. and FR' Force-Field Methods
their associated conformations for poiydimethvisilylene) NPW PW FfE
as calculated by the NR, PR. and FR methods is given in E,, . E, ici' E' c
Tabic VI. In this case, substantial qualitative differences T(T 0.1 o, (.42 Cl 0.9 ..
are noted among the results given by the three methods. (GC 0.0 12.5 0.00 98 0.8 120.3
Specifically. the most striking difference is that, whereas GG, -4 125 0 OS 89 00 125.
tae (G state is found prohibitively high in energy by the G°(G - 1 >12 - d15 d 36.4 -107.7
NR calculation, it is the preferred state for the FR calcu- 'In kcal mu!", given relative to the energy of the minimum-en-
lation. Since values of the bond lengths and backbone ergv coniormation. 'in degrees, given relative to 0'. coTI-
bond angles used in both methods are nearly identical, the sponding to the tranm conformation. '%\'aloes (E, and t1, corre-
discrepancy is largely attributable to torsional relaxation spond to Boltzmann-weiihted averages derived from the respective
of the pendant Si-CH,, groups afforded by the FR method. potential energy maps: 'Caiculated energy was prohibitiveiv htzr,
That the influence of torsional relaxation of pendant
groups is dominant is corroborated by the results of the and TG states are in reasonable agreement. While cor-
PR calculations, which, while allowing torsional relaxation responding values of o given by the NR and FR methods
only with respect to the Si-CH., bonds, show a marked are close, the PR calculations located gauche states quite
reduction of the relative energy for the GG conformation, smaller in magni.ude (and thus correspondingly less com-
altnough not sufficient to render it the preferred confor- pact) than conventional values (i.e., ±120o).
marion. Of course, other forms of structural relaxation Values of z obtained from both the NR and PR caicu-
le.g., deformation of the Si-C-H and Si-Si-C bond angles, lations indicate that the size of the domain associated with
which the PR program as written does not include) would TT is lar-er than that for TG or GG. Figure 4 is noted
bw expected to contribute but less so. for its large regions of prohibitively high energy. in contrast

Notwithstanding this discrepancy, the three methods to that (Figur? 3) for polvsiiane itself, for which nearly all
do yield some similarities in modeling the conformational regions are within 2 kcal mol - of the energy minima. The
cnaracteristics of polyidimethylsilvlenei. Specifically, all difference is attributabie to the steric bulk of the methyl
three find the (;G" states prohibitively high in energv, groups in polvdimethylsilYlene) relative to that of the H
and tht, relative coriformational energy preferences of T7 atoms in polysilane.



Table V11 all-tray configuraton. In tact. i ri- polvdirntli,
%\o, atUts the -tatiticl '.'.eighi Parameter,,C (iomputed at siliene I hain adopted an) all-itrans conformation, then) a

2.- OC tDerived from Regults of the Nit. PIR, anid Fit 1: = - ni calcidluied valute of C. wkould approoc h -o ratter
(informmi onal L.rerg% Calc-ulatlin% than tie \alkies (1.-1 .iitained here.

T",i\ -As would be expected Troni the intermediat nat ore of
pot slane idimeth\ i-iivlene) its calculated conformational energies, the P'R method

NK PR YE Nk Pitk FUt Yielded C_ = 13.2, nearly midway between the values
I ,I , 0. 27 u 12 1.'_ otltainec6 irom using the Nit C_, and FR calculations.

L.; (.. o 005 0.5 t . The value of C_,. obtained from the PR results Would
o 0 WIS 0tR 00( have been somewhat closer to that ( 12.5) obtained from

the FR results except that the locations (i.e., 9(i-1 (X)*) of
Chain Statistics. The st ruct ural information given in tie gauche state, obtained in the PR calculations are more

Table I and the dihedral angles listed in Tables IV and extended than those found in the Nit and FR calculation,,
V for polysilane and polv d imethvlsilYlone I. respectively, (12( -1250).
were used in conjunction with eq 6 and 7 to calculate the The NR results yield C_ values of 3.85, 4.02. 4.15, and
characteristic ratio C_... for the two chains. The statistical 41.25 at 0, 25. 50, anld 75 'C, respectivel y, for pol *\silane anid

,Ai-tparameters c, -' . and -computed at 25 *C for the 15.0 at all four temperatures for polvdimethyisiiviene,
t"0 chains based onl theN R, PR. and FR calculation,, ore That the values for pol ' silane increase slightly as the
listed in Table VII. For Itolysilane, the corresponding temperature increases reflects the greater accessibility of
C_. values are 4.1 and .9based on the NR and FR tile higher energ-v and chain-extending trans states. Values
calculations, respectively. The nearly' identical values oif C, for polv\dimethvlsilylene) are negligily affected
reflect the similarity in conformational characteristics, in t his temperature range, as would he expected given the
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Translational Diffusion of Linear and 3-Arm-Star Polystyrenes in

Semidilute Solutions of Linear Polv(vinyl methyl ether)
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ABSTRACT: The technique of dynamic light scattering from isorefractive ternary solutions has been used
to investigate the transiational diffusion behavior of linear and 3-arm-star polymers in linear polymer matrices.
Diffusion coetficients have been obtained for four poly styrene (PS) sampies present in trace amounts in solutions
of polvinvl methyl ether) (PVME) in O-fiuorotoluene over the range 0.001-0.1 g.'mL in PVME concentration.
The high molecular weight of the PV ME sample. 1.3 X 10', guarantees that these concentrations extend well
into tne entangled regime. For PS with moiecular weights around 4 X 10-. a 3-arm star diffuses slightly more
rapidiv than its linear counterpart. However. when tne PS moiecular weight exceeds I x 10'. a 3-arm star
difiuses much less rapidly than it, linear counterpart at the higher matrix concentrations. These data are
interpreted as evidence for the importance of wpology' in cietermining diffusion rates for polymers in concentrated
solutions. While this observation i, consistent with the reptation mechanism, it is also apparent that reptation
cannot dominate the diffusion process unti! the diffusing molecules are thoroughiy entangled with the matrix.

Elucidation of the mechanisms by which polymer Stokes-Einstein diffusion, in which the test chain moving
molecuies in entangied solutions and melts diffuse, relax as a hydrodynamic sphere experiences only the bulk so-
stress, or renew their conformations is an aim with great lotion viscosity;4 '5 and (4) diffusion through a field of ob-
practical and theoretical importance. Over the past dec- stacles that generate hydrodynamic screening. " To de-
ade. a large number of exoerimental and theoreticai studies sign experiments to distinguish among these possibilities,
have been undertaken to examine the validity and range given that they are not mutually exclusive. is challenging.
of appiicability of Lhe reptation concept: the .subiect has One promising approach is to compare the diffusion
recently been reviewed.' For poiymer melts. diffusion coefficients of model branched polymers with those of
coefficients measured by a wide variety o: techniques are linear molecules under identical conditions.
consistent with the M\P- power law, which can oe considered In the framework of reptation. the presence of long-chain
the signature of reptatiin. However, the experimentaliy branches should severely impede translational diffusion: "

well-established \f" power law for shear vi.cisity is not studies of 3-arm-star diffision in the melt support this
in agreement with the reptation prediction. It is not yet picture.1 5- 11 However, apparently no similar studies in
ciear whether thi_ discrepancy can be explained by mud- silution have been reported. Tne pioneering diffusion
ifications to the basic reptation hvpothe i. , which was studies of von Mef rwali et a!. ' -1 - on dilute solutions of
ori, inaliv proposed for linear chains in fixed obstacier-. -arm-star polyst-,renes. polyisoprene.,. and polyhutadienes
or whether fundamentally different molecular-level pri,- did extend into the semidiiute regime in some cases, nut
cess-es need to be invoked. Jn polymer solutions above the not for sufficienty high molecular weights to expect en-
coil overlap concentration, the situation is even less clear. tanglement. These NMR measurements were performed
Reptation-based predictions for the moiecular weight, on binary solutions, i.e., identical test and matrix poiymers,
concentration, and solvent quality dependence ot the and thus represent a different physical situation from that
translational diffusion coefficient have all been compared examined here. Nevertheless. these authors' conclusion
with experimental result-, with distinctly differing decrees that 3-arm-star and linear polrmer diffusion behaviors are
of agreement."' qualitatively indistinguisahaie is interesting in light of the

The solution situation mav be more complicated than results presented beioA. The importance of pursuing
that of the melt clue to several factors including the en- diffusion measarements in entangled solutions is under-
hanced mobility of the molecuies surrounding a test scored by considering that, unlike reptation, none of the
polymer. the role of solvent quality, and the concentration four mechanisms listed a )ove explicitiv considers the to-
dependence of the monomeric friction coefficient. Among pology of the diffusing poiymer. As a result, linear and
the possible contributing mechanisms that have been 3-arm-star polymers with either equal numbers of entan-
suggested, in addition to reptation. are (i1 constraint re- glements per nmlecule (cases I and 2) or equivalent hv-
lea.se, or tube renewal, in which a test chain moves laterally drodynamic radii (cases 3 and 41 should diffuse at coin-
into a vacancy created by the departure of a neighboring parable rates. To test this h,'pothesis, diffusion data are
chain: (2) the "noodle effect-, in which a diffusing chain presented for two :)-arm and two linear polvstNvrenes (PS)
drag s other entangling chains for finite distances;' (3) in semidilute s oiutions of linear pol.v iny'l methyl ether)
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biul, etlt lannneir atid allinioia iii aqueous soliutioii' cataks e
til- hsorolvsis of tetraethviuirtiiosilicate to precipitati- silica
fihier \,thon puovudnnethvisiioxaue) elastiuriers The rate of
fler preci pitati on call %ar\ in a comtplex marnner. p055 ibk (Iin(,
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centratiori increases tile precipitation rate. and increase in
aniount of filler precipitated darmaticallv increases thle niodu-
uns arid ultuiuate strengpth of thle networks, thlus deniioiistratillp

the desired reinforcing effects.

INTRODUCTION hvdrofuran and then toluene for several days to
iic" filler ma% be precipitated into anj already remioxe soluble material found to be present to tileS ros' linkevd eiastomer b\ the h\vdrOlvss extent of a few. percent %.

Twvo series of samples mere cut from tile ex-
LP:;,-2H:0 - SiG:- 4C:H Ohl i tracted and dried network sh~eets. The first con-

of tetraeth% lorth~osiiicate 'TEOS' present as diluent sisted of a iarre number of relatkivey small pieces
iII tiie network structure (13-6 .The concept ofisuchi to be used to obtain the Iamount off flerprecipitated

at, in-itu prciptaton i noe,.ando,(racic2 as a tunctron of tivdrotvsis time. Tne second con-
an t-stu preipiaton s nse an ofprctial sisted of a smaller riumber of larger pieces. in tne
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I~j:un of .twa~ea.amnaa samplie surilact area to v olume, and tnus on sarmpie

anu'WI sniape,
tortrisin-impic-ip::atioii reactior. They %kere One strip cut from eacni network shreet wvas set

crioset, in part rKecause of thieir volatility,. which
ma~e tnm esY o rmos ro th filedpolmer a-sloe as a reference material t0 \,.- percent filler

network. Of primars intere-s- is the efec Tof otetewrhsrpeeesele ihTe~t-. 0~.~e to t-he rmaxmum extent at~taile, which corre-
0.-,sporided toa %otume traction 01 P0rerfapr-

cipitated and the eLastomerit Drop-erzies o': tre re- ia~ . n 2 epciex.h wle tm
sultinr: filled elastomers mtkUSai . epci.e-.Tes le tu
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EX PEYJ "fEN T AI D ET AIQS ezis amine o7r amrn)Ot;, a: a series o" cOicetitra-
The~~~ Iit~k oiur tis. Tie b,. Crok sis of the TEOS was permitted to

iii'esL~ieC ~eoaeC toni o~cu a: room t'.mrwrarure Tor \arious periods of
rt -,A C.ls. am r) ci t- ov o:rnne W,- %re~ m arid \ajutl o: tilt- A-t percen- filit- incorpo-

sisiosireCPDIS Si E:'-(---na'nn~fltm at e-- -ere obtaiued f'-om tile sAei--ht of t-he Mred
to,--a'er-ate mott-ular wehznts o:a ( anc 21.3 x znI

(0CmOit> res1?ecrixel% 'Nte Sainpies ssere Zett- ru-tisctfom tile ne!twork_, were used in

erousi% provioeG r) to- uJO'a Corniric Corno,-aiion eitonzatiorl ex~erinients t onialil tne sress-sr-ratt
o-' Midiand- \l. TheN \kere tetrafuncetionals end hsorieri e: I~' K-. Teeastomeric prop'

ii~n~eou~sn. i-OC H:svin sanno' ensiies cres of prniars\ interest ksere the nominal stress
atinate ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~' as'%%ht.i.m salrine .~7- erf- 7 I., Nti- eqillii)riun rLasric torce

Tile rts;.jtir nl reisork-s 'acre extracuted V.itl tetLt, and A' th- unde:o-nurtd cros -sectioaWl area,. a-nc

-ao t uwnere o L, LL is the euonzauon or reians\e
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pe. rv Lteneralls repeated Ill part to test for lirilatil duil to iarger iosses (if TEOS aind sihcd
f ruin till larg- *pores" In these vletwork.. it, till

R1ESULTS AND DISCUSSION 119l swvoheni state.

The rates of the precipitatin reaction were stud~-I
Wt-( tilOugh1 plotS Of wetight p)I'eret fillerT arailis~t
time. Typical resuilts for t ire C21iN H-cataivze d
55-stein are showni in Fig- I Althiough thet rates-
ilicreaste with catalyst concentratioti (6), as ex-
p-cted, tilne% are seeji to %ar~ ini a complex iaier. 5~

Oiie ciimiplicatiiii is the 6esw"ehlii of the iiet%%irk-
dit- to nioxemuent of TEOS andi thle k-product
etiiaruil to the siirroiindii aquleouls solutior, This
loss oh TEOS should be smalier mi tilv case of tile
mior(- din e C,2 H 5Nfl soltion (since it is more_______________________
ii drophuiic'. auid tis wrould~ explaij fte rvlatixes ci.\O f

stmiPc mtOtioi 010c torn of tile- corre Sp)OtIdi)i; pr t. I,.
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California Group Develops Accurate Free
Energy Differences from Perturbation Theory
A powerful computational meth~od for to the amino acids of a protein, this receptors, the eff ects of site-spec i
tne calculation of tree energies has simulates the effects of site-specffic Mutation on enzyme catalysis. tne rel-
recently created a surge of inerest mutagenesis, ative solubility of small molecules in
tnroughcut the world among re- water or other solvents and the
searchers engaged in computer The perturbation method has created eff ects of solvent on reaction
simulation of molecular systems. The excitement in the molecular simula- energies.
technicue. known as the perturbation tion community becau~se of its ability
metn-od. is based on the principles of to simply and accurately calculate the The predominant technicues of com-
statistical mechanics. a discipline diff erence in free energy between putational chemistry, cuanitum mecn-

-'wn~ch seeks to explain the macro- two molecular systems that may diff er anics. molecular mechanics and
scopic proerties of mattertrom its in criarge. bonding and even atomic moiecu~ar cynamics. only aliow cai-
nature at the molecular level. Like the mnakeup. The metriod is rocust and culations of internal enercies, or in
alcnernists'dream, the perturoation gives values in good a c with some cases entnaloies. While :rese
method involves transmutation of the experimernt. The ability to caiculate cuantities have predictive ao)ility in
elements. During The course of the Iree energies allows making realistic favorable cases, thiese metrocs nor-
:ommuter simulation. one molecule is predictions of such croperties as ine mallv cc not consider the erfect, of
mumited" to anotner. When appiied binding of crugs to macrornolecular enrrc~y. Furtner, to ascertain tIne

Continuea on ,cace 7

Seblinvesticates free The Next Step for Molecular
enrg eruraio hery. 1. M odelling: Interactive

Wlhats ahead in comrputer Graphics Supercomputing
c.-a nic for198 .. .... ... .. 1

New Frocucts.............. 2 A new generation of grachics sulerrninicomrouterwith one or more
supercomputer systems with the attached graphics terminals. Addi-

-ecoie................... 2 power of more than' 20VAX 11780's tional comouitte cycies mayote
in a desksiole package will be available available in trie form of an array

Polvgen introduces within one year. The power of these processor or a corporate mainframe.
OtemNcte.................... svtemns will have a oramafic impiatI on

thie fields of molecular mocelfino. and A cznficuration suon as 'his has twvo
Welsh explores electrical coroutationai crieris-try. TPhe poten- very serious liiitatins. F:rrs. the
conduct ivity in polymers ....... 4 t~a productivity imovemerts co f'ar computational penrn-ance is inace-

beyond a mere soeed-uo of compu- cuate: typical molecular energy
Meetings................. 10 tatiorns. They will de liver tru iy calculations take hours. Second. the

interactive supercomputing to graphics terminal is a view-only cevice
Prof essic nal Opportunities.. 14 the individual researcher. that has little or no interaction with the

computational part of the task.
Atypical molecular modelling
installation tocay consists of a Continued on page 13



,ADL, Chernlcal Design,
Beckman Offer New Products
Molecular Design Ltd., San Leandro, contact Mane Comez at MDL, 2132 Dennis H. Smith has recently joined
CA, has announced the immediate Farallon Drive, San Leandro, CA Molecular Design Limited, San
availability for chemists of volumes 8- 94577 (425-895-1313). Leandro, CA, as Vice President.
10 of the Journal of Synthetic Product Development. Smith was
Methods (JSM) in graphical computer- tormerty director. Biotechnology
readable form,. taiiored for use with Research and Deveiooment and
REACCS, MDL's reaction indexing Chemical Design, Lid., Oxford, onncical investicator ot ne BICNE-t
scttware. JSM, whic, is published by England, is now oflenng a range of National Comiouter Resource of
Derwent Publications Ld., Lonoon, 'intellgent" customized raster graon-
covers novel reactions ano new ics terminals taiiored for use with its
synthetic methods, new compound Chem-X molecular modelling soft-
ciasses and functional groups and ware. The new macnines are based
extended applications of known on the 6000 senes displays produced - t
reactions. For additional information, by Sigmex, a European comouter

gra..hics manufacturer. The 3D cus-
tom firmware in Chemical Desicn's

Statement of Editorial Policy S6264L and S2.34L term:na!s:. A
used by tne ChemMovie mocule of :' . Dent.s -.

It is the express editorial .ciicy of Chem-X to oenorm cal-culations .'.. ; Smr. .
Chemical Desian Automation localy. This al:ows 3D transtormaticn . j Mo'ecar
News to cubfiisn cbjective informa- ot criemicat s:ruc,:ures in reai time. 0 C'escn L:Jrtec
tion on matters of tecninical interest Depi'-cuein_ anc snaoino otions
reatinc tc the use cf comouter auto- are aiso incnucec. Un tc 256 d,herer, InteltiGenetics. M.untazin 'iew. CA
rtnion tecnnicues :n cliemca and ccrs may oe iszavec s;-.. ,ane- to mat ne was 3r-u..ae
-ineered mater;ais researc,. in cusiv. seieced ,-rn a :aette c: more .,recor..iesearci A:c::ca::z'S

a:ccranze wrtri this policy, we we;- mnan 16 miiiior.. Deveiccme-, at Lecene
-:me :aric::auion from all indivicuaLs _aocratones, Pearl River. NY.
anc instituticns invoived in mne tieic. The terminais can oe purcnased

inoepencer-Ily or as mar o; a Smith nolos a E.S. in cnemstrv trcr
MicroGRAF moiecuiarmooelling tme Massacniusers institute -fTe:,-

Chemical workstaion, niecrating grachics nology ano a Ph.D. in -nems*r'i Trcm
Design Automation disotay. MicroVAX 11 computer the University of Califoma. ,:ermee.
News ,,sucsystern and Chem-X sot,,, *or he sioent I5 years coinc reseatcn F:.
is ouzitsnec mor y. more inlormation contact I- 3h BerKeiey, tIe University 01 Er'.st'; ar :
!SSN 0886-671 6. Dunn, Chemical Desi-n Inc. - Stanor. wnere ne was a senic

120.200 Route 17, Manwah, J research assoc:ate ant key c-~r:-
==:)isner: Lu.za Auar 07430 (201-52--3323) in the U.S.; utorto the Dencral :roie=. an earn
Ec4:"- Bamara -. Granam reacers ou:sice the U.S. may contact artficial intellicence cro:-,-ar

ahne'ASc.eMve Helen Gaskin;,. Chemical Design,
Uo;:=: Frnk A. Moany Ltd.. Un, 12. 7 West Way, Oxford.rocuc':;cn: James A. Womb 0X c N AN (S,5-251 43

A cre s:-: .-"3 th Avenue to intecra!e a1.:cra:*r ::m r-':c

enam. MA cz25- :, :,er c . . . ,
,,S1.7, . -2:86 s,,sv erm s. "ne user ca" z.-:s .

_.ecxman •ns:...ers, :r . .. . _--,encn, 'AX -- :-,....... .9.5 U.S.; ... atcnccre ccac :~

.245 Canaca. Mex: intcrraton maapement system me,: c: a ;anicuter ns~a:.," -

and Overseas. wnich coerates on arge IBM main- .:diticnai information con:a::
5 Acaoemicans. frame comocuters uloer toe VMS EecKman insirnments. I:.,

operaftnc system. The new irc:.c: "5Z30 Ha"mor acutevarc.
Coovniht 19E7. No part of 11i will allow large :oincusinai 'mrranies FulIencr. CA 92734-31CC
puouiion may o emrauce in any
t orr1 wi mout the wrMenl pw... on of (714-8, _4848,.
C:lA hews.
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Polyrln Skatching T001 to A,.0
h.,..mists in Depicting Molleculas

Editors Note: This begins the first in a tool, helping the chemist decide The Two-Dimensional Construction
senies of amtcles we will be publishing which structures should be submitted Mode of ChemNote allows the cnem-
on PC-based chemical design to a modelling program for a more ist to sketch a new molecule or f rag-
products. We invite readers to submit extensive modelling run. Once a mol- merit irom the information in any file
articles on this subject to COA ecule is built in ChemNote, the 3D directory, display Rton the screen and
News. coordinates of the atoms, as well as edft the structure as recurred. Single,

atom and bond types, can easily be couble, triple, resonant and hydrocan
The ChemNote Sketching Tool is a extracted for use as a starting point in bonds may be used to build the mole-
molecular sketch, disotay and coor- a modelling run. Currently, Polygen cule, as can any atom from mne pen-
6nate-generating loci that runs; on also offers a utility that converts a odic table. A set of pretra~ricazed ring
sm PC/AT-comp)at:oie microcompu- ChemNote molecule file into a structures can also be emoloyed. The
tens. The program allows the chemist CHARMM input file (Chemistry at mouse is used to ouild obiects on th-e
to sketch a two-dimensional molecule, Harvard Molecular Mechanics, a m- screen and to facilitate positioning
cc a cuick conversion into three dim- lecular mechanics program also avail- during editing. ChemNote highlights
ensions. and display and manipulate able from Polygen) and also provides atoms or bonds whenever the cursor
the 3D molecule interactively. To our a convenient front end to CHARM M. contacts them. All these functions
knowledge, this is the first commer- Polygen will release a number of allow rapid construction ano editino of
ctally-available program wnitten for the additional file conversion utilities to structures.
m~crccomzuter environment thiat popular mainframe and microcomou-
comoines all these abilities. The ier-based modelling procrams such as In addition to the sketchin- caoabii;-
ChiemNcte Sketcning Tool will be MM2. MOPAC, GAUSSIAN8O anc ties, the 2D construction moce aliows
fcr-'allv release 9 March at the CND%-2.Z etm., laterthis year. one to assign chemical properies.:tsouroh-Conference, Boothsuhspatlaomcnee,

Ct C6. in A:tni O-t.N. r-OerniNcie utilizes a mouse to crovice cnirality, iso*toce numoer. 1tree ra--:-ai
re~ease czies are curremty availabcie 'tne cnrn is witn a user-f riendiv cosaion. cis~trars ocs anrc n:
._~m Pzven C_:=ratior. Waf:nar, inte.*Iace to the software. :Pull-cown) coniormation t4o atom s arc! ocrncs as
MA. mnenus ana cranhical icons elimin~ate acoroonate. This moce is more mnan

nc 001is C tne need for comdoex keoaro comn- just a orerry-oictune crawer:;r is Ine
The ChemnNote Skeichin Tol sno anos. A nelo line, always visibie at first step in generatinc a triree-
intenoecmt re:ptace true molecular the oottom of the screen, alerts the cimensiornat structure.
mocelfing programs nasec on more user to errors ano wamninois and
cowerful I-larware. Rather, it is supolies general instructions. Cn.n~o,~ae1
irttenaec to serve as a "cuick-ioo<" Cniuao e1

F1- Ls Ii . /tc. Lit ri. Vfw _ U t L

Seet4 Still lug

Ftgure 1. Two-acrnensional oia:,-am ofrnor~hine oonstr.crea in, Ficure Z. Tnree-oemensronaj vecor aric szacei'ir.z Oisciavs
C,7emriore. oi morpins in C/, errifte.



Tb~eoratica] Studias oy" ']ectrical
Conductivity in Polymers
Highly conducting organic polymers or reduction of a suitzbie neutral pre- They all have one salient feature in
compnise a prormising and rapidly ex- cursor polymer with the concomitant common: they possess conjugated
oanding flew research area. Indeed, generation of a salt in which electrical double bonds, i.e., extended
the interest generated in the conduct- charge residing along the polymer sequences of alternatig single and
ing and semiconducting properties of backbone is counterbalanced by geg- double bonds. Hence, it is reasonable
organic polymers stems from their enions.4 For example, in the reaction to assume that these conjugated or
ctential wide arpliCations in antistatic between a peniodic segment of a poly- aromatic sequences provide a contin-
ecuipment, electromagnetic shield- mer chain P~, and an oxidizing agent ucus overlapping set of molecular
ing, switchable contact bnocces. rec- A, a cation radical of Pr is formed in oritals which is necessary t not
tifying devices and photovoltaic cells, the first recox reaction and a di-cation suf'ficient for electrical concuc-tvrty.
ano rechargeable battery cells and by the second electron transfer
electIro-optical devices, to name just a O/ xAWhile the list of conducting and

few. 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 NeeteesIayfnae- P ~ A . P,' semticoniducting polymers is contin-
tat aspects of the physical anid chemi- Red Red ually expanding, most experts believe
cal-mecnianisms; underlying the-.emark- In the language of solid-state nhysi- that conductive polymers are five to
acte eiectronic properties of these cists. the ion-radical is called either a ten years away from leaving the labo-
=Clvmiers are not well unoersitood. sitnfthcarendinreratorv torthe commercial marKet. The
_ucvt more theoretical worix is there- mobile without the necessity to cross di'flicultv ties in the fact trial tniese

,ore neeced! to establish a sound an energy barrier while traversing the ccoec oimers are high iv uns-zinte
:as:s for interoreting and ever. pre- chain, or a oolaron if it is linked to an and ouite difficultt to process into

te eectronic orcoertes of elastic oonc distorton and thus can- use able forms. To rend~era Doiymer
:-7ese materials from their structure, not move witnout OICKing up energy. con-CUCtIM,, Cozants m.7ust dfituse

7tie di-ca;:on ~is relerreetoas a nmu_-nithe polymer in conicentra-i
-;ociarcn Cy anelccv. ti:n i us l;:ner *lar, *,.'a- use ',o

z_*.oin tne ;as,, cec~ce witn m:,e cis- convler S11=71 IMtO a ecn ,
O~vrV na:th elotnalconuctviy The orotoryce ct -- ncuc::ng poly-Thscuearesiecszc

Z*:Enain, oolvmers canoce controlled mers is ooivacetviene ;-z:",-=zC. -h me zctvmers ZaCKoone, reroenC!*
a wice rance. from insulating to simoiest anoi cerainiv to Cate the mcs more sLSce=*nzie *,o -ecraz:nc zcenrs

me:afiic. tw tne aroroonaie treatment Mhorouciniy studied! m aier-ai in this suon1 as oxygen. As a result, ine ov
.tri Vihemical oxicants an-, recuctants area. Pure ooivaceivlene, which rner eventuaiiv losesa~s conouctivity

~shThe oreakihrough came xit ncr rr~~aro converts into a orniie non-oro-
:"7 -97, wien ShiraKaWa found'that an .Z smn om, cessaole matena!. Hence mne searcr,
Z:eivlene can oe boiymierizec to pro- isanisuatrl'el otroer o mois, continues for :ooivmers tniat possess

cuea treestai dino film witn orom- mes ti aecnccieo ci icn concuctvity Yet remain stanie
in meo-anical properties.2 and nocesl.

wnen. omewna late, MacDarntd iodine, bromine or other oxicizina and n rcesoe
and acersn~etnatDolvcetyene reoucing agents, with the concuc!i'.ityandHaer noed na povaetyen rsing snarpiy with cooant concentra- T he azoroach taken b0Y the author an,

ceonsconcuctive oy exoosing it to tion. several other oolvmers also coworkers -.as been to caicuiate *k*ie
cxt c:zina acerits sucri as ioC ine or beoeso-alied OanC sitructures of vancus
Brseriic perttafluoride. 3 Since these tmcandicate polymer chnains using

::c.a ;plethora of tunoametal eapeteoinninecuantum mechiancal orocecures
*.::at:cns rlave ansehtmcmt he __2E- ' baeon the E-xenoH~CIKel

-Z7.s Cf 0 emiss. nszs.m'-
7-:sS:En1!sts an"4 tor: ::om a e ee voprr~s e mtree n

s2cmaanc r-u~.wt te I '=V~~emv hs acLi=:ec
:om-mon goai c. prccuc;r.: arievi mepcan:nees st,7ctur es are aKifl to !ncse
:Eneration. ofl materials enoowec w:'M c~rcn~v iius*tra~ec;o n oiSZoSS;on7S
me pnysical properties ot plastics and An ine "banc thecry of metats" inciucec
Ime e~ec*tncal condluctivity of metais. and the Dolyparazhenylene in many irtmocuctorv cnemiszrY

It is now generally accepted th;at vinyienes courses, (See Figure 1). Cne of tne

con= civity arises from the oxidation Cotne onDc

4otne noc



Eleictrical Figue1

Conductivity XlUStraflan of
Contnue frm me Dand I-
Contnue fro pae 4Structure of

calculations is the so-called band gap £N1qGY GAP j

(Eg) which is the difference in energy ITT ~I
between the highest electron-f illed -

band (i.e.. valence band) and the low--____
est unoccupied band (i.e., conduc-
tion band).- In insulators fth energy
gap (Figure 1) is sufficiently large so ____

as to virtually preclude excitation of-
electrons from the valence band to MF!AS SDA~CA "ugsTOR SE.m*ArrAL

the conduction band: in metals the &AN STRUCrULJP 0F A SOLID

valence and conductions bands over-
I=n, thus affording electrons in the___________________________
valence band free movementl through Figure 2.
the conduction band. In a semicon- The ms-PBO H H
ouctor. the energy gap is small repeat Unft

enough that some electrons makeN
the transition simply by acauiring extra N 0N

thermal energy (hence the conductiv-
ity of semiconcuctors increases wantQ/ ~

Asa eaol.we have camed outHH

sucri as [-%-XCXX and[-HC~
with X-;: or CL 1.O ur iinterest in these
systems is based on expeniments grouc:s along the poivacetyene chain enated aromatic heterocyclic :coly-
suggesting that suoistitution of haio- imorove solubility and tractability.9  mers wniose firrs and fibers are noted
ceri atoms for some or all ofthe H Unforturiaxeiy, these calculations for their exceptional strength, tnerrrtai
atoms in polyacetylene irnoarts irD- show mral such substitutions have the Mtabilitv and environmental resis-
proved stability and. possibly, solu- effect of increasing the band gaD and, tance. 11 As such, these materials are
bility.9 Encouragingly, our caiculated as in mie chionne case, distorting the the focus of the U.S. Air ~orces
band gaos for both t he f luorinated conJugated chain array from its "Ordered Polymer' program, the aim
and chlorinated analoaues were corn- preferred planar onientation. of which is to exoloit these hion-
parable to those similarly calculated for performance features for aercsoace
polvacetylene itself. However. enthu- Our interest in the polyaceivienes has applications.
siasm must be temoered in that these extended to the analogous Polyynes,
calcuiations portray the chains as including [fCC1r and [-C-C-XI1, with A polymer of this type, pof (y
oertec: conjugated arrays (i.e.. no X-S, Se or SiH 2-10 While the calcu- phenvlene benrznbisoxazole) (PSO),
cefects) and oriented with the back. lated band gao for [40=01, was corn- is illustrated in Figure 2. Other
bone atoms lying in the same piane so parable to that found for polvacet- aiaicgues are aboreviated PET and
as to maximize the orbital overtao (and yiene. in all cases the X" sunsttu- ASPS1 in which the 0 atoms are
nence mirt, m-ze 4he cand canl. These tions causec a more than coubling of renlaced by S and NH, resoectiveiv.
-c::e~s may 1herefore :e unrealistic ',he nanc ga=. It is eviciirt t-.a: sucb, Th-e same exterrcrn .e anc:

anz. in ,a=. siubsEcuen, =c:-orm- sucsrftut:ons aiorc *ne coiv. mer oack- rcd~lke s~zr'ucure -.,at give nse:::~
:icnal energy caiculaticnscrz scmre of tone cJ:s-_u:: The :craw. -:mtu:at;on exa :: hysica, Cr::en~eS z
.ne cnicnnazec analcg,-:esm:nc"cale an c'.eurt r:lzvra.I e hSe oclvrrers Tcu:: a:sc be c~~
that the steric tuk o" :,ne ciorine also prccuce "kinks" in' line otnierise dyve to elec~ncal concuctivity. 'Eanc
atoms forces these chains out of a rodlike I-C'^;n onain;. stncture calculataors on PBO,,See
otLanar array with subselcuent and Figure 3) and PST yield barnc cazs in
s*.arD increases in the band cam. These studies also include polymers the same rangie as .that found for :)ok'-
Simiary, experiments have indicated with aromratfic nackbones. Much of cur acetylene. thus encouraginc furt'er
that random substitution of Si (CH3)3  focus has been on a grouc, of parcat- Continued on page 6
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Reinforcement of a non-crystallizable elastomer by the precipitation
in situ of silica

S. J. Clarson and J. E. Mark
Deoiartment of Chemistry and the Polymer Research Center. The University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227. USA
(Received 14 May 7987)

I ntroduction Experimental
In mans' of their commercial applications siloxane The linear PM PS used in this investigation was

polymers [-SiRRO0-] are filled with silica (StO, i in order prepared by an anionic ring-opening polymerization of
to improve their mechanical properties-. A series of cyclic tetramer (PhMeSij 4j by using potassium
recent investigations have shown the feasibility of hydroxide as the catalyst and has been described
precipitating silica into polvidimethyisiloxane) (PDMS) in detail elsewhere2 53 1 3 . The linear PMPS.
polymers or elastomers by the cataly'sed hydrolysis of an Me,SiO(PhMeSiOI),-SiMe 5 had a weight-average molar
alkoxvsilane or siiicate3 '. In the case where the PDMS mass. AM.. of 18~6 000 1! mol - ;and a heterogeneity' index.
is Swollen by usins tetraethylorthosiiicate (TEOS;. the At./AI, of 2.0. as determined by, io'-angie las'er light
reaction is simply scattering and gel permeation chromatography.

Si(O ,H~-2HG-SO.-.H~H ~ respectivelv 3" 3 The 'H n.m... spectrum of the polymer
was determined in deuterated chioroiorm solution by

The filler particles generated in situ have been shown to using a 300 MHz spectrometer. The a-methyl protons
be unagglomnerated and to have diameters of 150- were used to obtain the stereochemical structure of the
250 A'-". This technique has also been successfully polymer" 22 33 -14, and gave the fraction of meso. f,. and
extended to incorporate silica into poivisobutylene (PIB) racemnic, ,. diads to be 0.53 and 0.47. respectively, and
eiastomers-:. hence the linear PMPS was found to be stereochemically

The commercially important poly (methyiphenyl- atactic.
siioxane) (PMPS) elastomers are also relatively weak Two elastomers were prtpared from the PMPS as
matei!(as in the unfilled state2 '4 and require described beio~k. The linear polymer was dissolved in
reinfoiceinerit in most of their applicationsi.-. toluene (50' _w/w and benzoyl peroxide was added as a
Furthermore, their atactic nature" 2 eliminates the crosslinking agent. The solution was then thoroughly
possibility of strain-induced crystallization, which leads mixed before being transferred to a Teflon (Du Pont
to improved properties of a variety of elastomers at high registered trademark) lined glass mould. The toluene was
elongations" ' and. when it can occur, is facilitated by evaporated from the mixture at reduced pressure and the
the presence of filler'"".> It is the purpose of this polymer was degassed at 323 K. The sample was then
communication to report the reinforcement of non- crosslinked at 393 K for 1 h under a dry nitrogen
crystallizable. stereochemically well -characterized PM PS atmosphere at reduced pressure (10 mm Hg). and finally
elastomers resulting from the precipitation in situ of silica. postcured at 373 K for six hours.

0263-6476197/00-0403 00
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Each of the elastomers were then extracted for five days R.ults and I)i aussion

b% usnng toluene to remove an, soluble material that the% The amounts of filler incorporated into the PM PS
contained. After desw elling b. using methanol as the non- network arc shown in the second column of 7ahl, 2. The
soivent. the elastomers were dried to constant weight and sample swollen to its equilibrium state with TEOS clearly
the o lume fraction, 12C. of polymer incorporated into the corresponds to the maximum amount of filler that it was
network was determined in each case. The sample having possible to incorporate by this technique. which, for this
the lower value of the approximate high-deformatIon particular network, was 38.8 , (by weight) of silica.
modulus, 2C1. was chosen to study the filler The stress-strain isotherms obtained at 298 K for the
reinforcement due to its higher extensibility (larger unfilled PM PS networks and those filled in stu are shown
elongation, a. at rupture). These preliminary results are in terms of [fr] and a - 1 in Fiure 1. The linear parts of
summarized in Table 1. the isotherms were represented by the Mooney-Rivin

The silica was precipitated in situ into the PMPS equation'7.21
elastomer b) the procedure described below. The
elastomer was divided into test strips that were immersed [f] = 

2 C, + 2C:a - (31

in TEOS (Fischer) for time intervals in the range 5 min to and the values for the constants 2C, and 2C, are given in
24 h and the amount of TEOS incorporated in each case columns 3 and 4, respectively, of Table 2. The former
was measured. The strips were then placed in an aqueous represents an approximation of the high-deformation
solution of 2, (b% weight) of the catalyst ethvlamine modulus, and 2C 2 and 2C 2,'2C, measure the extent to
(Kodak). and the hydrolysis of the silane was permitted to which the non-affineness of the deformation increases
proceed for 24 h at 298 K. The samples were then dried to with elongation 3. Also of interest are the elongation. o,.
constant weight in a vacuum oven before determining the at rupture and the nominal stress, (f*A*),. at rupture,
weight of filler introduced in each case. and these values are presented in columns 5 and 6 of Tahlh

Portions of the unfilled elastomers and those filled in 2. Fiurc 2 shows the elasticity data of the unfilled PM PS
situ were then used in the uniaxial elongation experiments networks and those filled in situ plotted in such a way that
made to obtain the stress-strain isotherms at 298 K 2i, the area under each curve corresponds to the energy. E.
The nominal stress was given by .fr =.f A", wheref is the of rupture" ° . which is the standard measure of elastomer
elastic force and A* is the undeformed cross-sectional roughness. These values are given in the last column of
area. and the reduced stress or modulus o% Tahh"

[f~ - , ' (2) As can be clearl\ seen in Fwaurc 1. the modulus or
reduced stress of the PMPS eiastomers increases as a

where a= L,'L. is the eiongation or length of the sample.
L. relative to its initial iunextended length. L.. All 0.8 I I
measurements were made to ne rupture points of the
sampies.

0.6-- 38.8

04-

Table I Cnaracteristics oi the unfilleo po lmetnyinenvlsiloxanei
elastomers

Peroxide :C. 2G
Network iw: A t N mr:. (N mr.- 2.G 0.12

S16- 086 0,0i- 00133 0.13.0
3.8Y 0.3 0(146t, 0.053 Q:; 0.10-

Gel fraction

Moone.-Riviin elasiticti constants isse eQuation f3l. 0.08
Eongation at rupture

0.06- 7.0

Table2 ReSuts offilier orecltntations and stres,-strain measurements

Prectottatton 0.04

resuilts Strain-strain results
SIC). 0.02 L 0.0 C

content 2G. 2. (f.4 1. E,"
t2r

° iw' (N MM (Nmr, a . (Nmr-r. fJrtt -3l I t I I

1.00 0.0 0.0174 0.0133 2. '  0,0435 0.0034 . . . .

0.51 7.0 0.0310 00357 2.14 0.1151 0.0074 -

0.37 97 0.0231 0.0554 1.92 0.1279 00M62 Figure I The reduced stress shown as a function of reciorocal
0.26 13.0 0.04,7 0.0519 1.56 0.1125 00036 elongation for the olVtmethyohenssiioxanei networks at 298K. Each
0.17' 38.8 04970 0.0166 1.43 0452' 00(169 curve is labelled with the weign percentage of filler present in the

etastomer. Open circles locate results obtained from using a series of
•Volume fraction of polvmer in the TEOS-swolien network increasing values of a, and filled circies the results obtained out of

Nominal stress at rupture sequence to test for reversibiim. The broxen lines help to locate thr
Energy reouired for rupture elongations at which the reduced stress shows an upturn Tne data
Equilibrium swelling at 298 K terminate at the rupture points
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function of the amount of silica precipitated in situ into 05
the networks. Such increases are comparable with
those observed in the correspondingl. filled PDMS
networks' . It is also noted. however, that an increase
in the filler content reduces the extensibility of the PMPS 38.8
elastomers, as represented by a,. as shown in Table 2.

The experimental data in Figure 1 also reveals an 0.4

upturn in the modulus at the highest elongations for all
the PMPS elastomers filled in situ. No upturn was
observed for either of the two unfilled PMPS networks
described in this study. Similar upturns have been
reported previously for PDMS elastomers, filled by
analogous methods 8' 3

-
5 20 . It has also been reported - 0.3

that the crystallization rate of PDMS is increased by the
presence of silica2" .This has been attributed to the partial E
preorientation of the adsorbed polymer 1roughl. 2-3 nm
in thickness I or the crystallization nuclei being affected by "
the presence of the silica3' . It should be noted, however,
that the effects of strain-induced crvstallization do not .2
manifest themselves for unfilled PDMS elastomers 3 - .
at room temperature. due to both the high local mobihity
of the PDMS chains"' 3  and the relatively low
elongations. a,. at rupture for such materials 3 --'. Since 1.7 7.0
the PMPS elastomers. which are atactic and hence 13.0

amorphous polymers, also shown the upturns in modulus ,.1
at high elongations when filled i isitu with silica. this effect
obviously ooes not occur exclusively as a result of strain- .- "
induced crystallization. One source of the additional 0.0

reinforcement at high elongation is the adsorption of
polymer chains onto more than one filler Particle'. by
interactions between surface hydroxyl groups on the silica 0
particles and the siloxane polymer backbone. It is hoped 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
that calorimetric studies and electron micrographs of
polymers filled in situ in both the unstretched and Figure2 Tnesires-stranisoiferms represenied as the derendence 0f
stretched states will provide further information on such tne nomina stress on eiongaiion. thus perirttini: ientificaton of ine

complicated. but nevertheless technologically important. area unuer each curve wits rme energ, of rupture. See iegenc to Fiyurt

effects.
Further studies of elastomenc materials filled by the

precipitation ini stu of hydrophilic and hyorophobc silica 1i Ning. 'i -P.. Rigbi.Z. and Mark. J. E. Pot-m. Sut! 1985. 13, 155

particies and also titanium dioxide particles t ,4 ^ are in 13 Mark, J. E. ftir. Porm,. J. 1985. 17. l4
progress. I, Ning. Y.-P. and Mark. J. E. J. Appl. Poltm. Sci. 1985. 30. 3519

1 Mark, J. E. and Sur. G. S. Po im,. BulR. 1985. 14. 325
16 Mark. J. E.. Ning. Y.-P. N min . Jang. C - T.. 'ang. M - . and

c oRoth. W. C. Pot-me, 1985. 26. 2(69
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High molecular weight polyethylene: An n.m.r. approach to partial
crystallinity and swelling properties of thermoreversible gels

J. P. Cohen-Addad and G. Feio*
Laboratoire de Specllomai',e Physioue associes au CNRS, Unis-ersitt Scientifique. lechnologique et
Medicale de Grenoble, B.P 87-38402 St Martin o"Heres. Ceoex. France

A. Peguy
Centre d'Etoes et de Recherches stir les Macromolecules Vdodzales. Universite Scientifique.
Tectinolopioue et Medicale oe Grenoble, B. P. 68-38402 St Martin d"Heres Cedex, France
(Received I1E March 7987. revised .9 June 7987)

N.rn.r. was used to investigate cr 'ystalline properties of swollen polyethylene gels obtained by quenching semi-
dilute solutions of high molecular weight chains. The two concentrations used were 0.9 ,, and 0 4 % 4 il
Tne entanelement concentration determined from initial solutions was shown to control concentrations and
sizes of crvstailites in sAulien cets, at room temperature. Also, thle sloss elimination of solvent was shown to
induce! high-crvstaliinir% state in the drica pel 'w hereas, dried gets molten for a short time and then quenched
al room temperature einii sMatter extent of crvsialuiiNt and less thermoovniamicaly stable crvstallits.

(hev'~rds: poi'ethslienc: thermoreversibhr gel: v selling: crvtalhnii; nrnr.

ittrodtii or , between coupling j unctions: then, these are supposed to
This work deals with r.mn.r. investtrattons concerninc iscae edn to chain sliitng, until irreversible

thet-moreversibie high moiecula-, weight poivethyiene knots are formed and a break of the polymer sample-
gels. ontatned n% quenchtng stemidilute solutions. These occ urs.
pn vsicai gels are Known to oricinate fibres and films that Teprsnnmr.arocisiedtatmtngo
e XhI'DIot ultra-high moduW t'4 Searching for high phvystcallx discriminate between the two crystallized
drawab'ilit. t:. has been shown that under well defined components participating in PE gel structures.
conditions' o" rioivrner concentration, chain molecular Crystallies represent a solid state: therefore, protons
weieh-t and veiltor temperature. the orass ratio of em .bedded In these domains must exhibit a solid-state

potetnien ce ma beas ighas ~, 00.leaingto spi)n-system response. This n.m.r. observation was
a ' oung mod Iulus and a tensile strength equal tc 202 and supposed to be contrasted to that of chair, segments

L.2 ~a.resectiely. I thse sstes. ntertnkeesof ining crystallites. by\ originating a chain unfolding
chains are mainly mediated ri% crvstallites and tne hich effect. Considerine swollen PE gels.'at room temperature.
craw&abilit is usua (i\ assumed to result f Irom the low protons attached to chiain segments connecting
concentration of trapped entangiements. deter-mined by crystallized domains were expected to behave like spin-
tile semidiiute somuioin oriinatinc tie netwxork systems pertaining to semtdtiutie solutions, .m.. has
structure2 . More precisels i: is currently considered aled en etniey used to stud\ partial
tnat the dried gels. observed at room tempierature, are crystallization processes and swelling effects in gels'-"
cietermined from a two-component structure.

Tne first one is associated with partl% crystallized Experimental
clusters that control coup' lingc ' unetions of chains. The Maierial. Measurements were made on a currently-
second component corresponds 1o a crystalization ue ier plehln ape (ecls 10
process occurrng between interlinkage domains. ue ierpt*yt ln ape (ecls 10

Resultine crvstallizes have been clearl%- identified with LH IX /90189f its molecular weight and intnnsi c
'bose 0 ta)viscosity were equal to 6 x 10' and 30 cm 3 gtos baned from dilute solutions of polyethyelne . .grespetivels. Gels were prepared in decajin. 2.6-di-i-butvl-
The ighdraabiit osered t aout 73 isassmed p-cresoi was added to solutions to prevent PE samplesto reflect first the disappearance of crystallites located frmoiaon ' w l.Dedeswreubqety

On leave from Centro da Fisica cia Maicria Condensaoa. A%. Pror. swollen by using deuterated toluene (9. D: C.EN.
Crama Pane. 2-1699 Lisb~on. Portugal Saclay. France i.

0263-&I36187if0252-4$3.00
C 1997 Blutterworth & Co. (Publishers) Lid
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4.1 CONFORMATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME
LIQUID CRYSTALLINE
AROMATIC HETEROCYCLIC
POLYMERS USABLE AS
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
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IN-SITU GENERATION OF CERAMIC
I PARTICLES FOR THE REINFORCEMENT

OF ELASTOMERIC MATRICES

J. E. MARK
Depariment of Chemistry and the Polymer Research Center

The University of Cincinnati

Cincinnati. Ohio

1. INTRODUCTION
The chemical reactions used in the sol-cel technolog "' for prepane ceramics

are illustrated by the hydrolysis of an alkoxysilane:

Si(OR). + 2HO - SiO: - 4ROH (I)

The Process first eives a swollen cel. which is then dried, fired. and densified into
tne final. monolithic piece of siiica. There have now been a numoer of additional
studies using essentially the same reacttons. but in a very different context.'- "

Specificaliy, the hydrolysis reactions are carried out within a polymeric matrix.
with the silica generated in the form of very small, well-dispersed particles.
When the matnx ts an elastomer. these particles provide the same hihly

desirable reinforcing effects obtained by the usual blending of a filier (such as
caroon black) tnto polymers (such as natural rubber) prior to their being
cross-linked or cured into touch elasomers of commercial importance. 2--

Although the focus of these studies has been on the elastomer reinforcement
that the panicies provide, the emphasis can easily be switched to the particles
tnemseives. Thus. the elastomeric matrix can be viewed as acting in the same
way as the frozen iow-moiecular-weight matmces, which are much used
to immobilize and stabilize molecuiar fragments in order to permit their
spectroscopic characterization.2  It is hoped that characterization of the dis-
persed ceramic particles-for example, by scattering experiments -would
provide informaion on the intermediate and final products obtained from /
reactions such as that given in Eq. (1). It could thus provide information
which would compiement that obtained from the possibly more compiicated
monoiithic ceramic objects of primary interest in the sol-gel technology.-

2. VARIOUS CURING-FILLING SEQUENCES

2.1. Filler Precipitation After Curing

In this technioue the polymer is first cured or vulcanized into a network
structure using any of the well-known cross-linking techniques such as high-
energy irradiation,;: thermolysis of peroxides,= nonselective reaction with sulfur
or metal oxides," or seiective reaction of functional groups on the polymer with



a multifunctional small moicculc N"'The netork is then s%% clid vth the silinc
or related moicculc to be h ,droiyzed and is subcqucntls e\poscd to %%atcr at
room temperature. in the presence of a catalsst. for a fe%% hours The ,%%oicn
sample can be either piaced dtrccti into an excess of Aatcr containin_ the
cataly'st "" :- or mercl exposed to the vapors from the catal.st-atcr solu-
lion.; Drying the sample then gives an elastomer that is filled (and thus rein-
forced) with the ceramic particles resulting froryie h~drolxsis reaction.

Although a phase-transfer catalyst can be used in such a reaction.' it %%as
found io be unnecessary at least for rclatineN small specimens. Large samples
could of course have a nonuniform distribution of particles, a possibilit being
investigated by solid-state ""Si nuclear macnetic resonance spectroscopy..

Diferent alkoxvsidanes can swell an elastomeric network to different extents
and can hydrolyze at different rates. Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) seemed to be the
best for the present purpose. as judged by the amount of silica precipitated and
the extent of reinforcement obtained.' Using the same cnteria, basic catal'%ts
seemed more effective than acidic ones." Some preliminary studies on the effects '/

of catalyst concentration' in pa rticular and the hydrolysis kinetics" in general
have been carried out. It was found that the rate of particle precipitation can
vary in a complex manner, possibly due to the loss of colloidal silica and partial
deswelling of the networks when placed into contact with the catalyst solution .

Most of the studies to date have been carried out on polvidimethvlsiloxane)
(PDMS) because of the great extent to which its networks swell in TEOS.
The same techniaue has. however, been shown to give good reinforcement of
polyi,: iutvlene eiastomers.2 ' Titanates have been used in place of silanes. with
the resulting titanta particles also giving significant improvements in elastomeric
properties.--

2.2. Filler Precipitation During Curing

It is also possible to mix hydroxyl-terminated chains (such as those of PDMS)
with excess TEOS. which then serves simultaneously to tetrafunctionally end-
hnk the PDMS into a network structure and to act as the source of silica upon
hydrolysis. This simultaneous cunng and filimg technique has been successfully
used for PDMS eiastomers having a unimodal distribution of chain ienaths' as
well as for PDMS elastomers" and thermosets"° having bimodal distributions.

The roles may also be reversed, by putting tnethoxysilyl groups at the ends
of PDMS chains. as iliustrated in Fig. 1. Reactive groups at the surface of the
in-siit-eenerated silica or titania particles then react with the chain ends to
simultaneously cure and reinforce the ciastomenc material.

2.3. Filler Precipitation Before Curing

In the above techniques, removal of the unreacted TEOS and the ROH by-
product causes a significant decrease in volume, which could be disadvan-
tageous in some applications. This problem can be overcome 6%, prccipitating
tne particies into a polymer that is inert under the hydrolysis condition -for
example. vinyl-terminated PDMS." The resulting polymer-filler suspension.
after removal of the other materials, is quite stable. It can be subsequently
cross-linked-for example, by silane reaction with the vtn.l group,-wth only
the usual, very small change in volume.

3. MODIFIED FILLER PARTICLES

3.1. Surface Modification

If an in-situ-filled elastomer is extracted with a good solvent, its modulus and
ultimate strength are frequently significantly increased.' The effect is probably



due to h'~drok ic formaltion of additional reccic pro ups on thc narticle surfacc
or to remo%..l of insorrncd small moiccuics. tInus increasing toe numricr (if Site,
for particle- polymer bonding.

3.2. Induced Deformability

In some applications. it nta be adianidecous for toe filcr particle', to na~c some
dceformabili. It mrra be possible to induce such deformnabilmt hN u-sing a
molecule that is onl% partiAlls h * dro.Lable-for e.xampic. a~ irictno-k.%iiane
RSi(ORl.. where R could be mcth~l.' cth~l.I: %in\!." or phcn~l."

4. TYPICAL IMPROVEMENTS IN ELASTOMERIC
PROPERTIES

4.1. Mooney-Rivlin RepresentatiojnL

One of th-. two standard wkays of representing elastomeric data in elonpation is
by plotting the modulus [f"I= f] ( - 2-- agatnst a-'. .%here f* is the
nominal stress and 2 =L.'L, is the relative length or elongatin. Typical resuits
are shown in Fig. 2. Generating the filler particles ta-sUp greatly increases to.,
elastomer modulus: also. as mentioned ii-. Section 3. 1. extraction with a solvent
gives further significant improvements.

4.2. Stress-elongation Isotherms

Another typical representation shows the nominal stress as a function of clonp-
ation. as illustrated for titania-filied PDMS in Fig. 3. , The advantae of this
Otpe of pmot is tna- Eic area under toe curves corresponds to val ues of inc cncrc'i

reouired for rupture, a standard measure of toughness,

4.3. Ultimate Proper-ties

Generation of filler particles generally increases toec ultimate strength (['] o.f
at rupture) hut ireouentls, decreases tne maximum extensibility (. at rupture).
The fo-mer effect usually predominates, with a corresponding increaise in tnI e
energN of rupture.

5. CHARACTERIZATION OF PARTICLES

5.1. Densities

Comrparisons between toe values of A-- %' filler obtaitned from denisiy measure-
ments and the vaiues ooiained directly from weight increases can give vcry
useful information on the filler particles. For example. the fact that the former
estimate is smaller toan the latter in the case of silica-filled PDNIS clasiomers'
indicates that there are probably either voids or unreacted organic groups in the
filier particles.

5.2. Electron Microscopy

The transmission electron microcraph'" shown in Fig. 4 reveals (1llthat the par-
ticles in this silica-filled PDM\S network have an average diameter of approxi-
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matelk SO A. a very desirable size for rcinforcernent.:' (1) that there is a
reiati~cly narrow sizc distribution. (31 that a ver% small amount of the aeciom-

eration. %%nich is usually a problem. consists, of lillcr-bicndeet ciastomners.'
and (4) that therc arc Acil-dc:-tncd surfaces The cood definition gcnerall' occurs
when the caiakst is a base. is is the eth% iaminc used for inis samiple. Usc 01 J11

acidic catalyst, on the amner hand. civcs poorl ' defined. "fIuzl%* particles. is
illustrated in Fig. 5.'^ This lack ol defiinition is consistenti Oh resuli,' in
the soi-gel ceramics area. %nere it %kas concluded that acidic cataks'm,,s eisc

structures that arc less brijncncd and less compact thin inooe oniained irom
basic cataivscs.

5.3. Small-Angie X-Ray and Neutron Scattering

Some typical small-ancie X-ray sea ttering results are sho%%n in Ag. 6~ The
radii of gyration thus obtained can be correlated, for example. with eleciron
microscopy results and with various elastomneric properties. Also. the shapes of
the curves can gise informaion on the distribution of particle sizes, and the
terminal slopes can indicate whether the particles are well defined (slope of - 4)
or poorly defined (-3). Similar exnenments being carried out using neutron
scatternna should also prove to be very useful in eniaracterizirig ceramic particies
of this ts PC
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Ar. AND MNDO/2 MOLECULAR ORBITAL CONFORMATION;AL

ENERGY CALCULATIONS ON MODEL COMPOUNDS OF

SIMPLE POLYSILANES AND POLYGERMANES

William D. Johnson and William J. Welsh

Department of Chemistry, University of Missouri-St. Louis

St. Louis, Missouri 63121, U.S.A.

MNDO/2 and AYl molecular orbital calculations have
been carried out on a series of structurally related
polysilane and polygermane model compounds. Conformational
energies have been computed as a function of rotation *
about a bond along the chain backbone. For each conforma-
tion, geometry optimized values of the bond angles and bond
lengths were obtained. For polysilane [-SiH ) the results
indicate nearly equal preferences for both ttans and oauche
states and a high degree of rotational flexlb'i.ty. For
poly(permethylsilane) [-Si(CH ) I the results show a broad
minimum surrounding trans witA ilightly shallower and
steeper minima at the gauche states. Overall this chain is
less flexible and exhib-ts greater preferences for specific
conformational states (i.e., trans and gauche). For poly-
(permethylgermane) [-Ge(CH ) I-the resulT T dicate a broad
minimum located at trans w~ti steeper and slightly shallower
minima near the oaucne states. Compared with poly(permethyl-
silane), poly(permetnylgermane) exhibits qualitatively a very
similar profile except that the barriers are substantially
lower. The authors wish to acknowledge the financial support
provided by the Plastics Institute of America and the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR).
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INTRODUCTION

SOLUBLE POLY(DI-N-ALKYLSILANES) OF HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT
CONSTITUTE A NEW AND FASCINATING CLASS OF POLYMERS WITH
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS AS SELF-DEVELOPING DEEP-UV RESISTS,
SILICON CARBIDE CERAMIC PRECURSORS, AND PHOTOCONDUCTORS FOR

PHOTOCOPYING APPLICATIONS. AMONG THEIR MORE UNUSUAL PROPERTIES

IS A THERMOCHROMIC UV TRANSITION OCCURRING BOTH IN THE SOLID

STATE AND IN SOLUTION. INTERESTINGLY, IT HAS BEEN FOUND THAT
POLYSILANE DERIVATIVES SUBSTITUTED WITH LONG-CHAIN ALKYL

SUBSTITUENTS [e.g. POLY(DI-N-HEXYLSILANE)] SHOW A REMARKABLE
RED SHIFT TO 370-380 nm. MORE RESENT STUDIES ON POLYGERMANE
ANALOGUES BY R.D.MILLER,et al., SUGGEST A SIMILAR BEHAVIOR IN

THIS CASE. THIS PHENOMENON HAS BEEN ATTRIBUTED BY SOME TO THE

OCCURRENCE OF TRANS-GAUCHE CONFORMATIONAL TRANSITIONS ALONG THE

CHAIN BACKBONE.
IN THE PRESENT STUDY, WE REVEAL THE RESULTS OF CONFORMATIONAL

ENERGY CALCULATIONS CARRIED OUT ON SEVERAL SIMPLE POLYSILANE

AND POLYGERMANE MODEL COMPOUNDS. ENERGIES WERE CALCULATED AS A

FUNCTION OF ROTATION ABOUT A CHAIN BACKBONE BOND TO OBTAIN A
CONFORMATIONAL ENERGY PROFILE E vs. 4. THE RESULTS ARE
INTERPRETED IN TERMS OF THE PREFERRED CONFORMATIONS, ROTATIONAL
ENERGY BARRIERS, AND OVERALL ROTATIONAL FLEXIBILITY OF EACH
POLYMER. RESULTS OF SIMILAR CALCULATIONS CARRIED OUT ON
HYDROCARBONS ANALOGUES ARE ALSO PRESENTED FOR COMPARISON

METHODOLOGY
THE AMPAC (M.J.S. DEWAR,et al.,QCPE 506) SUITE OF SEMI

EMPIRICAL MOLECULAR ORBITAL PROGRAMS WAS USED FOR THE PRESENT

STUDY. MNDO PARAMETERS FOR Ge WERE OBTAINED FROM M.J.S.
DEWAR,et aI.,ORGANOMETALLICS 6, 186 (1987) AND ADDED TO THE
PROGRAM. FOR EACH POLYMER SEGMENT, CALCULATIONS WERE CARRIED

OUT USING BOTH THE AMI AND MNDO/2 HAMILTONIANS CONTAINED IN
AMPAC. THIS WAS DONE TO TEST THE SENSITIVITY OF THE RESULTS TO
THE METHODOLOGY CHOSEN. FULL GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION WAS

IMPLEMENTED FOR ALL CALCULATIONS.
RELATIVE CONFORMATIONAL ENERGIES E (IN KCAL/MOLE) WERE

DETERMINED FOR EACH POLYMER SEGMENT BY TAKING DIFFERENCES IN

CALCULATED MOLECULAR ENERGIES PROVIDED BY AMPAC WITH THE LOWEST
ENERGY ARBITRARILY NORMALIZED TO 0.00 KCAL/MOLE.

MOLECULAR ENERGIES WERE GENERALLY CALCULATED FOR 0 VARIED
rROM 0-1800 IN INCREMENTS OF 15-300. THE REGIONS 0=0'-180 ° AND

1800-3600 ARE RENDERED EQUIVALENT BY THE ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY OF

THESE CHAINS.

RESULTS
THE RESULTS OF THE CONFORMATIONAL ENERGY CALCULATIONS ARE

PRESENTED AS PLOTS OF E (KCAL/MOLE) vs. *(DEGREES).
REPRESENTATIVE VALUES OF THE GEOMETRY-OPTIMIZED STRUCTURAL
PARAMETERS (i.e.,BOND LENGTHS,BOND ANGLES) ARE PRESENTED IN
TABLES. THE CIS AND TRANS CONFORMATIONS WERE TAKEN AS 0-00 AND
+-1800, RESPECTIVEY.



POLYSILANE
THE MNDO/2 RESULTS INDICATE A GLOBAL MINIMUM LOCATED NEAR

+-±60* (GAUCHE) WITH A LOCAL MINIMUM LOCATED NEAR +-180*(TRANS)

ONLY ABOUT 0.05 KCAL/MOLE ABOVE GAUCHE. THE MAXIMUM BARRIERS TO

ROTATION ARE LOCATED NEAR *-±20*(ECLIPSED) AND *-0 0 (CIS) WITH

BARRIERS IN THE RANGE OF E-0.30-0.35 KCAL/MOLE. HENCE THE CHAIN

IS PREDICTED TO BE HIGHLY FLEXIBLE WITH MINIMAL BARRIERS TO
ROTATION AND TO PREFER THE TRANS AND GAUCHE STATES NEARLY
EQUALLY.

THE AM1 RESULTS ARE QUALITATIVELY IN AGREEMENT. HOWEVER, AM1
SHOWS A BARRIER PEAK OF E-0.32 KCAL/MOLE AT *-180'(TRANS) AND
YIELDS SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER BARRIERS TO THE CIS (+-00)

CONFORMATION. ALSO, AM1 SHIFTS THE GAUCHE MINIMUM TO 4-30.
THE MNDO/2 RESULTS AGREE CLOSELY WITH EARLIER MM2 FORCE-FIELD

CALCULATIONS (W.J. WELSH,et al., MACROMOLECULES 19,2978(1986);
R.J. DAMEWOOD AND R. WEST, MACROMOLECULES 18, 159 (1985)).

POLY(PERMETHYLSILANE)
THE MNDO/2 RESULTS INDICATE A GLOBAL MINIMUM ENERGY REGION

TRAVERSING THE TRANS (0-1800) CONFORMATION WITH SOMEWHAT
SHALLOWER AND STEEPER MINIMA NEAR THE GAUCHE (4-±600) STATES.
THE MAXIMUM BARRIER TO FREE ROTATION IS LOCATED AT CIS WITH E=
22 KCAL/MOLE; LOCAL BARRIERS SOME 2.7 KCAL/MOLE ABOVE THE
MINIMUM ENERGY ARE LOCATED AT THE ECLIPSED (,-±1200)
CONFORMATIONS. THE AM1 RESULTS ARE IN QUALITATIVE AGREEMENT
WITH MNDO/2 BUT INDICATE SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER BARRIERS (1.0

KCAL/MOLE) TO FREE ROTATION.
AGAIN, THESE RESULTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE MK2 RESULTS OF

WELSH,et al. AND OF DAMEWOOD AND WEST.

POLY(PERMETHYLGERMANE)
THE MNDO/2 RESULTS INDICATE A BROAD GLOBAL MINIMUM LOCATED

NEAR TRANS WITH STEEPER AND SLIGHTLY SHALLOWER MINIMA LOCATED
NEAR GAUCHE (,-±600). THE PROFILE APPEARS REMARKABLY SIMILAR TO

THAT OBTAINED FOR POLY(PERMETHYLSILANE) EXCEPT THAT THE
BARRIERS ARE UNIFORMLY LOWER. THIS IS REASONABLE SINCE THE

Ge-Ge BONDS ARE LONGER THAN THE Si-Si BY ABOUT 0.- A, AND THIS
ADDITIONAL LENGTH SHOULD REDUCE STERIC CONGESTION.
THE AM1 RESULTS AGAIN SHOW QUALITATIVELY SIMILAR BEHAVIOR

EXCEPT THAT THE BARRIERS TO ROTATION ARE SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER.

POLYMETHYLENE
BOTH MNDO/2 AND AM1 RESULTS INDICATE A PREFERENCE FOR TRANS

(4-1800) WITH LOCAL GAUCHE MINIMA ABOUT 1.0 KCAL/MOLE ABOVE
TRANS. THE MAXIMUM BARRIERS LOCATED AT CIS IS ABOUT 3.8
KCAL/MOLE ABOVE THE MINIMUM. IN GENERAL THE RESULTS SHOW BOTH
POLYSILANES AND POLYGERMANES TO BE MORE FLEXIBLE THAN THE

CORRESPONDING HYDROCARBON CHAIN.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. MNDO/2 AND AMI MOLECULAR ORBITAL CALCULATIONS HAVE BEEN
CARRIED OUT ON A SERIES OF STRUCTURALLY RELATED POLYSILANE AND
POLYGERMANE MODEL COMPOUNDS. CONFORMATIONAL ENERGIES HAVE BEEN
COMPUTED AS A FUNCTION OF ROTATION * ABOUT A BOND ALONG THE
CHAIN BACKBONE. FOR EACH CONFORMATION, GEOMETRY OPTIMIZED
VALUES OF THE BOND ANGLES AND BOND LENGTHS WERE OBTAINED.

2. FOR POLYSILANE [SiH I THE MNDO/2 RESULTS INDICATE NEARLY
EQUAL PREFERENCES FOR BOTH TRANS AND GAUCHE STATES AND A HIGH
DEGREE OF ROTATIONAL FLEXIBILITY. THE MAXIMUM BARRIERS TO FREE
ROTATION ARE SMALL AT ABOUT 0.35 KCAL/MOLE, HENCE THE CHAIN IS
PREDICTED TO HAVE HIGH ROTATIONAL FLEXIBILITY. THE AM1 RESULTS
ARE QUALITATIVELY IN AGREEMENT EXCEPT FOR A BARRIER (0.3
KCAL/MOLE) RATHER THAN A MINIMUM AT TRANS, AND THE BARRIERS TO
CIS ARE SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER.

3. FOR POLY(PERMETHYLSILANE) [Si(CH )2] THE MNDO/2 RESULTS
SHOW A BROAD MINIMUM SURROUNDING TRAA S2WITH SLIGHTLY SHALLOWER
AND STEEPER MINIMA AT THE GAUCHE STATES. THE MAXIMUM BARRIER TO
ROTATION LOCATED AT CIS, IS HIGH AT ABOUT 22 KCAL/MOLE. OTHER
BARRIERS OF ABOUT 2.7 KCAL/MOLE ARE LOCATED AT THE ECLIPSED
(.-±1200) STATES. HENCE, OVERALL THIS CHAIN IS LESS FLEXIBLE
AND EXHIBITS GREATER PREFERENCES FOR SPECIFIC CONFORMATIONAL
STATES (i.e. TRANS AND GAUCHE). THE AM1 RESULTS ARE AGAIN IN
QUALITATIVE AGREEMENT EXCEPT FOR SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER ROTATIONAL
FLEXIBILITY.

4. FOR POLY(PERMETHYLGERMANE) [Ge(CH ) THE MNDO/2 RESULTS
INDICATE A BROAD MINIMUM LOCATED AT TAS WITH STEEPER AND
SLIGHTLY SHALLOWER MINIMA NEAR THE GAUCHE STATES. COMPARED WITH
POLY(PERMETHYLSILANE), POLY(PERMETHYLGERMANE) EXHIBITS
QUALITATIVELY VERY SIMILAR PROFILE EXCEPT THAT THE BARRIERS ARE
SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER. THIS IS REASONABLE SINCE THE LONGER Ge-Ge
BONDS COMPARED TO THE ANALOGOUS Si-Si BONDS SHOULD REDUCE
STERIC CONFLICTS FOR CONFORMATIONS. AGAIN, AM1 IS QUALITATIVELY
CONSISTENT WITH MNDO/2 EXCEPT FOR EXHIBIT:NG LOWER BARRIERS.
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DIPOLE MOMENTS OF SOME POLY(DiMETHYLSILOXANE)
LINEAR CHAINS AND CYCLICS
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Abstract -Dielectric constant measurements were carried out on polvidimethylsiloxanei (PDMSi linear
chains, CII,-ISjCHI)lO],-SilCI,), and eselics9HSij(CH,1.O0T for _x zlo, I5 and 70. in cvclihexane and
in benzene at 301 C Mean-square dipole moments were calculated from these data. using the method
of Dcb.se The values thus obtained for the linear chains are consistent with results previously reported
for short, hlear P[)%tS chains in the undiluted state. Discernible differences amoing the values in the two
soivent, and undiluted state arc manifestations of the "specitic solvent eclcci" known to b~e important in
longer linear chains the networks of PDM4S The eccis were tound to have dipole moments very similar
to those of the corresponding linear chains The csclics also showed a specitic solvent effect. in the same
direction as shown I,% the linear molecules

INTROD1 CTION and c~ clics having .x -10. I5 and 70. The required
The hai molculs %%ichha~cbee mos c~cn-dielectric constant measurements, arc carried out in

six cl% studied ss itto ree~rd to conl ormation-dependient SI~ln nbt coeacadbneeCm
prprisar hs f'-l(iehlfoae parisons with. previous results [2.,31 obtained on

proprtis ae tnse l plxiimetx Iiloane short, linear PDIS chains, in the undiluted state are
(PDN~j.Exprimnta inestiatins a~clocsed used to document the dependence of ,ix- on solvent

on tneir random-coil dimensions I I. dipole moment., medium. Also of interest are possible differences in
[2-4;,. netw ork thermoclastict I I. 3. stress-opticai bewnliarcisadccishan ee-
coefficients [t). 71, and ring-chain c~clizatton constants tialls the same degree of poyeizto 1161,

S9j. Theoretical studies carried out to interpret, and .plmrzto ;
even predict. Such properties are based on the weli- EPRMVA
knowvn rotational isomeric state thneor\ [I]. atid have EP~xEtA
been notabl\ successt'ul in this regard. L. nusual fea- Tnree PDMS linear poismers (LI. L2. 1-3 and three
tures of these chain molecules which make them cxclics (Cl, C2. (73i were generousl\ provided b.\ Proiessor
attractive to both experimentalisis and theorists are J A Semlven The (nuntber-averaitei number ni of S! -0
their tractibiltt\ and high-temperature stabilit\ and Cl-Si skeletal bonds and pol , dispcrstt indices are
[10.11 . semi-inorgainic nature [ 12]. marked polarit% given in t .he second and third columns of Table I

Ii. -4] unuualequaionof tateparmetes [3]. At least four solutions of each of the samples were
(1.241.rnusua enrpes of dtion and paees olume prepared; in both eselohexane and benzene. with the w&eight

s ~traction w, ot polymrer ranging from 0(.0035 to 0 036. Specitic
1 extraordtnar% fiexibilit% and permeabilit\ %olumes t of the solutions were then determined bs dilato-

110. 11, 151. and (becausc of uneq 'ual skeletal bond metrx. indices of reflection hi bs differential retraeiometr-s.
angles i a lov-energ\ conformation that approximates and dielectn-c constants r with the usual capacitance brioge
aclosed pols gon [1. 21 Another Interesting teature is and a miniature three-terminal ccli (171 Ali measurement,

tne existence of cvcitcsLfSoC[H,)CO covering a wide pertain te 3(1
range in degree of pol *ymerization v [5. 9. 16), as well
as t .ne unusual linear chains CHI[Si(CH1 .0],- RESILt.S A0!) DISCUSSION
Si(CH,,

The present investiaation is concerned with the Values of the concentration dependence of the
determination of experimental values of the mean- quantities of interest were expressed as di dii.
square dipole moment 5,of PDNIS linear chains dlAi. dii. and dAsi dii. where Ai = (i is the

Tahie I Experimental dat arid re~aiis for ilie Pt)M5 linear Chain, and escil, In eseNrCescane at
11i C)

Poivinet 'i Ai 1.f - di i,, slA, u. dAn, d. i f

Li i0 1 lilt 0 215 5431 (1lit, ii 175
L 2 31is 1 1 lil 12"5 0i471 0i10 19o1
L 1 14i 1 1 o- 0 251, SIi (12 (1 lis 11 2
C-i is)- 1 11 02201 i 541 0-10 IN'
C - 29 1 1 115 0 2K2 0 524 0' (Xi16 11 214

(-1 19 1 if, (12 (1 14(l 0(10 2-




